




This Signage Design Guide updates the previous Environmental Graphics Design Program Guide 
published in September 1996.  

It provides guidelines for the design of signs and provides detailed information on the development of a 
signage system to assist VA veteran customers, visitors, and others as they approach the property, 
locate buildings, and proceed to functions inside.  

The Signage Design Guide has been completely updated. These revisions are the result of regulatory 
changes, including UFAS, ADAG, and NFPA, expansion and growth of VA facilities, procedural 
changes, and practical knowledge gained from field experience.  Complete new sections have been 
added to address the needs of VA facilities considering both small room renumbering programs and/ 
or a complete upgrade of their existing signage. These sections inform program officials, planners, and 
designers how to identify the need for a signage program and steps on interviewing and selecting an 
environmental graphics design firm. It also includes an in depth section on parking lots and parking 
structures. The following are highlights in both the updated sections and the newly added sections:  

• Updates to facility names on site identification
signs, including consolidated Medical Centers, 
Congressionally named facilities, combined VHA 
and VBA facilities, outpatient clinics, community 
based outpatient clinics, and VBA regional 
offices;

• Special sub-sections devoted to National 
Cemetery signs;  

• Signage related to a HopTel;  

• Various interior and exterior sign types and their 
specifications, construction, and installation 
guidelines;

• Expanded Code & Life Safety signs section that 
includes a pictorial for installation of stairwell 
signs and other associated signs;  

• Specialty signs that include freestanding signs 
for display of various information, card and file
holders, and door knob signs for multipurpose 
uses;

• Examples of marquee signs that incorporate 
electronic messages;  

• Expanded construction details for exterior signs;  

• A new section, “Parking Lots and Parking 
Structures”. This section includes signs, details, 
construction, and installation specifications;  

• A new section on room re-numbering with 
criteria and implementation on room re-
numbering as well as offering suggestions on 
fixing “broken” room numbering systems;

• A new section titled, “Need a New Sign 
Program” that assists a facility in the project 
process from beginning to end, including all the 
steps from identifying the need for a new sign 
program through implementing the new program. 
Subsections include sample questions for 
interviewing a prospective Environmental 
Graphics Design Firm, rating factors, sample of 
Statement of Work, etc.; and  

• Mandatory VA policy signs that contain specific
text, layout, size, placement, and location 
requirements that cannot be altered or changed;  

This has been a collaborative effort, with extensive input from VAMC and VISN officials, VACO 
program officials including designers, fire and safety, security and law enforcement professionals, and 
other Veterans Health Administration, National Cemetery Administration, and Veterans Benefits
Administration staff.  This will be a living document that will be periodically updated. When significant 
changes do occur, “Design Alerts” will be e-mailed with the included changes.  

Lloyd H. Siegel, FAIA Associate Chief Facilities Management Officer for Strategic Management  
August 2005
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The development of an effective working exterior sign program requires the 
coordination of several interlaced criteria. 

For an effective exterior sign program you have to take into account to the 
following:

1. Character and configuration of the roadway system. 
2. How do visitors currently drive around the site.
3. Where do you want visitors to park?
4. What is the desired path of travel on the roadway system for visitors?
5. What is the desired path of travel on the roadway system for employees 

and deliveries? 
6. Location of buildings on the facility campus in relation to roads, parking 

and walkways. 
7. Location of building entrances. 
8. Parking plan for visitors, handicapped and employees. 
9. Weather... like wind and snow.
10. Location of electricity, its availability and voltage.
11. Landscaping and the irrigation system.
12. Adequate light on and around directional signs.
13. Placement of signs in locations where people are expecting them to be.
14. Which signs can have permanent messages and which ones need to be 

changeable.

These elements help establish the basis of a clear sign program that 
communicates and informs in a direct and simple manner.

A sign program for a campus, that works well, is one that has been planned as an 
integrated whole. All the way from the main identification sign, directional signs, 
building and building entrance identification through to the parking lot signs. 

The main identification sign for a 
medical center should be a large 
scale illuminated sign. This can be an 
internally illuminated monolith sign or 
a masonry wall with letters that are 
illuminated with floodlights. Urban 
facilities main identification sign or 
letters may be directly on the building 
and should be directly illuminated as 
well.

Internally illuminated signs should be 
considered for those locations where 
important information and directions 
need to be communicated at night as 
well as the day. This would typically 
be the main identification sign, the 
main directional signs at the entrance 
to the site and along the primary path 
of travel, buildings and entrances that 
have public activity in the early morning, 
late afternoon and evening. 

A non-illuminated sign that is 
illuminated with floodlights can be 

Planning an Exterior 
Sign Program

Types of Signs effective a night. Typically this is a less 
expensive way to obtain an illuminated 
sign, but the ongoing maintenance will 
be considerably higher as ground based 
lights frequently get damaged.

Non-illuminated signs with reflective 
letters will function quite well for 
secondary signs at night. It is a good 
practice to make all the exterior signs 
have reflective letters as that will insure 
the best possibility of being read 
regardless of a signs importance.

Every site has different climate 
conditions that affect an exterior sign 
program. Considerations for snowfall 
and frost line will have an impact on 
post length and footing depth. For areas 
where there is a lot of snow, the post on 
signs should be taller so the sign panels 
do not become covered with snow. How 
much taller should be evaluated by site 
locations typical snow fall.
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Monument signs should be typically 
reserved for use at the main entrance 
and along the principal drive to the 
main entrance at the medical center. 
Monument signs are more expensive 
than post and panel signs, but provide 
a more professional appearance at 

Types of Signs
cont.

Sizes of Signs Signs that are to be read from a moving 
car need to be larger than signs that 
are  read by a driver that is stopped or 
parked. As the speed of a car increases, 
the size of a sign needs to increase. 
Signs with important messages also 
need to be larger. Additionally, the 
further the distance the sign needs to 
be read, the larger it needs to be.

A simple explanation on the importance 
of size … A sign that is too small is an 
annoyance to everyone, because they 
can’t read it. A sign that is too large 

Size of Lettering Signs that are to be read from a moving 
car need to have larger lettering than 
signs that are  read by a driver that is 
stopped or parked. As the speed of a 
car increases, the size of the lettering 
on a sign also needs to increase. Signs 
with important messages need to also 
have larger lettering. 

Additionally, the further the distance 
the sign needs to be read, the larger 
the lettering needs to be. Remember, 

the main entrance. Use of post 
and panel signs through out the 
remaining campus for directional 
signs and building identification 
is the most practical approach to 
signing.

will never be an annoyance because 
everyone can read it.

Signs directed to pedestrians can be 
smaller. But, they still have to be large 
enough to be read. Signs placed close 
to a walkway can be smaller in scale, 
but care must be taken to not make 
them so small that people don’t notice 
them. 

If in doubt regarding a size decision, 
choose the next larger size.

lettering on a sign that is too small is an 
annoyance, because it can’t be read it.

Signs directed to pedestrians can have 
smaller test. But, the lettering still has to 
be large enough to be read.  

If in doubt regarding the size of lettering 
to use, choose the next larger size.
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Viewing Distance 
Guide

Wayfinding

The following charts are to provide 
assistance in determining the size of 
lettering to be used in relation to the 
distance that a sign is going to be read.

“Wayfinding” is a term that in recent 
years has been used to describe the 
process of finding a destination in the 
built environment. Signs play an active 
role in this process by providing the 
primary form of communication in way 
finding

In developing a way finding system for 
the exterior of a medical center campus 
or the interior of a building you need to 
follow some common guidelines.  

One first needs to identify the paths 
of travel from originating points to 
destinations.  

On the exterior of a campus this 
involves the roadway system from the 
main drive entry to the campus to the 
main entrance of the building to which 
patients and visitors are seeking a 
service. While this is a primary path, 
a secondary primary path is from the 
visitor parking lot to the main entrance 

Viewing Distance
Up To:

Letter Height
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40'

50'

80'
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25 mm
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Viewing Distance
Up To:

Letter Height

Symbols

These charts are general and 
there may be situations that would 
require lettering larger than what 
is indicated in the chart for a given 
distance of viewing. 

or the entrance with services to which 
the individual is seeking.

Identifying destinations people drive 
to, where they park and where they 
walk to is the process of identifying 
the paths of transit. Way finding is then 
communicating to people along this 
pathway, with appropriate directional 
signs. 

The intersections along the vehicle 
roadway and pedestrian pathway 
system need to be identified in their 
importance for communication. Major 
high traffic intersection will require more 
communication than smaller secondary 
intersections. The environments in 
which these intersections present 
themselves also affects  the way finding 
program. 

One must look at the path of travel and 
the decision points that are necessary 
to reach the end point and where these 

Text

Symbol Height
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decision points are located. At these 
decision points information must be 
communicated to the driver in a priority 
of need. 

The priority of need is defined as those 
departments or services that have the 
highest percentage of people seeking 
them. This high demand information 
then needs to be communicated 
with the highest priority on exterior 
directional signs.  

Secondary information or information 
that applies to a small percentage of 
individuals that visit a campus also 
needs to be evaluated in regard to its 
importance.  Typically a driver can only 
read 2 to 4 messages on a directional 
sign.  Any information that is beyond 
or greater than this is simply not 
read.  Prioritization of communication 
of information would then in most 
cases cause the secondary or minor 
information to be left off the sign 
because it is not useful.  

In planning a directional sign program 
for pedestrians one needs to take into 
account similar objectives that are done 
for a roadway directional sign program. 
Major walkways need to be identified 
in their respective intersections where 
the paths of travel split to reach various 
services and entrances.

Wayfinding
cont.

People that are walking have the 
opportunity to read more messages 
than a driver so pedestrian directional 
signs can contain up to 8 listings of 
information. More then 10 listings on 
a sign results in a sign so large that it 
is no longer readable and the viewer 
simply cannot sort through all the 
information presented.  
“You Are Here” maps can sometimes 
aide in the way finding process but care 
must be taken to make sure the map is 
simple and configured in a manner in 
which it makes very easy to understand. 
The orientation of these maps, and the 
amount of information on them, play a 
critical role on the understanding of the 
viewer of what they are looking at.  

“You Are Here” maps need to be placed 
in a strategic location where the viewer 
has a clear orientation to the site or 
campus based upon the view of the 
map that they are seeing. Remember, 
once the viewer leaves the map, the 
visual image in their memory will quite 
quickly erode. And, once they make 
the first turn all their orientation will be 
gone.

Placement of a “You Are Here” map 
needs to be at a location on the campus 
where the viewer can make connection 
with a major visual object. This can 
be a very prominent building or large 
architectural or environmental objects 
such as a water tower or monuments.

Arrows The proper use of arrows on directional 
signs is important to insure that the 
reader quickly understands the correct 
directional information.

Grouping all the information together 
that is in one direction and using one 
arrow is preferred. Using an arrow for 
each message makes the sign difficult 
to read.

Ambulance Entrance
Main Entrance
Buildings 137, 332, 323, 325, 303, 305

Freight Entrance
Buildings 314, 317 & 319

Ambulance Entrance
Main Entrance
Buildings 137, 332, 323, 325, 303, 305

Freight Entrance
Buildings 314, 317 & 319
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Arrows
cont.

Arrows should be placed in such a 
manner that they precede the message. 
This allows the reader to understand 
direction first and information second. 
It also allows the arrows to be visually 
separated from text.

Arrows should always be larger in size 
than the text they are affiliated with. For 
example, a 4-1/2” arrow is what would 
be used with a 3” capital letter size text. 
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Sign Placement Exterior signs function to communicate 
to both drivers and pedestrians and 
their placements need to be planned 
relative to the intended viewer. Sign 
visibility to the user is a principal 
objective and that is the basis of correct 
sign placement.

Signs that are to be read from a car 
moving down a road need to be large 
and clearly visible. Poorly placed signs, 
that are intended to communicate 
to drivers, can actually create traffic 
hazards. Also, remember that if a 
sign has too much information, the 
placement will have to allow for a driver 
to stop or slow to a very low speed.

A sign that is directing pedestrians can 
be placed close to a walkway. Major 
pathway intersections are important 
locations to assist people who are new 
to a site and are trying to find their way 
around.

Correct placement of signs will usually 
mean that fewer signs are required. 
Too many signs can create a cluttered 
appearance and increase the difficulty 
for a viewer to find the particular 
information they are seeking. Colors 
and material finish of buildings need 
to be taken into consideration as this 
impacts the visibility of signs.
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Following are general guidelines 
for placing signs to viewed from an 
approaching vehicle as well as for 
mounting signs for pedestrian viewing. 
Guidelines for specific sign types are 
shown in their respective sections.

Straight Ahead: Sign placement must 
be within the approaching driver’s 
immediate cone-of-vision. Drivers 
cannot be expected to turn their heads 
to read a sign.  Signs mounted more 
than 12 M (40 feet) off the roadway 
because of special circumstances may 
require use of a larger panel to increase 
readability because the sign is outside 
the normal cone-of-vision.

Perpendicular: The sign face should 
be perpendicular to the approaching 
viewer.  Never place a sign parallel to 
passing traffic.

Right Side: Place signs on the 
right side of the roadway whenever 
possible.  Drivers are not conditioned 
to look to the left side of the road for 
driving information.  An exception to 
this rule is the use of a double-face 
Standard Identification sign mounted 
perpendicular to a facility entrance 
roadway sign should be sized and 
placed with clear target value and 
readability from both directions.

Distance Legibility: All signs must 
be clearly legible from the distance 
at which they are to be read. The 
viewing distance guide delineates the 
appropriate text size.
Advance Warning: Signs on roadways 
that communicate a desired reaction, 
must be placed in advance of the 
intersection to afford a safe distance 
for reaction to and execution of the 
maneuver.

Viewing Angle: Mount signs at eye level. 
The height of the average viewer’s eye 

Placement Guidelines

Sign Placement Care also needs to be taken to place 
signs in a manner that allow clear 
viewing. Placement of signs so trees 
and shrubs do not obscure them is 
critical. It is also critical that signs are 
not placed in locations that obscure a 
driver’s visibility of vehicular traffic and 
pedestrians.

Coordination needs to take place with 
things like irrigation systems, electrical 
service and other underground utilities. 

Proper placement is an important part 
of a well-planned program

level is 1650 mm (5’-6”) standing, and 
1350 mm (4’-6”) driving a car.  Signs 
placed for viewing from long distances 
will be mounted higher than those in the 
immediate foreground.  Mounting height 
is measured from the ground level to 
the bottom edge of the sign panel. 
For signs mounted along roadways, the 
grade of the road is considered ground 
level. When ground mounted signs 
on two posts are placed on sloping or 
inclined grades, adjustments must be 
made to the post lengths and mounting 
heights.  Extreme differences between 
post lengths should be minimized 
whenever possible.

Spacing: Signs must be located with 
respect to other signs. Mounting sites 
should be carefully selected so that 
groups of signs are placed without 
creating a cluttered appearance. Also, 
drivers must be given time to read and 
react to one sign before another is 
presented.

Site Preparation: Placement must be 
carefully considered to ensure that 
the sign fits the location without major 
regarding.  It may be necessary to clear 
some shrubs or bushes or relocate an 
obstruction.

Field Test: An effective way to determine 
a sign placement location is to place the 
actual sign in the proposed location for 
verification. This is relatively simple for 
pedestrian signs; they are viewed from 
relatively short distances. For signs 
viewed from a moving vehicle, testing 
should include driving the approach 
from which it is viewed to verify the 
appropriateness of the proposed 
location.  A cardboard or brown paper 
banner (which is the same size as the 
proposed sign) can be used instead of 
the sign to check placement against the 
criteria listed above.
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Placement Guidelines
cont.
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Placement Guidelines
cont.

Existing Sign Program Before implementing a new sign 
program, perform a through evaluation 
of the demolition requirements of the 
current sign program and the effects 
and impact on the facilities landscaping 
and irrigation system.

Old sign footings do not typically have 
to be totally removed. They should 
however be demolished to at least 1 
foot below grade.

Check to see what is required to patch, 
seal and repair building penetrations 
and surfaces exposed as a result of 
removal of signs or letters. Repairs 
should be planned to match adjoining 
surface.

Make sure the sign demolition scope of 
work requires the contractor to close off 
any live electrical connections.  Remove 
existing conductors and conduit to the 
nearest junction box and make it safe. 

Be sure to clearly identify signs that 
are supposed to remain. It is especially 
important to identify markers and signs 
that relate to special objects or displays 
that maybe on the medical center 
campus or on a building.

DO NOT remove any traffic signs 
without having the replacement signs 
available and installed at the same time 
the old signs are removed.

�����������
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Main Entrance

Main Entrance

Parking

Parking

Parking

Main Entrance
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The following are some general “Do’s & 
Don’ts guidelines that one can refer to 
when developing a sign program. 

This is not intended to be a training 
section of the guide, but to provide 

General Guidelines

key information or instructions that 
will hopefully reduce common errors 
that are made when planning and 
programming an exterior sign program.

• Never use text smaller than 3” capital letter height when a sign is    
   intended to be read from a moving car.

• Text intended to be read by pedestrians should be a minimum of 1 1/2” capital 
   letter height.

• Sign do require maintenance. Cleaning and waxing will extend the   
   life of a sign program.

• Use text (words) which are familiar, easy to understand and comfortable 

   to the viewer. 

• Always use the same words throughout the sign program.

• All sign messages need to be a minimum of 24” above grade.

• When selecting a background color for the signs, seek a   
   complementary color to the buildings on campus.

• If overhead signs are used, make sure they have adequate clearance   
   for trucks. Adequate clearance can be interpreted to be 15’-0”.

•  Always consider the landscaping surrounding a sign when determining a 
   sign’s size. It is important that shrubs and other plants do not hide or obscure  
   the sign.

•  Stacking bar signs, if possible, should always have a blank bar between two   
   different sets of directional information.

•  Lettering and sign panel size should be appropriate for the distance and   
   speed at which a sign is viewed.

•  Signs intended for a moving vehicle need to be larger and require larger text   
   than a sign intended for a pedestrians.

• Consideration should be given to the use of a facility (i.e.. whether a  
   department or building offers night time services) when determining if a sign   
   should be illuminated or not.

• Keep sign messages brief. 

•  Unnecessary information on signs will confuse the viewer. 

• Typically, all signs, with the exception of directional signs, should convey no 
   more than one concept or thought.

• Use text (words) that can be quickly read by the viewer. And use the 
   same words throughout the sign program.

• On directional and informational signs only provide information necessary to 
   make a decision at that particular location.

•  Whenever possible, messages should be presented using positive   
    information.

Type of Sign to Use

Size of Sign to Use

Message Content
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Message Content
cont.

Message Layout

      Placement of Signs

• On directional signs, do not anticipate decisions that can be made later.  
   Unnecessary or premature information will confuse the reader.

• Messages placed on signs should be concise, preferably with no more than  
   seven to ten words.

• For signs to be read from a moving car, take into account the speed of the car.         
   At a slow speed the driver may be able to read 7 or 8 words. At a faster speed  
   they will only be able to read 4 or 5.

• Use upper and lower case text whenever possible. Upper and lower case  
   text is easier to read and understood faster than text in all capital letters.

• Line-spacing between two different messages should be greater than   
   line-spacing between lines of the same multiple-line message group.

• Text should not be run right up to the edge of the sign.

• If a line text needs to be reduced in order to fit on a sign, use only commonly   
   recognized abbreviations, reduce the number of words or reduce the size of   
   the type for the entire message. DO NOT condense the type face.

• The most important message should appear as the first line text and the 
   most important directional information should be at the top of the sign.

• Signs should, if at all possible, always be perpendicular to the intended viewer.

• Position signs with a clear line of sight from the viewing point to the sign face. 

• Typically a driver gathers visual information by viewing to the right first.

• Keep directional signs on the same side of the street that the driver is driving.

• Always evaluate a sign’s location at night as well as in the daylight. Lighting 
   conditions and visibility may change at night making a particular location  
   unsuitable.

• All signs should be placed in a manner that will be clearly visible to driver all 
   times of the year. For example, make sure that snow removal doesn’t bury  
   signs.

• Signs that receive spray from irrigation sprinklers will show oxidation from the 
   minerals in the water resulting in a poor appearance. The life of the sign will 
   also be considerably shortened.

• Always consider the landscaping surrounding a sign when determining a sign’s 
   location. It is important that trees, shrubs and other plants do not obscure 
   the sign.

• Do not place signs in locations where people may walk into them. Don’t place       
   signs any closer than 12” to a walkway.
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Department of
Veterans Affairs
Baltimore VA Medical Center 
VA Maryland Health Care System

VA Capitol Health Care Network

Department of
Veterans Affairs
William S. Middleton Memorial
Veterans Hospital
 Madison

VA Great Lakes  Health Care Network

Department of
Veterans Affairs
Tomah VA Medical Center 
 

VA Great Lakes Health Care System

Department of
Veterans Affairs
VA Medical Center 
Regional Office 
White River Junction

VA New England Health Care System

Description & Use
The following layouts depict the 
various ways that facility names 
are to be shown on the main 
identification sign.  In all cases, 
note that there is a hierarchy in the 
presentation.  The “VA Logos” and 
“Department of Veteran Affairs” is 
always on the top of the sign and 
in larger letters than the rest of 
the name.  VISN identification is 
always at the bottom of the sign 
and has the smallest letters.

Message Layout A depicts 
consolidated medical center 
locations.

Message Layout B depicts 
congressionally mandated named 
facilities.

Message Layout C depicts the 
typical facility naming practice.

Message Layout D depicts the 
combined VHA and VBA locations.

Message Layout E depicts the 
independent VBA Regional Office 
locations.

Message Layout F depicts the 
large Outpatient Clinic locations.

Message Layout G depicts the 
Community Based Outpatient 
Clinic locations
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Department of
Veterans Affairs
VA Outpatient Clinic 
Appleton 

VA Great Lakes Health Care System

Department of
Veterans Affairs
VA Regional Office 
Phoenix

Department of Veterans Affairs
Beverly Clinic
VA Great Lakes Health Care System
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This section of the Sign and Environmental Graphic Program Guide provides for all 
the types of exterior signs that would be necessary to sign individual buildings to a 
complete medical center campus or a off site clinic building.

Included are illuminated and non-illuminated signs for identification and direction 
as well as signs traffic control and parking.

This section is divided into three parts. The first part identifies internally illuminated 
signs and the second part is non-illuminated signs. The third part covers way-
finding, construction, engineering , installation and helpful hints.

The following Overview illustrates the various types of signs in this section. The 
individual pages on each Sign Type provide more specific information and detailed 
layouts.

Sign Type EI-01
Illuminated Monument Sign for 
Medical Center Identification

EI-01.01 
Large horizontal monument sign

EI-01.02 
Standard horizontal monument 
sign

EI-01.03 
Small horizontal monument sign

EI-01.04 
Standard vertical monument sign

EI-01.05 
Small vertical monument sign

Illuminated Exterior Sign Designations

Each sign in the program guide has been give a specific sign type number des-
ignation. This designation provide a common description that can be referenced 
when programming a site and ordering signs. The following explains how the sign 
type designations are derived.

EI - 03 .01 A
E Designates an exterior sign.
     I Identifies that the sign is internally illuminated.

03 Two digit numbers identifies a particular sign type family like
       the “signs for use in identifying an Ambulance Entrance”.

.01 The two digit number following the period
        identifies a specific sign within the sign family.

A  The letter designates a specific sign
     configuration, version and/or layout for
     graphics.

Internally Illuminated Exterior Sign Overview

Baltimore
VA Medical Center

Department 
of Veterans 
Affairs

VA Maryland 
Health Care System

VA Capitol 
Health Care Network

Department of
Veterans Affairs
Baltimore VA Medical Center 
VA Maryland Health Care System

VA Capitol Health Care Network

EI-01.01 EI-01.04

Illuminated Exterior Signs
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Sign Type EI-02
Illuminated Directional Monument 
Sign with Stacking Text Modules

EI-02.01 
Large directional monument sign 
with stacking strips - 10 strips

EI-02.02
Small directional monument sign 
with stacking strips - 10 strips

Sign Type EI-03
Illuminated Post and Panel Sign for 
Identification and Information

EI-03.01 
Post and panel sign for medical 
center identification 

EI-03.02 
Standard auto oriented post and 
panel sign

Sign Type EI-04
Illuminated Post and Stacking Bar 
Sign for Directional Information

EI-04.01 
Large/long auto oriented stacking 
bar directional sign - 6 to 8 bars

EI-04.02 
Standard auto oriented stacking 
bar directional sign - 5 to 8 bars

Sign Type EI-06
Illuminated Wall Mounted Signs

EI-06.01 
Overhead wall mounted sign

EI-06.02 
Large size wall mounted sign

Outpatient Entrance

Freight Entrance
Building 314,
  317 & 319 

Main Entrance
Building 137, 332,
  323, 325, 303, 305,
  205, 647, 348, 349, 
  350, T101 & T102

Outpatient Entrance

Freight Entrance
Building 314, 317 & 319 

Main Entrance
Building 137, 332, 323, 325, 303,
  305, 205, 647, 348, 349,  350,
  T101 & T102

Department of
Veterans Affairs
Tomah VA Medical Center 
 

VA Great Lakes Health Care System

Main Entrance
Visitor Information
Building 101

Visitor Parking
Buildings 222, 333, 323
233 & T444

Ambulance Entrance
Main Entrance
Buildings 137, 332, 323, 325, 303, 305,
  205, 647, 348, 349, 350, T101 & T102

Freight Entrance
Buildings 314, 317 & 319

Ambulance Entrance
Main Entrance
Buildings 137, 332, 323, 325,
  303, 305, 205, 647, 348, 349,
  350, T101 & T102

Freight Entrance

EI-02.01 EI-02.02

EI-03.01 EI-03.02

EI-04.01 EI-04.02

EI-06.01 EI-06.02

Illuminated Exterior Signs
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Sign Type EI-08
Ambulance Entrance Signs

EI-08.01 
Overhead wall mounted sign

EI-08.02 
Wall mounted sign

EI-08.03 
Post and panel sign

Sign Type EI-09
Dimensional Letters and Logo

EI-09.06 
Logo and dimensional letter

EI-09.07 
Logo and dimensional letter

EI-09.08 
Logo and dimensional letter

EI-09.09 
Logo and dimensional letter

Sign Type EI-14
4 Sided Monument Sign for 
Medical Center Identification

Ambulance
Entrance

Ambulance
Entrance

Ambulance
Entrance

Medical Center

Outpatient Entrance

Department 
of Veterans 
Affairs

Baltimore
VA Medical Center

VA Maryland 
Health Care System

VA Capitol 
Health Care Network

EI-08.01 EI-08.02 EI-08.03

EI-14

EI-09.06 

Illuminated Exterior Signs
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Sign Type EI-15
4 Sided Monument Sign with 
Directional Information for Medical 
Center Identification

EI-15.01 
Large 4-sided monument sign with 
stacking directional panels

EI-15.02 
Standard 4-sided monument sign 
with stacking directional panels

EI-15.03 
Small 4-sided monument sign with 
stacking directional panels

Sign Type EI-16
Monument Sign for Medical Center 
Identification with Electronic 
Message Center

EI-16.01 
Large monument sign with 
Electronic Message Center

EI-16.02 
Standard monument sign with 
Electronic Message Center

William S. Middleton 
Memorial
Veterans Hospital

Madison

VA Great Lakes 
Health Care System

Department 
of Veterans 
Affairs

Main Entrance
Clinics
Ambulance Entrance
Freight Receiving Entrance

2500
Overlook Terrace

Main Entrance
Clinics
Ambulance Entrance

Taylor Entrance
Visitor Parking

William S. Middleton 
Memorial
Veterans Hospital

Madison

VA Great Lakes 
Health Care System

Department 
of Veterans 
Affairs

EI-15.01 EI-15.02

EI-16.01 EI-16.02

Illuminated Exterior Signs
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Department of
Veterans Affairs
William S. Middleton Memorial 
Veterans Hospital
Madison
VA Great Lakes Health Care System

William S. Middleton 
Memorial
Veterans Hospital

Madison

VA Great Lakes 
Health Care System

Department 
of Veterans 
Affairs

������
��������

����������
����

2500
Overlook Terrace
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Non-Illuminated Exterior Sign Designations

Each sign in the program guide has been give a specific sign type number des-
ignation. This designation provide a common description that can be referenced 
when programming a site and ordering signs. The following explains how the sign 
type designations are derived.

EN - 12 .01 A
E Designates an exterior sign.
     N Identifies that the sign is non-illuminated.

12 Two digit numbers identifies a particular sign type family like
       the “signs for use in Parking Lots”.

.01 The two digit number following the period
        identifies a specific sign within the sign family.

A  The letter designates a specific sign
     configuration, version and/or layout for
     graphics.

Sign Type EN-02
Directional Monument Sign with 
Stacking Text Modules

EN-02.01 
Large directional monument sign 
with stacking strips - 10 strips

EN-02.02 
Small directional monument sign 
with stacking strips - 10 strips

Sign Type EN-03
Post and Panel Sign for 
Identification and Information

EN-03.02 
Standard auto oriented post 
and panel sign

EN-03.03 
Small auto oriented post and 
panel sign

Ambulance Entrance

Freight Entrance
Building 314, 317 & 319 

Main Entrance
Building 137, 332, 323, 325, 303,
  305, 205, 647, 348, 349,  350,
  T101 & T102

Ambulance Entrance

Freight Entrance
Building 314,
  317 & 319 

Main Entrance
Building 137, 332,
  323, 325, 303, 305,
  205, 647, 348, 349, 
  350, T101 & T102

Building

230Building

230
Admissions
Outpatient
  Rehabilitation
Dental Clinic
Eye Clinic

233 & T444

Visitor Parking
Buildings 222,

Main Entrance
Building 101

233 & T444

Main Entrance
Visitor Information
Building 101

Visitor Parking
Buildings 222, 333, 323
233 & T444233 & T444

EN-02.01 EN-02.02

EN-03.02 EN-03.03

Non-Illuminated Exterior Signs
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Sign Type EN-03    
(Continued)

EN-03.04 
Pedestrian oriented post and 
panel sign

EN-03.05 
Large auto oriented building 
number / identification post and 
panel sign

EN-03.06 
Pedestrian oriented building 
number / identification post and 
panel sign

Building

230Building

230
Admissions
Outpatient
  Rehabilitation
Dental Clinic
Eye Clinic

233 & T444

Visitor Parking
Buildings 222,

Main Entrance
Building 101

233 & T444

Main Entrance
Visitor Information
Building 101

Visitor Parking
Buildings 222, 333, 323
233 & T444233 & T444

Sign Type EN-04
Post and Stacking Bar Sign for 
Directional Information

EN-04.01 
Large/long auto oriented stacking 
bar directional sign - 6 to 8 bars

EN-04.02 
Standard auto oriented stacking 
bar directional sign - 5 to 8 bars

EN-04.03 
Small auto oriented stacking bar 
directional sign - 4 to 6 bars

EN-04.04 
Pedestrian oriented stacking 
directional bar sign - 2 to 4 bars

Ambulance Entrance
Main Entrance
Buildings 137, 332, 323, 325, 303, 305,
  205, 647, 348, 349, 350, T101 & T102

Freight Entrance
Buildings 314, 317 & 319

Ambulance Entrance
Main Entrance
Buildings 137, 332, 323, 325,
 303, 305, 205, 647, 348, 349,
  350, T101 & T102

Freight Entrance

Ambulance Entrance
Main Entrance
Buildings 137, 332,
  323, 325, 303, 305,
  205, 647, 348 & 349

Ambulance Entrance

Main Entrance

Buildings 137 & 332

Sign Type EN-05
Single Post Identification, 
Informational and Directional Sign

EN-05.01 
Large single post identification, 
informational and directional sign

EN-05.02 
Standard single post identification, 
informational and directional sign

EN-05.03 
Small single post identification, 
informational and directional sign

Freight
Loading
Zone

Freight
Loading
Zone

Freight
Loading
Zone

EN-03.04 EN-03.05 EN-03.06

EN-04.01 EN-04.02

EN-04.03 EN-04.04

EN-05.01 EN-05.02 EN-05.03

Non-Illuminated Exterior Signs
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Sign Type EN-06
Wall Mounted Signs

EN-06.01 
Overhead wall mounted sign

EN-06.02 
Large size wall mounted sign

EN-06.03 
Large size wall mounted sign with 
stacking strips

EN-06.04 
Medium size wall mounted sign

EN-06.05 
Medium size wall mounted sign 
with stacking strips

EN-06.06 
Regular size wall mounted sign

EN-06.07 
Small size wall mounted sign

EN-06.08 
Minor informational wall 
mounted sign

EN-06.09
Minor informational wall 
mounted sign

Freight &
Delivery
Entrance

Visitor
Parking

Freight &
Delivery
Entrance

Building

230
Building

230
Admissions
Outpatient
Rehabilitation

Dental Clinic

Building

230

Building

230
Admissions
Outpatient

Dental Clinic
Rehabilitation

Building

230
Admissions
Outpatient
  Rehabilitation

Spinal Rehabilitation
Clinic Entrance

Sign Type EN-07
Medical Center Campus Map Sign

EN-07.01 
Large campus orientation map

EN-07.02 
Small campus orientation map

Campus Map
VA Medical Center 
North

���

���

����

���

���

���

���
���

����
���

���
���

���
���

���
���
����

���

���

����

���

���

���

���
���

����
���

���
���

���
���

���
���
����

Campus Map
VA Medical Center - North

EN-06.01 EN-06.02 EN-06.03

EN-06.04 EN-06.05 EN-06.06

EN-06.07 EN-06.08 EN-06.09

EN-07.01 EN-07.02

Non-Illuminated Exterior Signs
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Sign Type EN-08 
Ambulance Entrance Signs

EN-08.01 
Overhead wall mounted sign

EN-08.02 
Wall mounted sign

EN-08.03 
Post and panel sign

Ambulance
Entrance

Ambulance
Entrance

Ambulance
Entrance

Sign Type EN-09 
Dimensional Letters and Logo

EN-09.01 
Dimensional letter

EN-09.02 
Dimensional letter

EN-09.03 
Dimensional letter

EN-09.04 
Logo and dimensional letter

EN-09.05 
Logo and dimensional letter

Medical Center

Outpatient Entrance

Sign Type EN-10
Traffic Regulatory Signs

EN-10.01 
Stop (R1-1)

EN-10.02 
Do Not Enter (R5-1)

EN-10.03 
Yield (R1-2)

EN-10.04 
Speed Limit (R2-8)

EN-10.05 
Keep Right (R4-7A)

EN-10.06 
One Way (R6-2L, R6-2R)

EN-10.07 
No Right/Left Turn (R3-1R, R3-2L)

EN-10.08 
No U Turn (R3-4)

EN-10.09 
Pedestrian Crossing (W11-2A)

EN-08.01 EN-08.02 EN-08.03

EN-09

EN-10.01

Non-Illuminated Exterior Signs
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Sign Type EN-11 
Street Signs

EN-11.01 
Tall double blade

EN-11.02 
Tall single blade

EN-11.03 
Pylon

Street Name

�
����������

Street Name

EN-11.01 EN-11.02 EN-11.03

Non-Illuminated Exterior Signs

Sign Type EN-15 
National Cemetery

EN-15.01 
Post and single panel

EN-15.02 
Post and double panel

EN-15.03 
Post and triple panel

EN-15.04 
Post and panel
floral regulation

EN-15.05 
Post and panel
informational

EN-15.06 
Section marker

EN-15.07 
Post and panel
traffic regulatory

EN-15.08 
Post and panel
street sign

EN-15.09 
Pylon street sign

EN-15.01 EN-15.02 EN-15.03

EN-15.04 EN-15.05 EN-15.06

EN-15.07 EN-15.08 EN-15.09

��

Jefferson Drive

�
����������

Cemetery
Vehicles
Only

Floral Regulations
Fresh cut flowers may be placed on graves at any time. 
Metal temporary containers are available.

Floral items will be removed from graves as soon as they become faded and unsightly.

Artificial flowers may be placed on graves only during the period of October 
10 through April 15.

Plantings will not be permitted on graves at any time. Potted plants will be permitted on 
graves only during the period 10 days before and 10 days aftter Easter Sunday and 
Memorial Day.
Christmas wreaths or grave blankets are permitted on graves during the Christmas 
season and will be removed not later than January 20 of each year.  Grave floral blankets 
maynot be larger in size than two by three feet.

During the lawn mowing and ground maintenance season, all floral items will be removed 
from graves on          and        of each month.

Statues, vigil lights, breakable objects of any nature, and similar commemorative items 
are not permitted on graves at any time.

Floral items and other types of decorations will not be secured to headstones or markers.

Please contact Cemetery Director for information regarding installation of a permanent 
flower container.

Burial Sections:

1- 8              
12 -15

9 - 11

Office

All Funerals

Memorial Path

These doors are locked from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m.
When doors are locked, use Ambulance Entrance

Smoking is only 
permitted outside in 
designated areas.

Department of 
Veterans Affairs
Medical Center
Menlo Park

Main Entrance
Building 16

These doors are locked from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m.
When doors are locked, use Ambulance Entrance

Smoking is only 
permitted outside in 
designated areas.

Department of 
Veterans Affairs
Medical Center
Menlo Park

Main Entrance
Building 16

These doors are locked from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m.
When doors are locked, use Ambulance Entrance

Smoking is only 
permitted outside in 
designated areas.

Department of 
Veterans Affairs
Medical Center
Menlo Park

Main Entrance
Building 16

EN-14

Sign Type EN-14 
Building Entrance 
Door Identification
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Exterior Signs

Section 2: Exterior Signs
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Size
Sign Face: 
1524 mm H x 3658 mm W 
(5’ 0” H x 12’ 0” W)

Description & Use
Internally illuminated large 
horizontal free standing monument 
sign for identifying a medical 
center or the medical center’s main 
entrance drive. 

The base can be constructed of 
concrete or other masonry material 
in a color and texture that will 
provide a coordinated architectural 
look with the building finishes of 
the medical center.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions) 

Specific message configuration will 
vary depending on the particular 
name of a facility. Variations to the 
presentation of a facility’s name 
will need special approval from 
Washington DC.

Graphic Process
Illuminated, routed out copy 
backed with white translucent 
acrylic.

Colors
Text: White T3 
Background: Refer to Color Chart 
Accent: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign. Keep landscaping around the 
sign low and position sprinklers so 
they project away from the sign.

On-off illumination of sign can 
be controlled through the use of 
a timer, manual or photoelectric  
switch.  Consult with sign 
fabricator at time of order for 
appropriate method to use.

On-off illumination of sign can 
be controlled through the use of 
a timer, manual or photoelectric  
switch.  Consult with sign 
fabricator at time of order for 
appropriate method to use.

Site Monument
EI-01.01

���������������� ����������������

����������������

����������������

Department of
Veterans Affairs
Baltimore VA Medical Center 
VA Maryland Health Care System

VA Capitol Health Care Network

Department of
Veterans Affairs
William S. Middleton Memorial 
Veterans Hospital
Madison
VA Great Lakes Health Care System

Department of
Veterans Affairs
Tomah VA Medical Center 

VA Great Lakes Health Care System

Department of
Veterans Affairs
VA Outpatient Clinic
Appleton

VA Great Lakes Health Care System

����������������

����������������

Department of
Veterans Affairs
VA Regional Office
Phoenix

Department of
Veterans Affairs
Baltimore VA Medical Center 
VA Maryland Health Care System

VA Capitol Health Care Network

Department of
Veterans Affairs
VA Medical Center 
Regional Office

VA New England Health Care System

White River Junction 

���������������� ����������������

����������������

����������������

Department of
Veterans Affairs
Baltimore VA Medical Center 
VA Maryland Health Care System

VA Capitol Health Care Network

Department of
Veterans Affairs
William S. Middleton Memorial 
Veterans Hospital
Madison
VA Great Lakes Health Care System

Department of
Veterans Affairs
Tomah VA Medical Center 

VA Great Lakes Health Care System

Department of
Veterans Affairs
VA Outpatient Clinic
Appleton

VA Great Lakes Health Care System

����������������

����������������

Department of
Veterans Affairs
VA Regional Office
Phoenix

Department of
Veterans Affairs
Baltimore VA Medical Center 
VA Maryland Health Care System

VA Capitol Health Care Network

Department of
Veterans Affairs
VA Medical Center 
Regional Office

VA New England Health Care System

White River Junction 

��������������������������������������

���������������

����������
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Site Monument
EI-01.01
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Site Monument
EI-01.02

Size
Sign Face: 
1219 mm H x 3048 mm W 
(4’ 0” H x 10’ 0” W)

Description & Use
Internally illuminated horizontal 
free standing monument sign for 
identifying a medical center or the 
medical center’s main entrance 
drive. 

The base can be constructed of 
concrete or other masonry material 
in a color and texture that will 
provide a coordinated architectural 
look with the building finishes of 
the medical center.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Specific message configuration will 
vary depending on the particular 
name of a facility. Variations to the 
presentation of a facility’s name 
will need special approval from 
Washington DC.

Graphic Process
Illuminated, routed out copy 
backed with white translucent 
acrylic.

Colors
Text: White T3 
Background: Refer to Color Chart 
Accent: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign. Keep landscaping around the 
sign low and position sprinklers so 
they project away from the sign.

On-off illumination of sign can 
be controlled through the use of 
a timer, manual or photoelectric  
switch.  Consult with sign 
fabricator at time of order for 
appropriate method to use.

Department of
Veterans Affairs
Baltimore VA Medical Center 
VA Maryland Health Care System

VA Capitol Health Care Network

Department of
Veterans Affairs
Baltimore VA Medical Center 
VA Maryland Health Care System

VA Capitol Health Care Network

Department of
Veterans Affairs
William S. Middleton Memorial
Veterans Hospital
Madison

VA Great Lakes  Health Care Network

Department of
Veterans Affairs
Tomah VA Medical Center 
 

VA Great Lakes Health Care System

Department of
Veterans Affairs
VA Outpatient Clinic 
Appleton 

VA Great Lakes Health Care System

Department of
Veterans Affairs
VA Regional Office 
Phoenix

Department of
Veterans Affairs

VA New England Health Care System

VA Medical Center 
Regional Office 
 White River Junction 

����������������

��������������������������������

����������������
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Site Monument
EI-01.02
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Site Monument
EI-01.03

Size
Sign Face: 
1219 mm H x 2438 mm W 
(4’ 0” H x 8’ 0” W)

Description & Use 
Internally Illuminated small 
horizontal free standing monument 
sign for identifying a medical 
center where there is a space 
limitation. This sign can also be 
used to identify secondary drive 
entrances to the medical center. 

The base can be constructed of 
concrete or other masonry material 
in a color and texture that will 
provide a coordinated architectural 
look with the building finishes of 
the medical center.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Specific message configuration will 
vary depending on the particular 
name of a facility. Variations to the 
presentation of a facility’s name 
will need special approval from 
Washington DC.

Graphic Process
Illuminated, routed out copy 
backed with white translucent 
acrylic.

Colors
Text: White T3 
Background: Refer to Color Chart 
Accent: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign. Keep landscaping around the 
sign low and position sprinklers so 
they project away from the sign.

On-off illumination of sign can 
be controlled through the use of 
a timer, manual or photoelectric  
switch.  Consult with sign 
fabricator at time of order for 
appropriate method to use.

Department of
Veterans Affairs
Baltimore VA Medical Center 
VA Maryland Health Care System

VA Capitol Health Care Network

Department of
Veterans Affairs
William S. Middleton Memorial
Veterans Hospital
Madison

VA Great Lakes  Health Care Network

Department of
Veterans Affairs
Tomah VA Medical Center 
 

VA Great Lakes Health Care System

Department of
Veterans Affairs
VA Outpatient Clinic 
Appleton 

VA Great Lakes Health Care System

Department of
Veterans Affairs
VA Regional Office 
Phoenix

����������������

����������������
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Department of
Veterans Affairs
Baltimore VA Medical Center 
VA Maryland Health Care System

VA Capitol Health Care Network

Department of
Veterans Affairs

VA New England Health Care System

VA Medical Center 
Regional Office 
 White River Junction 
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Site Monument
EI-01.03
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Vertical Site Monument
EI-01.04

Size
Sign Face: 
3658 mm H x 1524 mm W 
(12’ 0” H x 5’ 0” W)

Description & Use 
Internally Illuminated vertical 
free standing monument sign for 
identifying a medical center or the 
medical center’s main entrance 
drive. 

The base can be constructed of 
concrete or other masonry material 
in a color and texture that will 
provide a coordinated architectural 
look with the building finishes of 
the medical center.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Specific message configuration will 
vary depending on the particular 
name of a facility. Variations to the 
presentation of a facility’s name 
will need special approval from 
Washington DC.

Graphic Process
Illuminated, routed out copy 
backed with white translucent 
acrylic.

Colors
Text: White T3 
Background: Refer to Color Chart
Accent: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign. Keep landscaping around the 
sign low and position sprinklers so 
they project away from the sign.

On-off illumination of sign can 
be controlled through the use of 
a timer, manual or photoelectric  
switch.  Consult with sign 
fabricator at time of order for 
appropriate method to use.

William S. Middleton 
Memorial
Veterans Hospital

Madison

VA Great Lakes 
Health Care System

Tomah
VA Medical Center

VA Great Lakes
Health Care System

VA 
Outpatient  Clinic

VA Great Lakes
Health Care System

Appleton

Baltimore
VA Medical Center

Department 
of Veterans 
Affairs

VA Maryland 
Health Care System

VA Capitol 
Health Care Network

Department 
of Veterans 
Affairs

Department 
of Veterans 
Affairs

Department 
of Veterans 
Affairs

Department 
of Veterans 
Affairs

VA Medical Center 
Regional Office 

White River Junction

VA New England
Health Care System

VA
Regional Office

Phoenix

Baltimore
VA Medical Center

Department 
of Veterans 
Affairs

VA Maryland 
Health Care System

VA Capitol 
Health Care Network

Department 
of Veterans 
Affairs

����������������

���������������� ���������������� ����������������
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Vertical Site Monument
EI-01.04
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Vertical Site Monument
EI-01.05

Size
Sign Face:
 2440 mm H x 1220 mm W x 305 
mm D 
(8’ 0” H x 4’ 0” W x 1’-0” D) 

Description & Use
Internally Illuminated small free 
standing vertical monument sign 
for identifying a medical center 
where there is a space limitation. 
This sign can also be used to 
identify secondary drive entrances 
to the medical center. 

The base can be constructed of 
concrete or other masonry material 
in a color and texture that will 
provide a coordinated architectural 
look with the building finishes of 
the medical center.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Specific message configuration will 
vary depending on the particular 
name of a facility. Variations to the 
presentation of a facility’s name 
will need special approval from 
Washington DC.

Graphic Process
Illuminated, routed out copy 
backed with white translucent 
acrylic.

Colors
Text: White T3 
Background: Refer to Color Chart 
Accent: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign. Keep landscaping around the 
sign low and position sprinklers so 
they project away from the sign.

On-off illumination of sign can 
be controlled through the use of 
a timer, manual or photoelectric  
switch.  Consult with sign 
fabricator at time of order for 
appropriate method to use.

Department 
of Veterans 
Affairs

Baltimore
VA Medical Center

VA Maryland 
Health Care System

VA Capitol 
Health Care Network

Department 
of Veterans 
Affairs

William S. Middleton
Memorial
Veterans Hospital

Madison

VA Great Lakes
Health Care System

Department 
of Veterans 
Affairs

Baltimore
VA Medical Center

VA Maryland 
Health Care System

VA Capitol 
Health Care Network

Department 
of Veterans 
Affairs

Tomah
VA Medical Center

VA Great Lakes
Health Care System

Department 
of Veterans 
Affairs

VA
Outpatient Clinic

Appleton

VA Great Lakes
Health Care System 

Department 
of Veterans 
Affairs

VA Medical Center
Regional Office

Madison

VA Great Lakes
Health Care System

Department 
of Veterans 
Affairs

VA
Regional Office

Phoenix
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Illuminated Exterior Sign

02/2005

Vertical Site Monument
EI-01.05
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Illuminated Exterior Sign

02/2005

Monument Primary Directional 
EI-02.01

Size
Sign Face: 
1829 mm H x 1829 mm W 
(6’ 0” H x 6’ 0” W)

Description & Use
Internally Illuminated
Large directional monument sign 
with 10 stacking strips. 
Directional sign with messages 
directed specifically to drivers. 

Internally illuminated sign should 
be used only in locations where 
there is a heavy night time driver 
need for directional information. 
Monument type directional signs 
should only be used on the main 
entrance drive and in front of the 
medical center.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Layout A is for the first line of text 
with an arrow of direction. 

Layout B is for message with no 
arrow which is located immediately 
under a copy bar with an arrow.

Layout C is for indented text. This 
is for situations where the message 
has to run over onto a second 
copy bar.

Graphic Process
Illuminated, routed out copy 
backed with white translucent 
acrylic.

Colors
Text: White T3 
Background: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.

Directional information for services 
ahead should always be at the top 
of the sign.

Always leave a blank copy strip 
between groups of directional 
information. This will aid in the 
ability of the driver to quickly read 
grouped directional information.

Always leave a blank strip at 
the top of the sign.  This strip is 
smaller than the text strips.

Configure a sign with at least one 
blank copy strip at the bottom of 
the sign. This will aid in the ability 
of the driver to read the sign.

On-off illumination of sign can 
be controlled through the use of 
a timer, manual or photoelectric  
switch.  Consult with sign 
fabricator at time of order for 
appropriate method to use.

Outpatient Entrance

Building 440

Administration

����������������

����������������

����������������

Outpatient Entrance

Freight Entrance
Building 314, 317 & 319 

Main Entrance
Building 137, 332, 323, 325, 303,
  305, 205, 647, 348, 349,  350,
  T101 & T102
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Illuminated Exterior Sign

02/2005

Monument Primary Directional 
EI-02.01
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Illuminated Exterior Sign

02/2005

Monument Secondary Directional 
EI-02.02

Size
Sign Face: 
1829 mm H x 1219 mm W 
(6’ 0” H x 4’ 0” W)

Description & Use 
Internally Illuminated small 
directional monument sign with 
10 stacking strips. Directional 
sign with messages directed 
specifically to drivers. 

Internally illuminated sign should 
be used only in locations where 
there is a heavy night time driver 
need for directional information. 
Monument type directional signs 
should only be used on the main 
entrance drive and in front of the 
medical center.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Layout A is for the first line of text 
with an arrow of direction. 

Layout B is for message with no 
arrow which is located immediately 
under a copy bar with an arrow.

Layout C is for indented text. This 
is for situations where the message 
has to run over onto a second 
copy bar.

Graphic Process
Illuminated, routed out copy 
backed with white translucent 
acrylic.

Colors
Text: White T3 
Background: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.

Directional information for services 
ahead should always be at the top 
of the sign.

Always leave a blank copy strip 
between groups of directional 
information. This will aid in the 
ability of the driver to read grouped 
directional information more 
quickly.

Always leave a blank strip at 
the top of the sign.  This strip is 
smaller than the text strips.

Configure a sign with at least one 
blank copy strip at the bottom of 
the sign. This will aid in the ability 
of the driver to read the sign.
On-off illumination of sign can 
be controlled through the use of 
a timer, manual or photoelectric  
switch.  Consult with sign 
fabricator at time of order for 
appropriate method to use. 

Outpatient Entrance

Freight Entrance
Building 314,
  317 & 319 

Main Entrance
Building 137, 332,
  323, 325, 303, 305,
  205, 647, 348, 349, 
  350, T101 & T102

Outpatient Entrance

Building 440

Administration
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Illuminated Exterior Sign

02/2005

Monument Secondary Directional 
EI-02.02
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Illuminated Exterior Sign

02/2005

Post and Panel Building Identification 
EI-03.01

Size
Sign Face: 
1219 mm H x 2438 mm W 
(4’ 0” H x 8’ 0” W)

Overall Sign Height: 
1981 mm (6’ 6”)

Description & Use 
Internally Illuminated large post 
and panel sign for identifying a 
medical center where there is a 
space limitation or there are other 
physical restraints that prevent 
a monument sign from being 
installed. This sign, in a non-
illuminated version, can also be 
used to identify secondary drive 
entrances to the medical center. 

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

The specific message 
configuration will vary depending 
on the particular name of a facility. 
Variations to the presentation of 
a facility’s name will need special 
approval from Washington DC.

Graphic Process
Illuminated, routed out copy 
backed with white translucent 
acrylic.

Colors
Text: White T3 
Background: Refer to Color Chart 
Posts: Refer to Color Chart 

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign. 

On-off illumination of sign can 
be controlled through the use of 
a timer, manual or photoelectric  
switch.  Consult with sign 
fabricator at time of order for 
appropriate method to use.

Department of
Veterans Affairs
Tomah VA Medical Center 
 

VA Great Lakes Health Care System

Department of
Veterans Affairs
VA Outpatient Clinic 
Appleton 

VA Great Lakes Health Care System

Department of
Veterans Affairs
VA Regional Office 
Phoenix

Department of
Veterans Affairs
VA Medical Center
Regional Office
White River Junction

VA New England Health Care System

Department of
Veterans Affairs
Tomah VA Medical Center 
 

VA Great Lakes Health Care System

����������������
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Illuminated Exterior Sign

02/2005

Post and Panel Building Identification 
EI-03.01
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Illuminated Exterior Sign

02/2005

Primary Directional Post and Panel 
EI-03.02

Size
Sign Face: 
1220 mm H x 1830 mm W 
(4’ 0” H x 6’ 0” W)

Overall Sign Height: 
1981 mm (6’ 6”)

Description & Use 
Internally Illuminated post and 
panel directional sign with 
messages directed specifically to 
drivers. 

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message size and layout should 
adjust to the volume of information 
being presented. Layouts 
illustrated show small, medium 
and large size text. Smaller text 
than shown should not be used as 
the messages will be unreadable 
to drivers. Larger text than shown 
will result in words that may not fit 
on the sign.

Graphic Process
Illuminated, routed out copy 
backed with white translucent 
acrylic.

Colors
Text: White T3 
Background: Refer to Color Chart 
Posts: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
This type of directional sign should 
be used only when the particular 
message that it will contain is not 
likely to change.

Directional information for services 
ahead should always be at the top 
of the sign.

Always leave space between 
groups of directional information. 
This will aid in the ability of the 
driver to read grouped directional 
information more quickly.

Generally, configure a sign with 
blank space at the bottom of the 
sign. This will aid in the ability of 
the driver to read the sign. 

Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.

On-off illumination of sign can 
be controlled through the use of 
a timer, manual or photoelectric  
switch.  Consult with sign 
fabricator at time of order for 
appropriate method to use.

Main Entrance
Visitor Information
Building 101

Visitor Parking
Buildings 222, 333, 323
233 & T444

Main Entrance
Visitor Information
Building 101

Visitor Parking
Buildings 222, 333, 323
233 & T444

Main Entrance
Visitor
Information

Main Entrance
Visitor Information
Building 101
Visitor Parking
Building 222, 333
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Illuminated Exterior Sign

02/2005

Primary Directional Post and Panel 
EI-03.02
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Illuminated Exterior Sign

02/2005

Post and Panel Directional 
EI-04.01

Size
Sign Face: 
1219 mm H x 2438 mm W 
(4’ 0” H x 8’ 0” W)

Overall Sign Height: 
1981 mm (6’ 6”)

Description & Use 
Internally Illuminated large/long 
auto oriented stacking 8 directional 
sign strips with messages directed 
specifically to drivers. Internally 
illuminated sign to be used only 
in locations where there is a 
heavy night time driver need for 
directional information.

Message Configuration
(Refer to construction drawing for 
dimensions)

Layout A is for the first line of text 
with an arrow of direction. 

Layout B is for message with no 
arrow which is located immediately 
under a copy bar with an arrow.

Layout C is for indented text. This 
is for situations where the message 
has to run over onto a second 
copy bar.

Graphic Process
Illuminated, routed out copy 
backed with white translucent 
acrylic.

Colors
Text: White T3 
Background: Refer to Color Chart 
Posts: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.

Directional information for services 
ahead should always be at the top 
of the sign.

Always leave a blank copy strip 
between groups of directional 
information. This will aid in the 
ability of the driver to read grouped 
directional information more 
quickly.

Generally, configure a sign with at 
least one blank copy strip at the 
bottom of the sign. This will aid 
in the ability of the driver to read 
the sign. It will also allow for an 
additional line of text to be added 
to the sign in the future.

On-off illumination of sign can 
be controlled through the use of 
a timer, manual or photoelectric  
switch.  Consult with sign 
fabricator at time of order for 
appropriate method to use.

Ambulance Entrance
Main Entrance
Buildings 137, 332, 323, 325, 303, 305,
  205, 647, 348, 349, 350, T101 & T102

Freight Entrance
Buildings 314, 317 & 319

Ambulance Entrance
Main Entrance
Buildings 137, 332, 323, 325, 303, 305,
  205, 647, 348, 349, 350, T101 & T102

Freight Entrance
Buildings 314, 317 & 319

Outpatient Entrance

Building 440

Administration Entrance
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Illuminated Exterior Sign

02/2005

Post and Panel Directional 
EI-04.01
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Illuminated Exterior Sign

02/2005

Post and Panel Directional 
EI-04.02

Size
Sign Face: 
1219 mm H x 1829 mm W 
(4’ 0” H x 6’ 0” W)

Overall Sign Height: 
1829 mm (6’ 0”)

Description & Use 
Internally Illuminated standard 
auto oriented stacking 8 strip bar 
directional sign with messages 
directed specifically to drivers. 
Internally illuminated sign to be 
used only in locations where there 
is a heavy night time driver need 
for directional information.

Message Configuration
(Refer to construction drawing for 
dimensions)

Layout A is for the first line of text 
with an arrow of direction. 

Layout B is for message with no 
arrow which is located immediately 
under a copy bar with an arrow.

Layout C is for indented text. This 
is for situations where the message 
has to run over onto a second 
copy bar.

Graphic Process
Illuminated, routed out copy 
backed with white translucent 
acrylic.

Colors
Text: White T3 
Background: Refer to Color Chart 
Posts: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.

Directional information for services 
ahead should always be at the top 
of the sign.

Always leave a blank copy strip 
between groups of directional 
information. This will aid in the 
ability of the driver to read grouped 
directional information more 
quickly.

Generally, configure a sign with at 
least one blank copy strip at the 
bottom of the sign. This will aid 
in the ability of the driver to read 
the sign. It will also allow for an 
additional line of text to be added 
to the sign in the future without 
having to order another copy strip.

On-off illumination of sign can 
be controlled through the use of 
a timer, manual or photoelectric  
switch.  Consult with sign 
fabricator at time of order for 
appropriate method to use.

Ambulance Entrance
Main Entrance
Buildings 137, 332, 323, 325,
  303, 305, 205, 647, 348, 349,
  350, T101 & T102

Freight Entrance

Ambulance Entrance
Main Entrance
Buildings 137, 332, 323, 325,
  303, 305, 205, 647, 348, 349,
  350, T101 & T102

Freight Entrance

���������������

Building 440

Administration Entrance
����������������

����������������

Outpatient Entrance
����������������
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Illuminated Exterior Sign

02/2005

Post and Panel Directional 
EI-04.02
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Illuminated Exterior Sign

02/2005

Wall Mounted Overhead 
EI-06.01

Nursing Home Care

Nursing Home Care Spinal Rehabilitation

Spinal Rehabilitation
Clinic Entrance

Department of Veterans Affairs
Beverly Clinic
VA Great Lakes Health Care System

Size
Sign Face: 
610 mm H x 2438 mm W 
(2’ 0” H x 8’ 0” W)

Description & Use
Internally illuminated overhead wall 
mounted identification sign for a 
stand alone building, that is not 
a medical center. This sign type 
can also be used to identify an 
entrance to a building.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message Layout A, B and C are 
for identifying an entrance to a 
building.

Message Layout D is for identifying 
a non-medical center, stand alone 
building.

Graphic Process
Illuminated, routed out copy 
backed with white translucent 
acrylic.

Colors
Text: White T3 
Background: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
For a stand alone non medical 
center building, use this type of 
sign when there is not place to 
install a free standing sign.

Use this type of sign for “titling” 
major building entrances that have 
a very high volume of patient and 
visitor traffic and need to be clearly 
distinguished.

On-off illumination of sign can 
be controlled through the use of 
a timer, manual or photoelectric  
switch.  Consult with sign 
fabricator at time of order for 
appropriate method to use.
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Illuminated Exterior Sign

02/2005

Wall Mounted Overhead 
EI-06.01
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Illuminated Exterior Sign

02/2005

Wall Mounted Building Identification
EI-06.02

Outpatient Center

Building

230
Admissions
Outpatient
  Rehabilitation

Building

230Department of
Veterans Affairs

Department of
Veterans Affairs
Outpatient Center

Size
Sign Face: 
914 mm H x 1219 mm W 
(3’ 0” H x 4’ 0” W)

Description & Use 
Internally Illuminated large wall 
mounted sign type that can be 
used to identify a building on a 
medical center campus. It also 
can be used for identification of 
a stand alone building that is not 
a medical center and there is no 
place to install a free standing sign. 

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message Layout A is for identifying 
a non-medical center stand alone 
building. 

Message Layout B and C are for 
identifying building on a medical 
center campus.

Graphic Process
Illuminated, routed out copy 
backed with white translucent 
acrylic.

Colors
Text: White T3 
Background: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
For a stand alone non medical 
center building, use this type of 
sign when there is not place to 
install a free standing sign.

Use this type of sign for “titling” 
building entrances that have a very 
high volume of patient and visitor 
traffic and needs to be clearly 
distinguished. It also can be use 
on a building that is set back a 
considerable distance from the 
roadway. 

Position the sign adjacent the main 
entrance, if possible. If the sign 
is not readable in this position, 
then locate on the corner of the 
building.

This large sign should not be used 
on small buildings or buildings with 
minor uses.

On-off illumination of sign can 
be controlled through the use of 
a timer, manual or photoelectric  
switch.  Consult with sign 
fabricator at time of order for 
appropriate method to use.
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Illuminated Exterior Sign

02/2005

Wall Mounted Building Identification 
EI-06.02
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Illuminated Exterior Sign

02/2005

Wall Mounted Ambulance Entrance Identification 
EI-08.01

Ambulance
Entrance

Ambulance
Entrance

Size
Sign Face: 
610 mm H x 2438 mm W 
(2’ 0” H x 8’ 0” W)

Description & Use
Internally Illuminated overhead wall 
mounted sign to be placed above 
the ambulance entrance.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)
Conform to the layout shown.

Graphic Process
Illuminated, routed out copy 
backed with white translucent 
acrylic.

Colors
Text: White T3 
Symbol Background: White T3 
Sign Background: Red B3

Recommendations
Place sign in a position of the 
building where it clearly identifies 
the “Ambulance Entrance” and 
is visible to both vehicles and 
pedestrians.

On-off illumination of sign can 
be controlled through the use of 
a timer, manual or photoelectric  
switch.  Consult with sign 
fabricator at time of order for 
appropriate method to use.
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Illuminated Exterior Sign

02/2005

Wall Mounted Ambulance Entrance Identification 
EI-08.01
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Illuminated Exterior Sign

02/2005

Wall Mounted Ambulance Entrance Identification
EI-08.02

Ambulance
Entrance

Ambulance
Entrance

Ambulance
Entrance

Size
Sign Face: 
914 mm H x 1219 mm W 
(3’ 0” H x 4’ 0” W)

Description & Use
Internally Illuminated wall mounted 
sign to be placed on the wall 
adjacent to the ambulance 
entrance.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)
Conform to the layouts shown.

Graphic Process
Illuminated, routed out copy 
backed with white translucent 
acrylic.

Colors
Text: White T3
Symbol Background: White T3
Sign Background: Red B3.

Recommendations
Place sign in a position of the 
building where it clearly identifies 
the “Ambulance Entrance” and 
is visible to both vehicles and 
pedestrians.

On-off illumination of sign can 
be controlled through the use of 
a timer, manual or photoelectric  
switch.  Consult with sign 
fabricator at time of order for 
appropriate method to use.
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Illuminated Exterior Sign

02/2005

Wall Mounted Ambulance Entrance Identification 
EI-08.02
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Illuminated Exterior Sign

02/2005

Post and Panel Ambulance Entrance Identification
EI-08.03

Ambulance
Entrance

Ambulance
Entrance

Ambulance
Entrance

Size
Sign Face: 
914 mm H x 1219 mm W 
(3’ 0” H x 4’ 0” W)

Overall Sign Height: 
1676 mm (5’ 6”)

Description & Use
Internally Illuminated post and 
panel sign to be placed on 
the roadway, adjacent to the 
ambulance entrance to direct 
ambulance drivers to the correct 
building entrance.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)
Conform to the layouts shown.

Graphic Process
Illuminated, routed out copy 
backed with white translucent 
acrylic.

Colors
Text: White T3
Symbol Background: White T3
Sign Background: Red B3
Post: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.

On-off illumination of sign can 
be controlled through the use of 
a timer, manual or photoelectric  
switch.  Consult with sign 
fabricator at time of order for 
appropriate method to use.
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Illuminated Exterior Sign

02/2005

Post and Panel Ambulance Entrance Identification
EI-08.03
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Illuminated Exterior Sign

02/2005

Dimensional Building Identification Letters
EI-09
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Med

Medical
Center

Medical Center

Size
For the various sizes, refer to the 
adjacent table.

Description & Use 
Internal halo-illuminated, fabricated 
metal dimensional letters and logo 
for identifying a facility. 

This sign should be placed on 
the medical center building in a 
location that is highly visible to the 
public. 

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Letters used with the logo should 
read “Medical Center”, “Outpatient 
Center” or “Veterans Affairs”.

Graphic Process
Fabricated aluminum letters with 
internal neon lighting.  Letters are 
pin mounted off wall to allow light 
to wash wall and halo illuminate 
letters.

Colors
Text: P1, P2 or P3

Recommendations
Large size letters and logo are 
intended for use on the top of the 
building as a skyline sign.

These letters require clear access 
to the back (inside) of the wall on 
which they will be installed.

On-off illumination of sign can 
be controlled through the use of 
a timer, manual or photoelectric  
switch.  Consult with sign 
fabricator at time of order for 
appropriate method to use.
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Illuminated Exterior Sign
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4 Panel Site Monument Kiosk
EI-14

Department 
of Veterans 
Affairs

William S. Middleton 
Memorial
Veterans Hospital

Madison

VA Great Lakes 
Health Care System

Tomah
VA Medical Center

VA Great Lakes
Health Care System

VA Medical Center 
Regional Office 

White River Junction

VA New England
Health Care System

Baltimore
VA Medical Center

VA Maryland 
Health Care System

VA Capitol 
Health Care Network

Department 
of Veterans 
Affairs

William S. Middleton 
Memorial
Veterans Hospital

Madison

VA Great Lakes 
Health Care System

Department 
of Veterans 
Affairs

Department 
of Veterans 
Affairs

Department 
of Veterans 
Affairs

Baltimore
VA Medical Center

VA Maryland 
Health Care System

VA Capitol 
Health Care Network

Departm
ent 

of Veterans 

Affairs

Baltim
ore

VA Medical Center

VA Maryland 

Health Care System

VA Capitol 

Health Care Network

Department 

of Veterans 

Affairs
Baltimore
VA Medical Center

VA Maryland 

Health Care System

VA Capitol 
Health Care Network

William S. Middleton 
Memorial
Veterans Hospital

Madison

VA Great Lakes 
Health Care System
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Size
Sign Face: 
3658 mm H x 1524 mm W 
(15’ 6   ” H x 5’ 0” W)

Description & Use 
Internally Illuminated vertical 
free standing monument sign for 
identifying a medical center or the 
medical center’s main entrance 
drive. 

The base can be constructed of 
concrete or other masonry material 
in a color and texture that will 
provide a coordinated architectural 
look with the building finishes of 
the medical center.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Specific message configuration will 
vary depending on the particular 
name of a facility. Variations to the 
presentation of a facility’s name 
will need special approval from 
Washington DC.

Graphic Process
Illuminated, routed out copy 
backed with white translucent 
acrylic.

Colors
Text: White T3 
Backgorund: Refer to Color Chart
Accent: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign. Keep landscaping around the 
sign low and position sprinklers so 
they project away from the sign.

On-off illumination of sign can 
be controlled through the use of 
a timer, manual or photoelectric  
switch.  Consult with sign 
fabricator at time of order for 
appropriate method to use.
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Illuminated Exterior Sign

02/2005

4 Panel Monument Kiosk with Directional
EI-15.01

Baltimore
VA Medical Center

VA Maryland 
Health Care System

VA Capitol 
Health Care Network

Main Entrance
Clinics
Ambulance Entrance

Taylor Entrance
Visitor Parking

Department 
of Veterans 
Affairs

Main Entrance
Clinics
Ambulance Entrance

Taylor Entrance
Visitor Parking

Freight Receiving Entrance

Department 
of Veterans 
Affairs

Main Entrance
Clinics
Ambulance Entrance

Taylor Entrance
Visitor Parking

Freight Receiving Entrance

William S. Middleton 
Memorial
Veterans Hospital

Madison

VA Great Lakes 
Health Care System

Department 
of Veterans 
Affairs

Main Entrance
Clinics
Ambulance Entrance

Taylor Entrance
Visitor Parking

Freight Receiving Entrance

Department 
of Veterans 
Affairs

Main Entrance
Clinics
Ambulance Entrance

Taylor Entrance
Visitor Parking

Freight Receiving Entrance

Tomah
VA Medical Center

VA Great Lakes
Health Care System

VA Medical Center 
Regional Office 

White River Junction

VA New England
Health Care System

William S. Middleton 

Memorial
Veterans Hospital

Madison
VA Great Lakes 

Health Care System

Department 

of Veterans 

Affairs

Main Entrance

ClinicsAmbulance Entrance

Taylor Entrance

Visitor Parking

Willia
m S. M

iddleton 

Memorial

Veterans Hospital

Madison

VA Great Lakes 

Health Care System

Departm
ent 

of Veterans 

Affairs

Main Entra
nce

Clinics

Ambulance Entra
nce

Taylor E
ntra

nce

Visitor P
arking

William S. Middleton 
Memorial
Veterans Hospital

Madison

VA Great Lakes 
Health Care System

Department 
of Veterans 
Affairs

Size
Sign Face: 
4572 mm H x 1524 mm W 
(15’ 0 ” H x 5’ 0” W)

Description & Use 
Internally Illuminated vertical 
free standing monument sign for 
identifying a medical center or the 
medical center’s main entrance 
drive. 

Lower section of sign has modular 
changeable sign panels that can 
be used for directional information.

The base can be constructed of 
concrete or other masonry material 
in a color and texture that will 
provide a coordinated architectural 
look with the building finishes of 
the medical center.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Specific message configuration will 
vary depending on the particular 
name of a facility. Variations to the 
presentation of a facility’s name 
will need special approval from 
Washington DC.

Care is to be taken when preparing 
directional text and arrow 
direction. Pay particular attention 
to the directional messages being 
communicate relative to the signs 
orientation.

Graphic Process
Illuminated, routed out copy 
backed with white translucent 
acrylic.

Colors
Text: White T3 
Background: Refer to Color Chart
Accent: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign. Keep landscaping around the 
sign low and position sprinklers so 
they project away from the sign.

On-off illumination of sign can 
be controlled through the use of 
a timer, manual or photoelectric  
switch.  Consult with sign 
fabricator at time of order for 
appropriate method to use.
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4 Panel Monument Kiosk with Directional
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Illuminated Exterior Sign

02/2005

4 Panel Monument Kiosk with Directional & Address
EI-15.02

Size
Sign Face: 
4724 mm H x 1524 mm W 
(15’ 6” H x 5’ 0” W)

Description & Use 
Internally Illuminated vertical 
free standing monument sign for 
identifying a medical center or the 
medical center’s main entrance 
drive. 

Lower section of sign has modular 
changeable sign panels that can 
be used for directional information.

The base can be constructed of 
concrete or other masonry material 
in a color and texture that will 
provide a coordinated architectural 
look with the building finishes of 
the medical center.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Specific message configuration will 
vary depending on the particular 
name of a facility. Variations to the 
presentation of a facility’s name 
will need special approval from 
Washington DC.

Care is to be taken when preparing 
directional text and arrow 
direction. Pay particular attention 
to the directional messages being 
communicate relative to the signs 
orientation.

Graphic Process
Illuminated, routed out copy 
backed with white translucent 
acrylic.

Colors
Text: White T3 
Backgorund: Refer to Color Chart
Accent: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign. Keep landscaping around the 
sign low and position sprinklers so 
they project away from the sign.

On-off illumination of sign can 
be controlled through the use of 
a timer, manual or photoelectric  
switch.  Consult with sign 
fabricator at time of order for 
appropriate method to use.

William S. Middleton 
Memorial
Veterans Hospital

Madison

VA Great Lakes 
Health Care System

Department 
of Veterans 
Affairs

Main Entrance
Clinics
Ambulance Entrance
Freight Receiving Entrance

2500
Overlook Terrace

William S. Middleton 
Memorial
Veterans Hospital

Madison

VA Great Lakes 
Health Care System

Department 
of Veterans 
Affairs

Main Entrance
Clinics
Ambulance Entrance
Freight Receiving Entrance

2500
Overlook Terrace

Main Entrance
Clinics
Ambulance Entrance
Freight Receiving Entrance

2500
Overlook Terrace

Main Entrance
Clinics
Ambulance Entrance
Freight Receiving Entrance

2500
Overlook Terrace

Main Entrance
Clinics
Ambulance Entrance
Freight Receiving Entrance

2500
Overlook Terrace

Baltimore
VA Medical Center

VA Maryland 
Health Care System

VA Capitol 
Health Care Network

Department 
of Veterans 
Affairs

Department 
of Veterans 
Affairs

Tomah
VA Medical Center

VA Great Lakes
Health Care System

Department 
of Veterans 
Affairs

VA Medical Center 
Regional Office 

White River Junction

VA New England
Health Care System
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Illuminated Exterior Sign
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Vertical Site Monument with Electronic Message Center
EI-16.01

Size
Sign Face: 
3658 mm H x 1524 mm W 
(15’ 0” H x 5’ 0” W)

Description & Use 
Internally Illuminated vertical 
free standing monument sign for 
identifying a medical center or the 
medical center’s main entrance 
drive. 

Electronic message centers 
are available from several 
manufacturers. These units are 
computer driven and require a 
data line connection to the sign. 
Contact a local sign company 
for site evaluation and feasibility 
along with the affiliated costs of 
connecting the message center to 
a computer.

Technology for electronic message  
centers is consistently advancing. 
Evaluate several manufacturers by 
examining the type of electronic 
display they sell. Look at the 
display in the same sun path 
orientation that the sign will be 
installed. Direct sunlight on a 
display can alter it’s ability to be 
read clearly.

The base can be constructed of 
concrete or other masonry material 
in a color and texture that will 
provide a coordinated architectural 
look with the building finishes of 
the medical center.

Message Configuration
Refer to Sign Type EI-15.02 for 
message layout and configuration.

Graphic Process
Illuminated, routed out copy 
backed with white translucent 
acrylic.

Colors
Text: White T3 
Background: Refer to Color Chart
Accent: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign. Keep landscaping around 
the sign low. Position sprinklers so 
they do not spray the sign.

When evaluating electronic mes-
sage centers, consider a mainte-
nance/service contract and have 
several people trained in operation 
and message implementation.

On-off illumination of sign can 
be controlled through the use of 
a timer, manual or photoelectric  
switch.  Consult with sign 
fabricator at time of order for 
appropriate method to use.

William S. Middleton 
Memorial
Veterans Hospital

Madison

VA Great Lakes 
Health Care System

Department 
of Veterans 
Affairs
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2500
Overlook Terrace

William S. Middleton 
Memorial
Veterans Hospital

Madison

VA Great Lakes 
Health Care System

Department 
of Veterans 
Affairs
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2500
Overlook Terrace
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Illuminated Exterior Sign
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Horizontal Site Monument with Electronic Message Center
EI-16.02

Size
Sign Face: 
2895 mm H x 3090 mm W x 535 
mm D 
(9’ 6” H x 12’ 9” W x 1’ 9” D)

Description & Use 
Internally Illuminated vertical 
free standing monument sign for 
identifying a medical center or the 
medical center’s main entrance 
drive. 

Electronic message centers 
are available from several 
manufacturers. These units are 
computer driven and require a 
data line connection to the sign. 
Contact a local sign company 
for site evaluation and feasibility 
along with the affiliated costs of 
cennecting the message center to 
a computer.

Technology for electronic message  
centers is consistently advancing. 
Evaluate several manufacturers by 
examining the type of electronic 
display they sell. Look at the 
display in the same sun path 
orientation that the sign will be 
installed. Direct sunlight on a 
display can alter it’s ability to be 
read clearly.

The base can be constructed of 
concrete or other masonry material 
in a color and texture that will 
provide a coordinated architectural 
look with the building finishes of 
the medical center.

Message Configuration
Refer to Sign Type EI-01.01 for 
message layout and configuration.

Graphic Process
Illuminated, routed out copy 
backed with white translucent 
acrylic.

Colors
Text: White T3 
Background: Refer to Color Chart
Accent: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign. Keep landscaping around the 
sign low and position sprinklers so 
they project away from the sign.

When evaluating electronic mes-
sage centers, consider a mainte-
nance/service contract and have 
several people trained in operation 
and message implementation.

On-off illumination of sign can 
be controlled through the use of 
a timer, manual or photoelectric  
switch.  Consult with sign 
fabricator at time of order for 
appropriate method to use.
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Department of
Veterans Affairs
William S. Middleton Memorial 
Veterans Hospital
Madison
VA Great Lakes Health Care System
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EI-16.02 
Horizontal Site Monument with Electronic Message Center
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Non-Illuminated Exterior Sign 

02/2005

Primary Directional Monument 
EN-02.01

Size
Sign Face: 
1829 mm H x 1829 mm W 
(6’ 0” H x 6’ 0” W)

Description
Large, non-illuminated 10 strip 
directional monument sign with 
messages directed specifically to 
drivers. Monument type directional 
signs should only be used on the 
main entrance drive and in front of 
the medical center.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Layout A is for the first line of text 
with an arrow of direction. 

Layout B is for message with no 
arrow which is located immediately 
under a copy bar with an arrow.

Layout C is for indented text. This 
is for situations where the message 
has to run over onto a second 
copy strip.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2 
Background: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.

Directional information for services 
ahead should always be at the top 
of the sign.

Always leave a blank copy strip 
between groups of directional 
information. This will aid in the 
ability of the driver to read 
grouped directional information 
more quickly.

Always leave a blank strip at 
the top of the sign.  This strip is 
smaller than the text strips.

Configure a sign with at least one 
blank copy strip at the bottom of 
the sign. This will aid in the ability 
of the driver to read the sign.
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Primary Directional Monument
EN-02.01

en02-1
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Non-Illuminated Exterior Sign 

02/2005

Secondary Directional Monument 
EN-02.02

Size
Sign Face: 
1829 mm H x 1219 mm W 
(6’ 0” H x 4’ 0” W)

Description
Small, non-illuminated 10 strip 
directional monument sign with 
messages directed specifically to 
drivers. Monument type directional 
signs should only be used on the 
main entrance drive and in front of 
the medical center.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Layout A is for the first line of text 
with an arrow of direction. 

Layout B is for message with no 
arrow which is located immediately 
under a copy bar with an arrow.

Layout C is for indented text. This 
is for situations where the message 
has to run over onto a second 
copy bar.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2 
Background: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.

Directional information for services 
ahead should always be at the top 
of the sign.

Always leave a blank copy strip 
between groups of directional 
information. This will aid in the 
ability of the driver to read 
grouped directional information 
more quickly.

Always leave a blank strip at 
the top of the sign.  This strip is 
smaller than the text strips.

Configure a sign with at least one 
blank copy strip at the bottom of 
the sign. This will aid in the ability 
of the driver to read the sign. 
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Secondary Directional Monument  
EN-02.02

en02-2
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Non-Illuminated Exterior Sign 

02/2005

Primary Directional Post and Panel 
EN-03.02

Main Entrance
Visitor Information
Building 101

Visitor Parking
Buildings 222, 333, 323
233 & T444

Main Entrance
Visitor Information
Building 101

Visitor Parking
Buildings 222, 333, 323
233 & T444

Main Entrance
Visitor
Information

Main Entrance
Visitor Information
Building 101
Visitor Parking
Building 222, 333

233 & T444

Size
Sign Face: 
1219 mm H x 1829 mm W 
(4’ 0” H x 6’ 0” W)

Overall Sign Height: 
1981 mm (6’ 6”)

Description
Standard non-illuminated auto 
oriented post and panel sign with 
messages directed specifically to 
drivers. 

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message size and layout should 
adjust to the volume of information 
being presented. Layouts 
illustrated show small, medium 
and large size text. Smaller text 
than shown should not be used as 
the messages will be unreadable 
to drivers. Larger text than shown 
will result in words that may not fit 
on the sign.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2 
Background: Refer to Color Chart
Post: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
This type of directional sign should 
be used only when the particular 
message that it will contain is not 
likely to change.

Directional information for services 
ahead should always be at the top 
of the sign.

Always leave space between 
groups of directional information. 
This will aid in the ability of the 
driver to read grouped directional 
information more quickly.

Generally, configure a sign with 
blank space at the bottom of the 
sign. This will aid in the ability of 
the driver to read the sign. 
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.
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Non-Illuminated Exterior Sign 

02/2005

EN-03.02
Primary Directional Post and Panel 
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Non-Illuminated Exterior Sign 

02/2005

Secondary Post and Panel 
EN-03.03

Size
Sign Face: 
914 mm H x 1219 mm W
 (3’ 0” H x 4’ 0” W)

Overall Sign Height: 
1676 mm (5’ 6”)

Description
Small non-illuminated post and 
panel sign with messages directed 
specifically to drivers. This sign 
can also be used to identify 
buildings.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message size and layout should 
adjust to the volume of information 
being presented. Layouts 
illustrated show small, medium 
and large size text. Smaller text 
than shown should not be used as 
the messages will be unreadable 
to drivers. Larger text than shown 
will result in words that may not fit 
on the sign.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2 
Background: Refer to Color Chart 
Post: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
As a directional sign it should be 
used only when the particular 
message that it will contain is not 
likely to change and directional 
information for services ahead 
should always be at the top of the 
sign.

Always leave space between 
groups of directional information. 
This will aid in the ability of the 
driver to read grouped directional 
information more quickly.

Generally, configure a sign with 
blank space at the bottom of the 
sign. This will aid in the ability 
of the driver to read the sign. 
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.

233 & T444

Visitor Parking
Buildings 222,

Main Entrance
Building 101

233 & T444

Visitor Parking
Buildings 222,

Main Entrance
Building 101

233 & T444

Building

230
Admissions
Outpatient
Rehabilitation

Building

230

Department of
Veterans Affairs
Beverly Clinic
VA Great Lakes Health Care System
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Non-Illuminated Exterior Sign 
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EN-03.03
Secondary Post and Panel 

en03-3
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Non-Illuminated Exterior Sign 

02/2005

Secondary Post and Panel 
EN-03.04

Building

Building

230
Admissions
Outpatient Rehabilitation

230
Admissions
Outpatient
  Rehabilitation
Dental Clinic
Eye Clinic

Admissions
Outpatient
  Rehabilitation
Dental Clinic
Eye Clinic

Size
Sign Face: 
610 mm H x 914 mm W 
(2’ 0” H x 3’ 0” W)

Overall Sign Height: 
1524 mm (5’ 0”)

Description
Non-illuminated, post and 
panel sign directional sign with 
messages directed specifically to 
pedestrians. Also, the sign can be 
used to identify buildings.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message size and layout should 
adjust to the volume of information 
being presented. Smaller text than 
shown should not be used as the 
messages will be unreadable. 
Larger text than shown will result in 
words that may not fit on the sign.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2 
Background: Refer to Color Chart 
Post: Refer to Color Chart 

Recommendations
Position sign so pedestrians have 
a clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.
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Non-Illuminated Exterior Sign 

02/2005

Secondary Post and Panel
EN-03.04

en03-4
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Non-Illuminated Exterior Sign 

02/2005

Primary Building Identification
EN-03.05

Building

230

Building

230
Admissions
Outpatient
  Rehabilitation

Building

230

Size
Sign Face: 
914 mm H x 914 mm W 
(3’ 0” H x 3’ 0” W)

Overall Sign Height: 
1676 mm (5’ 6”)

Description
Large, non-illuminated auto 
oriented building number/
identification post and panel sign 
for identification of a building when 
a large sign is needed because the 
building is set back away from the 
roadway or the architectural scale 
(size) of the building warrants a 
large sign.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message size and layout should 
adjust to the volume of information 
being presented. Layouts 
illustrated show small, medium 
and large size text. Smaller text 
than shown should not be used as 
the messages will be unreadable 
to drivers. Larger text than shown 
will result in words that may not fit 
on the sign.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2 
Background: Refer to Color Chart 
Post: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.
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Secondary Building Identification & Informational
EN-03.06

Building

230

Building

230

For after hours
information
& VA police
use telephone
located at
building 334.

No Smoking
Area

Smoking
Area

Building

230
Admissions
Dental Clinic

Size
Sign Face: 
610 mm H x 610 mm W 
(2’ 0” H x 2’ 0” W)

Overall Sign Height: 
1524 mm (5’ 0”)

Description
Non-illuminated, pedestrian 
oriented building number/
identification post and panel 
sign. This sign can be used for 
other general applications from 
information text to identifying 
specific functions or activities.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message size and layout 
should adjust to the volume of 
information being presented. 
Layouts illustrated show various 
sizes of text. Smaller text than 
shown should not be used as the 
messages will be unreadable. 
Larger text than shown will result in 
words that may not fit on the sign.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2 
Background: Refer to Color Chart 
Post: Refer to Color Chart 

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers and 
pedestrians have a clear view. This 
sign has a limited viewing range for 
drivers because of its small size.
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EN-03.06
Secondary Building Identification & Informational

en03-6
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Primary Directional Post and Stacking Bar
EN-04.01

Ambulance Entrance
Main Entrance
Buildings 137, 332, 323, 325, 303, 305,
  205, 647, 348, 349, 350, T101 & T102

Freight Entrance
Buildings 314, 317 & 319

Ambulance Entrance
Main Entrance
Buildings 137, 332, 323, 325, 303, 305,
  205, 647, 348, 349, 350, T101 & T102

Freight Entrance
Buildings 314, 317 & 319

Ambulance Entrance
Main Entrance
Buildings 137, 332, 323, 325, 303, 305,
  205, 647, 348, 349, 350, T101 & T102

Freight Entrance

Ambulance Entrance
Main Entrance
Buildings 137, 332, 323, 325, 303, 305,
  205, 647, 348, 349, 350, T101 & T102

��������������� ��������������� ���������������

Ambulance Entrance

Building 338

Outpatient Entrance

Size
Sign Face: 
1219 mm H x 2438 mm W 
(4’ 0” H x 8’ 0” W)

Overall Sign Height: 
1981 mm (6’ 6”)

Description
Large/long, non-illuminated 
auto oriented 6-8 stacking bar 
directional sign.                               

Message Configuration
(Refer to construction drawing for 
dimensions)

Layout A is for the first line of text 
with an arrow of direction. 

Layout B is for message with no 
arrow which is located immediately 
under a copy bar with an arrow.

Layout C is for indented text. This 
is for situations where the message 
has to run over onto a second 
copy bar.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2 
Background: Refer to Color Chart 
Post: Refer to Color Chart 

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.

Directional information for services 
ahead should always be at the top 
of the sign.

Always leave a blank copy bar 
between groups of directional 
information. This will aid in the 
ability of the driver to read grouped 
directional information more 
quickly.

Generally, configure a sign with 
at least one blank copy bar at the 
bottom of the sign. This will aid 
in the ability of the driver to read 
the sign. It will also allow for an 
additional line of text to be added 
to the sign in the future without 
having to order another copy strip. 
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EN-04.01
Primary Directional Post and Stacking Bar
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Non-Illuminated Exterior Sign 

02/2005

Secondary Directional Post and Stacking Bar
EN-04.02

Ambulance Entrance
Main Entrance
Buildings 137, 332, 323, 325,
 303, 305, 205, 647, 348, 349,
  350, T101 & T102

Freight Entrance

Ambulance Entrance
Main Entrance
Buildings 137, 332, 323, 325,
 303, 305, 205, 647, 348, 349,
350, T101 & T102

Ambulance Entrance
Main Entrance
Buildings 137, 332, 323, 325,
 303, 305, 205, 647, 348 & 349

Ambulance Entrance
Main Entrance
Buildings 137, 332, 323, 325,
 303, 305, 205, 647, 348, 349,
350, T101 & T102

Freight Entrance

���������������

Ambulance Entrance
Main Entrance
Buildings 137, 332, 323, 325,
 303, 305, 205, 647, 348, 349,
350, T101 & T102

��������������� ��������������� ���������������

Outpatient Entrance

Building 338

Ambulance Entrance

Size
Sign Face: 
1219 mm H x 1829 mm W 
(4’ 0” H x 6’ 0” W)

Overall Sign Height: 
1829 mm (6’ 0”)

Description
Standard non-illuminated auto 
oriented 5 to 8 stacking bar 
directional sign.

Message Configuration
(Refer to construction drawing for 
dimensions)

Layout A is for the first line of text 
with an arrow of direction. 

Layout B is for message with no 
arrow which is located immediately 
under a copy bar with an arrow.

Layout C is for indented text. This 
is for situations where the message 
has to run over onto a second 
copy bar.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T3 
Background: Refer to Color Chart
Post: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.

Directional information for services 
ahead should always be at the top 
of the sign.

Always leave a blank copy bar 
between groups of directional 
information. This will aid in the 
ability of the driver to read 
grouped directional information 
more quickly.

Generally, configure a sign with 
at least one blank copy bar at the 
bottom of the sign. This will aid 
in the ability of the driver to read 
the sign. It will also allow for an 
additional line of text to be added 
to the sign in the future without 
having to order another copy bar. 
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Secondary Directional Post and Stacking Bar
EN-04.03

Ambulance
 Entrance
Main Entrance
Buildings 137, 332,
323, 325, 303 & 305

Ambulance
 Entrance
Main Entrance
Buildings 137 & 332

Ambulance
 Entrance
Main Entrance

��������������� ��������������� ���������������

Outpatient Entrance

Building 338

Ambulance Entrance

Ambulance Entrance
Main Entrance
Buildings 137, 332,
  323, 325, 303, 305,
  205, 647, 348 & 349

Size
Sign Face: 
914 mm H x 1219 mm W 
(3’ 0” H x 4’ 0” W)

Overall Sign Height: 
1676 mm (5’ 6”)

Description
Small, non-illuminated auto 
oriented 4 to 6 stacking bar 
directional sign.

Message Configuration
(Refer to construction drawing for 
dimensions)

Layout A is for the first line of text 
with an arrow of direction. 

Layout B is for message with no 
arrow which is located immediately 
under a copy bar with an arrow.

Layout C is for indented text. This 
is for situations where the message 
has to run over onto a second 
copy bar.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2 
Background: Refer to Color Chart 
Post: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.

Directional information for services 
ahead should always be at the top 
of the sign.

Always leave a blank copy bar 
between groups of directional 
information. This will aid in the 
ability of the driver to read grouped 
directional information more 
quickly.

Generally, configure a sign with 
at least one blank copy bar at the 
bottom of the sign. This will aid 
in the ability of the driver to read 
the sign. It will also allow for an 
additional line of text to be added 
to the sign in the future without 
having to order another copy bar. 
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EN-04.03
Secondary Directional Post and Stacking Bar
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Secondary Directional Post and Stacking Bar
EN-04.04

Building 383

Outpatient Entrance

Ambulance Entrance

Main Entrance

Buildings 137 & 332

Ambulance Entrance

Main Entrance

Buildings 137 & 332

Ambulance Entrance

Main Entrance

��������������� ���������������

Ambulance Entrance

Size
Sign Face: 
610 mm H x 914 mm W 
(2’ 0” H x 3’ 0” W)

Overall Sign Height: 
1524 mm (5’ 0”)

Description
Non-illuminated, pedestrian 
oriented 3 to 4 stacking directional 
bar sign.

Message Configuration
(Refer to construction drawing for 
dimensions)

Layout A is for the first line of text 
with an arrow of direction. 

Layout B is for message with no 
arrow which is located immediately 
under a copy bar with an arrow.

Layout C is for indented text. This 
is for situations where the message 
has to run over onto a second 
copy bar.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2 
Background: Refer to Color Chart
Post: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.

Directional information for services 
ahead should always be at the top 
of the sign.

Always leave a blank copy bar 
between groups of directional 
information. This will aid in the 
ability of the driver to read grouped 
directional information more 
quickly.

Generally, configure a sign with 
at least one blank copy bar at the 
bottom of the sign. This will aid 
in the ability of the driver to read 
the sign. It will also allow for an 
additional line of text to be added 
to the sign in the future without 
having to order another copy bar. 
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02/2005

Freight
Loading
Zone

No
Smoking

AreaMedical
Center

No
Parking
Patient
Pick Up &
Drop Off
Only

Authorized
Vehicles
Only Beyond
This Point

Freight
Loading
Zone

Large Single Post Informational
EN-05.01

Size
Sign Face: 
762 mm H x 610 mm W 
(2’ 6” H x 2’ 0” W)

Overall  Sign Height: 
1829 mm (6’ 0”)

Description
Large, non-illuminated single post 
identification, informational and 
directional sign. This type of sign 
is for miscellaneous uses and can 
be utilized in landscape areas, at 
the head of parking stalls, or in 
other locations which have space 
limitations. 

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message configurations shown 
illustrate various adaptable uses 
for this particular style of sign.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2 
Background: Refer to Color Chart 
Post: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.

It is recommended that this type 
of sign be placed in situations 
where a smaller sign is required 
or a particular situation precludes 
the use of a double post and panel 
sign.

When placing this type of sign near 
curbs or parking places, be sure 
the sign is set far enough back 
that over hanging front and rear 
of automobiles do not come in 
contact with the sign post.
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Medium Single Post Informational
EN-05.02

Freight
Loading
Zone

No
Smoking

AreaMedical
Center

Authorized
Vehicles
Only
Beyond
This Point

No
Parking
Patient
Pick Up &
Drop Off
Only

Freight
Loading
Zone

Size
Sign Face: 
610 mm H x 457 mm W 
(2’ 0” H x 1’ 6” W)

Overall  Sign Height: 
1829 mm (6’ 0”)

Description
Standard, non-illuminated single 
post identification, informational 
and directional sign. This type 
of sign is the standard one for 
miscellaneous uses. It can be 
utilized in landscape areas, at 
the head of parking stalls, or in 
other locations which have space 
limitations which preclude the use 
of a double post and panel sign.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message configurations shown 
illustrate various adaptable uses 
for this particular style of sign.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2 
Background: Refer to Color Chart 
Post: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.

When placing this type of sign 
near curbs or parking places, be 
sure the sign is set far enough 
back that over hanging front and 
rear of automobiles do not come 
in contact with the sign post.
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Medium Single Post Informational
EN-05.02
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Small Single Post Informational
EN-05.03

Freight
Loading
Zone

No
Smoking

Area

No
Parking

Authorized
Vehicles
Only
Beyond
This
Point

Patient
Pick Up &
Drop Off
Only

Freight
Loading
Zone

Size 
Sign face:
457 mm H X 305 mm W
(1’6” H X 1’0” W) 

Overall Sign High: 
1829 mm (6’ 0”)

Description 
Small, non-illuminated single post 
identification and informational 
sign. This type of sign is for 
miscellaneous uses and can be 
utilized in landscape areas at 
the head of parking stalls, or in 
other locations which have space 
limitations. This type of sign would 
be placed in situations where a 
small sign is required. 

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions) 

Message configurations shown, 
Illustrate various adaptable uses 
for this particular style of sign. 

Graphic Process 
Surface applied reflective Vinyl. 

Colors 
Text: White T2
Background: Refer to Color Chart
Post: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations 
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign. 

When placing this type of sign 
near curbs or parking places, be 
sure the sign is set far enough 
back that over-hanging front and 
rear of automobiles do not come 
in contact with the sign post. 
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Wall Mounted Overhead 
EN-06.01

Spinal Rehabilitation
Clinic Entrance

Nursing Home Care Spinal Rehabilitation

Spinal Rehabilitation
Clinic Entrance

Department of Veterans Affairs
Beverly Clinic
VA Great Lakes Health Care System

Size
Sign Face: 
610 mm H x 2438 mm W 
(2’ 0” H x 8’ 0” W)

Description
Non-illuminated, overhead wall 
mounted sign. Identification of a 
stand alone building that is not 
a medical center. This sign type 
can also be used to identify an 
entrance to a building.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message Layout A, B and C are 
for identifying an entrance to a 
building.

Message Layout D is for identifying 
a non-medical center stand alone 
building. 

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2 
Background: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
For a stand alone non medical 
center building, use this type of 
sign when there is not place to 
install a free standing sign.

Use this type of sign for “titling” 
major building entrances that have 
a very high volume of patient and 
visitor traffic and need to be clearly 
distinguished.
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Wall Mounted Building Identification 
EN-06.02

Building

230
Admissions
Outpatient
  Rehabilitation

Building

230
Admissions
Outpatient
  Rehabilitation

Building

230
Outpatient Center

Department of
Veterans Affairs

Size
Sign Face: 
914 mm H x 1219 mm W 
(3’ 0” H x 4’ 0” W)

Description
Large, non-illuminated wall 
mounted sign This sign type can 
be used to identify a building on 
a medical center campus. It also 
can be used for identification of 
a stand alone building that is not 
a medical center and there is not 
place to install a free standing sign. 

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message Layout A is for identifying 
a non-medical center, stand alone 
building. 

Message Layout B and C are for 
identifying building on a medical 
center campus.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2 
Background: Refer to Color Chart 

Recommendations
For a stand alone non-medical 
center building, use this type of 
sign when there is not place to 
install a free standing sign.

Use this type of sign for “titling” 
building entrances that have a very 
high volume of patient and visitor 
traffic and needs to be clearly 
distinguished. It also can be use 
on a building that is set back a 
considerable distance from the 
roadway. 

Position the sign adjacent the 
main entrance, if possible. If the 
sign is not readable in this position, 
then locate on the corner of the 
building.

This large sign should not be used 
on small buildings or buildings with 
minor uses.
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Wall Mounted Building Identification
EN-06.03

Outpatient Center
Los Angeles

Building

230
Building

230
Admissions
Outpatient

Dental Clinic
Rehabilitation

Building

230
Admissions
Outpatient

Dental Clinic
Rehabilitation

Department of
Veterans Affairs

Size
Sign Face: 
1219 mm H x 914 mm W 
(4’ 0” H x 3’ 0” W)

Description
Large, non-illuminated wall 
mounted sign with separate 
name panel. Building identification 
with and without names of 
the occupant or service. The 
secondary name of the occupant 
or service is on a changeable 
panel to allow modification to the 
sign without changing the entire 
sign.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message layouts show application 
of the sign with building 
identification number and number 
with secondary information. 

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2 
Background: Please Refer to Color 
Chart

Recommendations
Use on a building that is set back 
a considerable distance from the 
roadway. 

Position the sign adjacent to 
or above the main entrance, if 
possible. If the sign is not readable 
in this position, then locate on the 
corner of the building.

This large sign should not be used 
on small buildings or buildings with 
minor uses.
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Wall Mounted Building Identification 
EN-06.03
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Wall Mounted Building Identification
EN-06.04

Building

230

Building

230
Admissions
Outpatient
  Rehabilitation

Building

230

Size
Sign Face: 
914 mm H x 914 mm W 
(3’ 0” H x 3’ 0” W)

Description
Medium, non-illuminated 
wall mounted sign. Building 
identification. When names of the 
occupant or service are used along 
with the building number, it should 
be text that will not likely change.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message layouts show application 
of the sign with building 
identification number and number 
with secondary information.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2 
Background: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
Use on a building that is set back 
a considerable distance from the 
roadway. 

Position the sign adjacent to 
or above the main entrance, if 
possible. If the sign is not readable 
in this position, then locate on the 
corner of the building.

This large sign should not be used 
on small buildings or buildings with 
minor uses.
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Wall Mounted Building Identification
EN-06.04
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Wall Mounted Building Identification
EN-06.05

Building

230
Building

230
Admissions
Outpatient
Rehabilitation

Dental Clinic

Building

230
Admissions
Outpatient
Rehabilitation

Dental Clinic

Size
Sign Face: 
914 mm H x 610 mm W 
(3’ 0” H x 2’ 0” W)

Description
Standard size, non-illuminated 
wall mounted sign with separate 
name panel. Building identification 
with and without names of 
the occupant or service. The 
secondary name of the occupant 
or service is on a changeable panel 
to allow modification to the sign 
without changing the entire sign.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message layouts show application 
of the sign with building 
identification number and number 
with secondary information.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2 
Background: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
Use on any building. 
Position the sign adjacent to 
or above the main entrance, if 
possible. If the sign is not readable 
in this position, then locate on the 
corner of the building.
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Wall Mounted Building Identification
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Wall Mounted Building Identification
EN-06.06

Building Building

230
Admissions
Dental Clinic

230

Building

230

Freight
Receiving

Size
Sign Face:
 610 mm H x 610 mm W 
(2’ 0” H x 2’ 0” W)

Description
Standard size, non-illuminated 
wall mounted sign. Building 
identification with and without 
names of the occupant or service.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message layouts show application 
of the sign with building 
identification number and number 
with secondary information.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2 
Background: Refer to Color Chart 

Recommendations
Use on any building. 
Position the sign adjacent to 
or above the main entrance, if 
possible. If the sign is not readable 
in this position, then locate on the 
corner of the building.
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Wall Mounted Informational
EN-06.07

Freight &
Delivery
Entrance

T28

Freight &
Delivery
Entrance

Size
Sign Face: 
457 mm H x 457 mm W
(1’ 6” H x 1’ 6” W)

Description
Small, non-illuminated wall 
mounted sign. This sign is for 
miscellaneous uses such as 
identifying minor entrances, 
information messages, identifying 
sheds and equipment buildings, 
etc.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions) 

Message layouts show ideas 
of type sizes relative to possible 
different uses and application 
of the sign type.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2 
Background: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
Use for general purpose minor 
sign needs.
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Wall Mounted Informational
EN-06.07
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Wall Mounted Informational
EN-06.08

Ramp
Access

Parking
For
Contractors
& Vendors

Freight &
Delivery
Entrance

Freight &
Delivery
Entrance

No
Idling
Shut Down
Engines

Parking
For
Government
Employees

�

Size
Sign Face: 
457 mm H x 305 mm W 
(1’ 6” H x 1’ 0” W)

Description
Minor informational, non-
illuminated wall mounted sign.
This sign is for miscellaneous 
uses such as identifying minor 
entrances, information messages, 
identifying sheds and equipment 
buildings, etc.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message layouts show ideas of 
type sizes relative to possible 
different uses and application of 
the sign type.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2 
Background: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
Use for general purpose minor 
sign needs.
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Wall Mounted Informational
EN-06.08

en06-8
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Large You Are Here Map
EN-07.01

Size
Sign Face: 
1829 mm H x 1524 mm W 
(6’ 0” H x 5’ 0” W)

Overall  Sign Height: 
2590 mm (8’ 6”)

Description
Large, non-illuminated campus 
orientation “You Are Here” map 
sign with map and messages 
directed specifically to drivers. 
Only use if the sign can be 
positioned so drivers can stop their 
car out of traffic and have a clear, 
unobstructed view of the sign.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Map art is custom to each site 
and should be made as large as 
possible on the sign.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl for 
text. Map is surface silkscreened 
or large format “printer/plotter” 
print on vinyl with UV resistant ink 
and clear UV resistant overcoat.

Colors
Text: White T2: necessary colors 
to create map 
Background: Refer to Color Chart
Post: Refer to color chart

Recommendations
Use this type of sign for maps that 
are to be viewed from within a car.
The campus map should be very 
simple showing only streets with 
their names, parking lots and 
buildings with their number. Map 
should be positioned and oriented 
in the direction that is being 
viewed.
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VA Medical Center - North
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Large You Are Here Map
EN-07.01
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Small You Are Here Map
EN-07.02
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Size
Sign Face: 
914 mm H x 1219 mm W 
(3’ 0” H x 4’ 0” W)

Overall  Sign Height: 
1676 mm (5’ 6”)

Description
Small, non-illuminated campus 
orientation map “You Are 
Here” map sign with map and 
messages directed specifically to 
pedestrians. Only use if the sign 
can be positioned so pedestrians 
can have an unobstructed view of 
the sign.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Map art is custom to each site 
and should be made as large as 
possible on the sign.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl for 
text. Map is surface silkscreened 
or large format “printer/plotter” 
print on vinyl with UV resistant ink 
and clear UV resistant overcoat.

Colors
Text: White T2: necessary colors to 
create map 
Background: Refer to Color Chart
Post: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
Use this type of sign for maps that 
are to be viewed by pedestrians. 
The campus map should be very 
simple showing only streets with 
their names, parking lots and 
buildings with their number. Map 
should be positioned and oriented 
in the direction that is being 
viewed.
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Wall Mounted Ambulance Entrance Identification
EN-08.01

Ambulance
Entrance

Ambulance
Entrance

Size
Sign Face: 
610 mm H x 2438 mm W 
(2’ 0” H x 8’ 0” W)

Description
Overhead, non-illuminated wall 
mounted sign to be placed above 
the ambulance entrance.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Conform to the layout shown.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Background: Text: White T2
Symbol Background: White T2
Background: Red B3.

Recommendations
Place sign in a position of the 
building where it clearly identifies 
the “Ambulance Entrance” and 
is visible to both vehicles and 
pedestrians.
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Wall Mounted Ambulance Entrance Identification
EN-08.02

Ambulance
Entrance

Ambulance
Entrance

Ambulance
Entrance
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Size
Sign Face: 
914 mm H x 1219 mm W 
(3’ 0” H x 4’ 0” W)

Description
Non-illuminated wall mounted sign 
to be placed on the wall adjacent 
to the ambulance entrance.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Conform to the layouts shown.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2
Symbol Background: White T2
Background: Red B3

Recommendations
Place sign in a position of the 
building where it clearly identifies 
the “Ambulance Entrance” and 
is visible to both vehicles and 
pedestrians.
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Post and Panel Ambulance Entrance Identification
EN-08.03

Ambulance
Entrance

Ambulance
Entrance

Ambulance
Entrance

Size
Sign Face: 
914 mm H x 1219 mm W 
(3’ 0” H x 4’ 0” W)

Overall Sign Height: 
1676 mm (5’ 6”)

Description
Non-illuminated post and panel 
sign to be placed on the roadway, 
adjacent to the ambulance 
entrance to direct ambulance 
drivers to the correct building 
entrance.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Conform to the layouts shown.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2 
Symbol Background: White T2
Background: Red B3
Post: Refer to Color Chart 
 
Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.
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Dimensional Letters
EN-09
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Size
For the various sizes, refer to the 
adjacent table. 

Description
Non-illuminated dimensional 
letters and logo for identifying a 
facility and should be placed on 
the medical center building in a 
location that is highly visible to the 
public. 

Message Configuration 
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Letters used with the logo should 
read “Medical Center,” Outpatient 
Center” or “Veterans Affairs.”

Graphic Process
Fabricated or cut out of aluminum
letters

Colors
Text: P1, P2, or P3

Recommendations
Dimensional letters can be used on 
a building to identify the building. 
Large letters and logo are intended 
for use on the top of the building 
as a skyline sign. 
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Traffic Regulatory Signs
EN-10

Size
EN10.1 - Stop (R1-1): 24”, 30”, 36”
EN10.2 - Do Not Enter (R5-1): 30”,  
 36”
EN10.3 - Yield (R1-2): 30”, 36”
EN10.4 - Speed Limit (R2-8)
EN10.5 - Keep Right (R4-7A)
EN10.6 - One Way (R6-2L, R6-2R)
EN10.7 - No Right/Left Turn 
               (R3-1R, R3-2L)
EN10.8 - No U Turn (R3-4)
EN10.9 - Pedestrian Crossing 
(W11-2A)

Description
Traffic regulatory signs

Sign Use & Application
The “Manual on Uniform Traffic 
Control Devices for Streets and 
Highways” has been adopted as 
the standard for all Regulatory 
and Warning Signs used on the 
Department of Veterans Affairs 
roadways for vehicular traffic.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Text, text size, text position and 
color must conform with MUTCD

Colors
Text & Background: “MUTCD” 
standard colors; 
Post: Refer to color chart.

Recommendations
Display the most commonly used 
signs as indicated. If other Traffic 
Regulatory and Warning Signs are 
need, refer to MUTCD.

Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.

It should be noted that the 
decision to use a particular traffic 
control device at a specific location 
should be made on the basis of a 
standard traffic engineering study 
of the location. Sign size should be 
based on traffic conditions. Where 
these conditions are the same, all 
signs of a similar type should be 
the same size.
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2 Blade Street Sign
EN-11.01

Street Name
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Street Name
Street Name

Size
Blade: 152 mm H x 610 mm W  
           (6” H x 2’-0” W) 
           152 mm H x 762 mm W  
           (6” H x 2’-6” W) 
           152 mm H x 914 mm W  
           (6” H x 3’-0” W) 

Description
Non-illuminated double blade
name sign for an intersection

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions) 

Select size required for length of 
name. Message will be the same 
on both sides of the sign blade.
The following are some standard 
abbreviations: Boulevard - BLVD; 
Circle - CIR; Court - CT; Drive 
- DR; Avenue - AVE; Lane - LN; 
Place - PL; Road - RD; Street - ST; 
Terrace - TERR.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2
Background: Refer to Color Chart 
Post: Refer to Color Chart 

Typography
Helvetica Medium Condensed 

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have 
a clear, unobstructed view of 
the sign. Locate as close to 
intersection as possible.
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1 Blade Street Sign
EN-11.02

Street Name
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Street Name
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Size
Blade: 152 mm H x 610 mm W  
(6” H x 2’ 0” W) 
152 mm H x 762 mm W  
(6” H x 2’-6” W) 
152 mm H x 914 mm W  
(6” H x 3’-0” W)

Description
Tall, Non-illuminated single blade 
street name identification for a 
single street

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions) 

Select size required for length of 
name. Message will be the same 
on both sides of the sign blade.
The following are some standard 
abbreviations: Boulevard - BLVD; 
Circle - CIR; Court - CT; Drive 
- DR; Avenue - AVE; Lane - LN; 
Place - PL; Road - RD; Street - ST;
Terrace - TERR.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2
Background: Refer to Color Chart 
Post: Refer to Color Chart

Typography
Helvetica Medium Condensed

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have 
a clear, unobstructed view of 
the sign. Locate as close to 
intersection as possible.
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Pylon Street Sign
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Size
Blade: 1524 mm H x 152 mm W x 
152 mm D, 
(5’-0” H x 6” W x 6” D)

Description
Non-illuminated Pylon type 
Street Sign
 
Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions) 
The same message will be the 
opposite sides of the post. The 
name always starts at the top of 
the post and has been rotated 
clockwise from the horizontal to 
vertical.
The following are some standard 
abbreviations: Boulevard - BLVD; 
Circle - CIR; Court - CT; Drive 
- DR; Avenue - AVE; Lane - LN; 
Place - PL; Road - RD; Street - ST; 
Terrace - TERR.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: T2
Background: Refer to Color Chart 
Post: Refer to Color Chart 

Typography
Helvetica Medium Condensed

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have 
a clear, unobstructed view of 
the sign. Locate as close to 
intersection as possible.
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EN-14
Building Entrance Door Identification                     

Size
Sign Characters: 
101.6, 44.4, 25.4, 12.7, 31.8 mm H  
(4”, 1 3/4”, 1”, 1/2”, 1 1/4” H )

Overall Sign Height: 
1650 mm (5’ 6”)

Description
Non-illuminated, applied 
vinyl identification sign with 
messages directed specifically to 
pedestrians.  The sign can also be 
used to identify buildings.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message size and layout should 
adjust to the volume of information 
being presented. Smaller text than 
shown should not be used as the 
messages will be unreadable. 
Larger text than shown will result in 
words that may not fit on the sign.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2 
Background: Refer to Color Chart 
Post: Refer to Color Chart 

Recommendations
Position sign so pedestrians have 
a clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.

These doors are locked from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m.
When doors are locked, use Ambulance Entrance

Smoking is only 
permitted outside in 
designated areas.

Department of 
Veterans Affairs
Baltimore
VA Medical Center

Main Entrance
Building 16

These doors are locked from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m.
When doors are locked, use Ambulance Entrance

Smoking is only 
permitted outside in 
designated areas.

Department of 
Veterans Affairs
Medical Center
Menlo Park

Main Entrance
Building 16
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These doors are locked from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m.
When doors are locked, use Ambulance Entrance

Smoking is only 
permitted outside in 
designated areas.

Department of 
Veterans Affairs
Medical Center
Menlo Park

Main Entrance
Building 16
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These doors are locked from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m.
When doors are locked, use Ambulance Entrance

Smoking is only 
permitted outside in 
designated areas.

Department of 
Veterans Affairs
Medical Center
Menlo Park

Main Entrance
Building 16
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Building Entrance Door Identification                     
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Post and Panel                                                        National Cemetery Sign
EN-15.01

Size
Sign Face: 
152 mm H x 915 mm W 
(6” H x 3’ 0” W)

Overall Sign Height: 
915 mm (3’ 0”)

Description
National Cemetery non-illuminated, 
post and panel directional sign 
with messages directed specifically 
to pedestrians.  The sign can also 
be used to identify buildings.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message size and layout should 
adjust to the volume of information 
being presented. Smaller text than 
shown should not be used as the 
messages will be unreadable. 
Larger text than shown will result in 
words that may not fit on the sign.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2 
Background: Refer to Color Chart 
Post: Refer to Color Chart 

Recommendations
Position sign so pedestrians have 
a clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.

Memorial Path
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Office

�������������������

Memorial Pathway

Burial Sections:

1- 4              9 - 11

Burial Sections:

1- 8              

12 -15

9 - 11

Committal Shelter A

Exit

Administration

Committal Shelter

Restrooms
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Post and Panel                                                        National Cemetery Sign
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EN-15.02
Post and Panel                                                        National Cemetery Sign

Size
Sign Face: 
305 mm H x 915 mm W 
(1’ 0” H x 3’ 0” W)

Overall Sign Height: 
915  mm (3’ 0”)

Description
Natioanl Cemetery non-illuminated, 
post and panel directional sign 
with messages directed specifically 
to pedestrians.  The sign can also 
be used to identify buildings.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message size and layout should 
adjust to the volume of information 
being presented. Smaller text than 
shown should not be used as the 
messages will be unreadable. 
Larger text than shown will result in 
words that may not fit on the sign.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2 
Background: Refer to Color Chart 
Post: Refer to Color Chart 

Recommendations
Position sign so pedestrians have 
a clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.

Burial Sections:

������� �������

1-4          5 -10

Office

All Funerals

Burial Sections:

1- 8              

12 -15

9 - 11

Restrooms
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Post and Panel                                                        National Cemetery Sign
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EN-15.03
Post and Panel                                                        National Cemetery Sign

Size
Sign Face: 
457 mm H x 915 mm W 
(1’ 6” H x 3’ 0” W)

Overall Sign Height: 
915 mm (3’ 0”)

Description
National Cemetery non-illuminated, 
post and panel directional sign 
with messages directed specifically 
to pedestrians.  The sign can also 
be used to identify buildings.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message size and layout should 
adjust to the volume of information 
being presented. Smaller text than 
shown should not be used as the 
messages will be unreadable. 
Larger text than shown will result in 
words that may not fit on the sign.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2 
Background: Refer to Color Chart 
Post: Refer to Color Chart 

Recommendations
Position sign so pedestrians have 
a clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.

Burial Sections:
1-4          5 -10
12-15         

Office
Restrooms
Committal Shelter

Burial Sections:

1- 8              
12 -15

9 - 11

Burial Sections:
1- 4              9 - 11

Restrooms
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Post and Panel                                                        National Cemetery Sign
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EN-15.04
Floral Regulations                                                   National Cemetery Sign

Size
Sign Face: 
457 mm H x 610 mm W 
(1’ 6” H x 2’ 0” W)

Overall Sign Height: 
915 mm (3’ 0”)

Description
National Cemetery non-illuminated, 
post and panel informative sign 
with message directed specifically 
to floral regulations.  

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message size and layout should 
adjust to the volume of information 
being presented. Smaller text than 
shown should not be used as the 
messages will be unreadable. 
Larger text than shown will result in 
words that may not fit on the sign.

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2 
Background: Refer to Color Chart 
Post: Refer to Color Chart 

Recommendations
Position sign so viewers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.

Floral Regulations
Fresh cut flowers may be placed on graves at any time. 
Metal temporary containers are available.

Floral items will be removed from graves as soon as they become faded and unsightly.

Artificial flowers may be placed on graves only during the period of October 10 
through April 15.

Plantings will not be permitted on graves at any time. Potted plants will be permitted on 
graves only during the period 10 days before and 10 days aftter Easter Sunday and 
Memorial Day.
Christmas wreaths or grave blankets are permitted on graves during the Christmas 
season and will be removed not later than January 20 of each year.  Grave floral blankets 
maynot be larger in size than two by three feet.

During the lawn mowing and ground maintenance season, all floral items will be removed 
from graves on                    and                 of each month.

Statues, vigil lights, breakable objects of any nature, and similar commemorative items 
are not permitted on graves at any time.

Floral items and other types of decorations will not be secured to headstones or markers.

Please contact Cemetery Director for information regarding installation of a permanent 
flower container.

Floral Regulations
Fresh cut flowers may be placed on graves at any time. 
Metal temporary containers are available.

Floral items will be removed from graves as soon as they become faded and unsightly.

Artificial flowers may be placed on graves only during the period of October 
10 through April 15.

Plantings will not be permitted on graves at any time. Potted plants will be permitted on 
graves only during the period 10 days before and 10 days aftter Easter Sunday and 
Memorial Day.
Christmas wreaths or grave blankets are permitted on graves during the Christmas 
season and will be removed not later than January 20 of each year.  Grave floral blankets 
maynot be larger in size than two by three feet.

During the lawn mowing and ground maintenance season, all floral items will be removed 
from graves on          and        of each month.

Statues, vigil lights, breakable objects of any nature, and similar commemorative items 
are not permitted on graves at any time.

Floral items and other types of decorations will not be secured to headstones or markers.

Please contact Cemetery Director for information regarding installation of a permanent 
flower container.
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EN-15.04
Floral Regulations                                                   National Cemetery Sign

Floral Regulations
Fresh cut flowers may be placed on graves at any time. 
Metal temporary containers are available.

Floral items will be removed from graves as soon as they become faded and unsightly.

Artificial flowers may be placed on graves only during the period of October 10 
through April 15.

Plantings will not be permitted on graves at any time. Potted plants will be permitted on 
graves only during the period 10 days before and 10 days aftter Easter Sunday and 
Memorial Day.
Christmas wreaths or grave blankets are permitted on graves during the Christmas 
season and will be removed not later than January 20 of each year.  Grave floral blankets 
maynot be larger in size than two by three feet.

During the lawn mowing and ground maintenance season, all floral items will be removed 
from graves on                    and                 of each month.

Statues, vigil lights, breakable objects of any nature, and similar commemorative items 
are not permitted on graves at any time.

Floral items and other types of decorations will not be secured to headstones or markers.

Please contact Cemetery Director for information regarding installation of a permanent 
flower container.
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EN-15.05
Informational                                                           National Cemetery Sign

Size
Sign Face: 
610 mm H x 610 mm W 
(2’ 0” H x 2’ 0” W)

Overall Sign Height: 
915 mm (3’ 0”)

Description
National Cemetery non-illuminated, 
post and panel directional sign 
with messages directed specifically 
to pedestrians.  The sign can also 
be used to identify buildings.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message size and layout should 
adjust to the volume of information 
being presented. Smaller text than 
shown should not be used as the 
messages will be unreadable. 
Larger text than shown will result in 
words that may not fit on the sign.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2 
Background: Refer to Color Chart 
Post: Refer to Color Chart 

Recommendations
Position sign so pedestrians have 
a clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.

Handicapped
Parking

Permitted
Anywhere

All
Funerals
Wait Here

Cemetery
Vehicles
Only

Cemetery
Vehicles
Only
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EN-15.05
Informational                                                           National Cemetery Sign
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EN-15.06
Section Marker                                                        National Cemetery Sign

Size
Sign Face: 
407 mm H x 203 mm W 
(1’ 4” H x 8” W)

Overall Sign Height: 
407 mm (1’ 4”)

Description
National Cemetery non-illuminated, 
pylon sign with messages directed 
specifically to pedestrians.  

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message size and layout should 
adjust to the volume of information 
being presented. Smaller text than 
shown should not be used as the 
messages will be unreadable. 
Larger text than shown will result in 
words that may not fit on the sign.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2 
Background: Refer to Color Chart 
Post: Refer to Color Chart 

Recommendations
Position sign so pedestrians have 
a clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.
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EN-15.06
Section Marker                                                        National Cemetery Sign
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EN-15.07
Low Profile Traffic Regulatory                                 National Cemetery Sign

Size
Sign Face: 
610 mm H x 610 mm W 
(2’ 0” H x 2’ 0” W)

Overall Sign Height: 
915 mm (3’ 0”)

Description
National Cemetery non-illuminated, 
post and panel directional traffic 
regulatory sign with messages 
directed specifically to pedestrians.  

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message size and layout should 
adjust to the volume of information 
being presented. Smaller text than 
shown should not be used as the 
messages will be unreadable. 
Larger text than shown will result in 
words that may not fit on the sign.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2 
Background: Refer to Color Chart 
Post: Refer to Color Chart 

Recommendations
Position sign so pedestrians have 
a clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.

Keep 
Right
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Low Profile Traffic Regulatory                                 National Cemetery Sign
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Street Sign                                                              National Cemetery Sign
Size
Sign Face: 
203 mm H x Various Widths  
(8” H x Various Widths)

Overall Sign Height: 
915 mm (3’ 0”)

Description
National Cemetery non-illuminated, 
post and panel street identification 
sign with messages directed 
specifically to pedestrians.  The 
sign can also be used to identify 
buildings.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message size and layout should 
adjust to the volume of information 
being presented. Smaller text than 
shown should not be used as the 
messages will be unreadable. 
Larger text than shown will result in 
words that may not fit on the sign.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2 
Background: Refer to Color Chart 
Post: Refer to Color Chart 

Recommendations
Position sign so pedestrians have 
a clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.

EN-15.08

Jefferson Drive

Jefferson Drive

Martin Luther 
King Jr. Drive

Lincoln Drive

Jackson 
Drive
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EN-15.08
Street Sign                                                              National Cemetery Sign
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EN-15.09
Pylon Street Sign                                                    National Cemetery Sign

Size
Sign Face: 
1067 mm H x 152 mm W x 152 
mm D 
(3’ 6” H x 6” W x 6” D)

Overall Sign Height: 
1067 mm (3’ 6”)

Description
National Cemetery non-illuminated, 
post and panel directional sign 
with messages directed specifically 
to pedestrians.  The sign can also 
be used to identify buildings.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message size and layout should 
adjust to the volume of information 
being presented. Smaller text than 
shown should not be used as the 
messages will be unreadable. 
Larger text than shown will result in 
words that may not fit on the sign.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2 
Background: Refer to Color Chart 
Post: Refer to Color Chart 

Recommendations
Position sign so pedestrians have 
a clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.
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Pylon Street Sign                                                    National Cemetery Sign
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The specifications for exterior signs are 
available in the Master Construction 
Specifications area of the VA Technical 
Information Library. 

http://www.va.gov/facmgt/standard/
spec_10.asp

Refer to Specification 10430.
For more information regarding 
specifications, contact the Office of 
Facilities Management, Standards 
Service.

The specifications will require editing to 
eliminate signs that are not needed and 
to adapt the specifications to the 
specific project for which they are 
intended. 

The specifications require close 
coordination taking into account the 

existing sign program at a medical 
center, sign maintenance and future 
signing needs. 
The sign message schedule is 
considered a part of the specifications 
and would comprise the last section. 
Configuration of the message schedule 
may vary according to project 
requirements. 

The sign message schedule form, 
illustrated in the Programming Section 
of this Handbook, lists the typical 
information that a sign manufacturer 
and installer will require. 

The sign message schedule needs to 
be coordinated with a sign location plan 
drawing showing where signs are to be 
placed within a building or on the site. 
See the example in the Programming 
Section of this Handbook.
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The type of exterior sign and sign 
system being selected for a particular 
application or facility may require 
several decisions and involve different 
construction and assembly components 
to meet the desired requirements. 
This section provides an overview of 
the intended criteria for exterior sign 
programs.

The details, showing the construction 
of the monument signs, post and 
panel signs, wall mounted signs and 
the stacking bar signs are based on 
a concept of an aluminum extrusion 
component system. Many extruders 
and sign manufacturers currently 
market extrusions and component 
sign systems that will accomplish the 
illustrated objectives of the intended 
exterior sign system. These extruded, 
molded and fabricated component sign 
systems are acceptable so long as the 
illustrated and stated specifications 
are adhered to. Once a particular 
manufacturer’s system is selected for 
the sign program, ongoing maintenance 
and replacement signs will need to 
come from that same component 
system.

The illustrations are intended to show 
the desired configuration and intent of 
the various sign types. Sections of the 
extrusions are for illustration purposes 
and have not been engineered or 
configured for extruding and do not 
represent a finished form or a particular 
manufacturer. Many manufacturers’ 
extrusion systems will accomplish the 
illustrated objectives of the intended 
exterior sign system.
 
Variations such as beveled and radius 
shapes in the sign cabinet and sign face 
frame are forms that do not conform 
with the sign program. 

Variation in shape and form for posts 
is an option that is available to allow 
a custom look for a medical center 
campus. Once a post shape is selected, 
it should become the standard for the 
entire campus. Different shapes being 
used on the same campus will create a 
disorganized appearance to the exterior 
sign program.

Internally illuminated signs should have 
the electrical supply coordinated and 
voltage confirmed before the sign is 
ordered and fabricated. Illuminated 
signs should contain a “UL” sicker 
that their construction conforms to 
UL Standard 48. Text for illuminated 
signs should also be confirmed and 
finalized before the sign is ordered and 
fabricated. Revisions after construction 
are expensive and time consuming.

Community reaction should be taken 
into account before large “Skyline 
letters and logo” are installed on a 
medical center. Various communities 
have standards that may not permit 
these types of signs and installing 
them could create a local controversy. 
Also, when large letters are planned for 
a building, coordination should take 
place to insure issues of building skin 
integrity, structural loads, installation, 
and maintenance access are evaluated.

Monument signs larger than those 
shown in the Guide may also create 
local community reaction. Check with 
the Planning Department of your local 
City or County to see if they have a sign 
ordinance that may have guidelines 
for the type of sign being proposed. 
Federal facilities are not required to 
obtain local sign permits, but respecting 
the local ordinances will prevent 
possible controversy.

The Exterior Sign Specification 10430 
in the VA Technical Information Library 
should be read in conjunction with this 
Construction Details section. This will 
provide an overview of the exterior sign 
construction requirements, materials 
and finishes.

Particular care should be taken to insure 
that sign footings and foundations are 
correctly matched to the type of sign 
being installed. 
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Detail 1
Post Forms

The illustrations show 4 different 
post shape forms. From these 
forms a look can be drawn that 
can allow a sign program to bring 
a fresh new image to a medical 
center campus. 

These forms can also create 
a coordinated look with the 
architectural theme of buildings on 
a medical center campus. 

Post Shape One continues the look 
of the past exterior sign program 
and can allow an individual new 
sign to be integrated into an 
existing sign program.

Detail 2
Post & Panel Reveals

The theme of the exterior sign 
program allows for signs to be 
assembled and installed with or 
without a revel. 

The extruded aluminum posts 
have the capability for interlocking 
with a reveal extrusion that 
allows for the sign to have a large 
reveal, small reveal or no reveal. 
This reveal can also be used to 
incorporate an accent color into 
the sign program.

Post: P1 Post: P2

Post: P3 Post: P4
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Detail 3
Internally Illuminated 
Monument Sign

Sign is constructed with an 
illuminated double faced sign 
cabinet mounted to a masonry 
base with a reveal between the 
base and the cabinet. 

Sign face is aluminum with “route 
out” graphics backed with a 
translucent diffuser. 

Illumination is by internal florescent 
lamping 9” on center. 

Sign face sits within a hinged/
removable frame which will 
allow for replacement of the sign 
face without disassembly or 
abandonment of entire sign.

Sign is to be constructed to 
conform to UL requirements.

Detail 4
Internally Illuminated 
Post & Panel Sign

Sign is constructed with an 
illuminated double faced sign 
cabinet mounted to extruded 
aluminum posts with an adjustable 
reveal between the posts and the 
cabinet. 

Sign face is aluminum with “route 
out” graphics backed with a 
translucent diffuser.  

Illumination is by internal florescent 
lamping 9” on center. 

Sign face sits within a hinged/
removable frame which will 
allow for replacement of the sign 
face without disassembly or 
abandonment of entire sign.

Sign is to be constructed to 
conform to UL requirements.
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Detail 5
Internally Illuminated 
Wall Mounted Sign

Sign is constructed with a single 
faced illuminated sign cabinet 
that can be mounted to a wall. 
A complete enclosed back is 
required.

Sign face is aluminum with “route 
out” graphics backed with a 
translucent diffuser. 

Illumination is by internal florescent 
lamping 9” on center. 

Sign face sits within a hinged/
removable frame which will 
allow for replacement of the sign 
face without disassembly or 
abandonment of entire sign.

Sign is to be constructed to 
conform to UL requirements.

Detail 6
Internally Illuminated 
4 Sided Monument Sign

Sign is constructed with an 
illuminated 4 faced sign cabinet 
mounted to a masonry base with 
a reveal between the base and the 
cabinet. 

Sign face is aluminum with “route 
out” graphics backed with a 
translucent diffuser. 

Illumination is by internal metal 
halide lamp bulbs placed 
horizontally on center. 

Sign face sits within a hinged/
removable frame which will 
allow for replacement of the sign 
face without disassembly or 
abandonment of entire sign.

Sign is to be constructed to 
conform to UL requirements.
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Detail 7
Internally Illuminated 
Strip Sign

A stacking strip illuminated sign 
incorporates individual extruded 
aluminum strips that enable 
the panels to be removed and 
rearranged as necessary. 

The sign is constructed similar 
to the internally illuminated 
monument or post and panel sign. 

The graphics on the strips are 
constructed in the same manner as 
an internally illuminated sign face.

Detail 8
Internally Illuminated 
Changeable Strips

Modular illuminated sign strip 
extrusions are to be interlocking in 
such a manner as to prevent light 
leaks and also provide flexibility for 
replacement and rearrangement.

ency
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Detail 9
Internally Illuminated 
Route-out Graphics

Illuminated signs with route out 
aluminum sign faces require white 
translucent diffusers. 

The translucent acrylic or 
polycarbonate diffusers are to be 
mechanically fastened to the sign 
face. 

Letter voids of “a b d o p q r a b d 
e g o p q” are to be mechanically 
fastened to the diffuser. 

Diffusers are not to be installed on 
a sign face using any type of tape 
or adhesive system.

Detail 10
Internally Illuminated Sign
Electrical

Electrical connections to illumi-
nated signs are to be made in a 
juction box that is located adjacent 
to the sign . Junction boxes are 
not to be installed on the sides of 
cabinets or mounted on posts. 

Exposed conduit is not to be 
mounted to the exterior of sign 
cabinets or posts.

All illuminate signs are to conform 
to Underwriter Laboratories Stan-
dard 48 for Electric Signs
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Detail 11
Illuminated Letters & Logo

Fabricated metal letters and logo 
are intended for use on exterior 
building applications. 

These letters are custom fabricated 
to meet the size, illumination and 
mounting requirements for the 
intended location on a building. 
Clear access is required to backs 
of the letters to allow installation of 
electrical connections. 

Consult with a local exterior 
electrical sign company regarding 
these letters, their construction 
and installation requirements 
before ordering illuminated letters.
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Detail 12
Non-illuminated Post &
Panel Sign

Sign is constructed with a non-
illuminated sign cabinet mounted 
to extruded aluminum posts with 
an adjustable reveal between the 
posts and the cabinet. 

The sign cabinet extrusion should 
have the capability to hold the 
sign faces and allow for the 
removal and replacement of faces 
without total sign disassembly or 
abandonment of the sign.

Detail 13
Non-illuminated Post &
Stacking Bar Sign

Sign is constructed with a series 
of aluminum tubes mounted to 
extruded aluminum posts with 
an adjustable reveal between the 
posts and the stacking tubes.

Tubes are to be flush and touching 
with no gaps between them.

Sign is constructed in a manner 
that will allow the removal or 
addition of at a future time.
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Detail 14
Non-illuminated Wall
Mounted Sign

Sign is constructed with an 
aluminum panel mounted into 
an extruded aluminum frame 
configured for wall mounting. 

Sign face sits within a frame which 
will allow for replacement of the 
sign face without disassembly or 
abandonment of entire sign.

Detail 15
Single Post & Panel Sign

Aluminum sign panel mounted to a 
square aluminum post with tamper 
proof mechanical fasteners.  

Sign panels have the corners 
eased with a 6 mm (.25”) radius. 
The post shall have a permanent 
top cap

Street Name

Street Nameency  trancegy      
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Detail 16
Fabricated Metal Letter & Logo

Fabricated metal letters and logo 
are intended for use on exterior 
building applications. 

These letters would be typically 
custom fabricated relative to the 
placement position on a building.

Detail 17
Street Identification Sign

Cast or fabricated aluminum post 
cap configured to hold aluminum 
name panel.  

For double bladed signs there 
is a cast or fabricated aluminum 
connector that is mounted to the 
lower blade and holds the upper 
blade.
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Detail 18
Hinged Illuminated Sign Face

Detail 19
Fluorescent Light Fixtures

Three 400 watt 
metal halide lamps 
with self contained 
ballast assembly 
placed in cabinet to 
evenly distribute 
illumination

Welded internal 
cabinet frame
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Fluorescent 
light fixtures 
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Fluorescent 
light fixtures 
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Detail 21
Halide Light Illumination

Three 400 watt 
metal halide lamps 
with self contained 
ballast assembly 
placed in cabinet to 
evenly distribute 
illumination

Welded internal 
cabinet frame
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Fluorescent 
light fixtures 
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Fluorescent 
light fixtures 

Detail 20
Traffic Signs Mounted to Round 
Posts

Welded
Joints
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The installation of exterior signs requires coordination of several criteria. Careful 
consideration should be given to the following:

• Character and configuration of the roadway system. 
• Desired path of travel on the roadway system for visitors, employees and 

deliveries. 
• Location of buildings on the facility campus in relation to roads, parking and 

walkways. 
• Location of building entrances. 
• Weather...like wind and snow.
• Utilities and landscaping.
• Adequate light on and around directional signs.
• Placement of signs in locations where people are expecting them to be.

These elements help establish the basis of a clear sign program.

Exterior signs function to communicate to both drivers and pedestrians and their 
placements need to be planned relative to the intended viewer. Sign visibility to the 
user is a principal objective that is the basis of correct sign placement.

Signs that are to be read from a car moving down a road need to be installed in 
location that provide for clear readability without obstructions. 

Equally important is that the installation of signs needs to take into account the 
potential effects on drivers. Sign with to much information can cause a driver to 
stop or slow to a very low speed, thus creating a traffic hazard.

Coordination needs to take place with things like irrigation systems, electrical 
service and other underground utilities.

Every site has different climate conditions that effect an exterior sign program. 
Wind load on signs effects the footing requirements. Considerations for snowfall 
and frost line will also have an impact on post length and footing depth.

Within this installation section of the guide there is a table to provide assistance 
in determining the size of a footing for various signs. This is a general guide and 
structural engineering maybe required to adequately confirm that a particular 
footing will be adequate for a sign in the required conditions at a particular site or 
sign location.

Structural engineering should be consulted to ensure building walls can 
adequately support large “skyline letters and logo” before having them fabricated. 
Monument signs should also have their bases designed by a structural engineer to 
insure that the signs can withstand wind loads in the signs location.

Sign mounting methods have been standardized to create visual uniformity for 
all signs placed around a facility.  Mounting heights and locations have been 
determined for ease of reading.  

There are two principal methods of mounting signs. These are:
•     Ground Mounted:  Placing a sign panel on one or more posts fixed in the 
       ground or sign cabinets mount to masonry bases.
•     Wall Mounted:  Placing a sign on a vertical surface such as the wail or 
       door of a building or fence.

Each type of sign utilizes a mounting method appropriate to the viewing 
requirements.

During the course of installation, always insure that the signs are positioned with a 
clear line-of-sight from the viewing point to the sign face.  

A sign program for a campus, that works well, is one that has been planned as an 
integrated whole. All the way from the main identification sign, directional signs, 
building and building entrance identification through to the parking lot signs. 
Proper placement is part of a well-planned program.

Criteria

Visibility

Readability

Coordination

Climate

Footing

Engineering

Mounting

Viewing

Planning
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Placement:
Ground Mounted Signs

All signs should be located a 
minimum of 600 mm (2’-0”) from 
the curb.  The exact location of a 
sign will differ depending on the 
type of sign and site conditions.

Sign placement must be carefully 
considered to ensure that the sign 
fits the location without major 
regrading.  It may be necessary to 
clear some shrubs or bushes or 
relocate an obstruction.

When ground mounted signs on 
two posts are placed on sloping 
or inclined grades, adjustments 
must be made to the post lengths.  
Extreme differences between post 
lengths should be minimized.
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Placement:
Wall Mounted Signs

Signs are placed to alert and 
inform in sufficient time to avoid 
the hazard or take appropriate 
action.  They should be sized for 
easy reading from the viewing 
distance required. 

A sign that is too small will be lost.  
Conversely, an overly large sign 
can overwhelm an area.  

Signs should be placed where they 
will not create distractions.  Care 
should be taken to avoid grouping 
too many signs together in one 
location.  

Small sign panels placed for close 
viewing are appropriately placed 
at eye level.  Larger signs posted 
in big spaces or for viewing at 
greater distances should be placed 
proportionally higher.  

Signs should not be placed where 
objects may obscure them.  

Before ordering a sign, place a 
cardboard panel in the proposed 
location to verify the size and 
placement location.
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Placement:
Parking Stall 
Identification

This illustration indicates the 
location of single post & panel 
signs in relationship to both 
handicapped and standard parking 
stalls.

Signs should be visually centered 
to the driver/ca at the head of the 
stall.

Make sure that the sign post 
cannot be stuck by the bumper of 
a car. 

If an area of parking stalls are 
being signed with the same 
message, the number of signs 
can be reduced. A single sign can 
be used to label multiple stalls. A 
good guide is 1 sign for every 2 or 
3 stalls. One sign for 4 stalls will 
not work because the sign will be 
to far from a drivers vision.

For handicapped parking stalls it 
is best to provide a sign for each 
individual stall and then there is no 
opportunity for confusion.
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Placement:
Sight Triangle at 
Intersections and 
Driveways

For safety reasons, signs should 
not be placed in the sight triangle 
(shaded area) where they could 
obscure a driver’s vision.  Also, 
make sure that a signs location 
is not blocking a drivers vision of 
pedestrians.

Insuring that there are no signs 
in the sight triangle applies to 
roadway intersections as well as 
driveways.

Traffic regulatory signs are an 
exception to this rule.  Traffic 
regulatory signs such as STOP and 
YIELD signs should be placed at 
the point at which compliance is to 
be made.
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Footing:
Size Configurations

Footing depth requirements vary 
from location to location and size 
of sign. 

A large sign requires a larger 
diameter and deeper footing or 
base to withstand higher wind 
loads. Poor soil compaction will 
also require larger footings. 

The depth of winter frost 
penetration also effects the size of 
footing required. 

Locate your area of the country on 
the map and then refer to the chart 
to determine the size of footings 
required for the various sizes of 
signs. 

It is recommended that on Sign 
Type EI-01.01, EI-01.02, EI-01.04 
and EI-01.05 the sign base be 
designed by a licensed structural 
engineer providing “sealed and 
signed” drawings. This is to insure 
that the base will structurally 
support the sign taking into 
account wind loads, the type of 
soil and winter frost penetration.
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Footing Configuration
Chart

Footing:
Metric Size 
Configurations
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Footing:
Monument Signs
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Footing:
Monument Signs
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Footing:
Post & Panel Signs

All footings must meet width 
and depth requirements to 
accommodate height and size of 
sign, soil conditions, wind loads 
and winter ground freezing.

Style 1
Permanent installation in 
landscaped areas.

Signs installed in grass can 
have the raised concrete colors 
extended to cover the area 
between posts.

Style 2
Permanent installation in paved 
areas.
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Footing:
Post & Panel Signs

All footings must meet width 
and depth requirements to 
accommodate height and size of 
sign, soil conditions, wind loads 
and winter ground freezing.

Style 3
Semi-permanent installation in 
landscaped areas.

Use this type of installation when 
it is known that a sign will need to 
be removed or replaced in the near 
future.

Signs installed in grass can 
have the raised concrete colors 
extended to cover the area 
between the posts.

Style 4
Semi-permanent installation.

Use this type of installation when 
it is known that a sign will need to 
be removed or replaced in the near 
future.
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50 mm (2") Min.

Mounting:
Non-illuminated 
Letters

Metal letters that are installed on 
the exterior of the building should 
be done with spacers behind the 
letters. This will allow for rain to 
run down the building surface 
without creating streaking under 
the letters. 

The size and length of the studs 
are to correlate to the size of the 
letter and the depth that’s required 
for installation on a particular 
building surface.

Plaster and stucco building 
surfaces should have complete 
adhesive sealant application 
around the stud, where it 
penetrates the building, to prevent 
water intrusion into the building.

Letters that are installed on wall 
surfaces below 2438 mm (8 feet) 
should be installed flush to the wall 
with no spacers and additional 
adhesive applied to the back of 
the letters. This will increase the 
security of the letters against 
vandalism or theft.
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Mounting:
Non-illuminated 
Fabricated Metal 
Letters

Fabricated metal letters that are 
installed on the exterior of the 
building should be done with slight 
space between the letter and the 
wall. This will allow for rain to run 
down the building surface without 
creating streaking under the 
letters. 

Plaster and stucco building 
surfaces should have complete 
adhesive sealent application 
around the mounting clip, where its 
fastener penetrates the building. 
This is to prevent water intrusion 
into the building.

Letters that are installed on 
wall surfaces below 2438 mm 
(8 feet) should be installed with 
tamperproof fasteners. This will 
increase the security of the letters 
against vandalism or theft.

Mounting:
Illuminated Letters

Installation of these letters should 
be done only by a licensed 
electrical sign company.

Consult with a local electrical 
sign company regarding the wall 
surface, accessibility and method 
of installation.
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Wall Mounting:
Non-Illuminated Signs

Aluminum wall panel signs shall 
be fastened with a minimum of 2 
mechanical fasteners.

Anchors should be provided in 
the wall that are suitable for the 
particular type of wall surface 
where the sign is being installed.
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The development of an effective working parking lot or parking structure sign 
program requires the coordination of several interlaced criteria. 

For an effective sign program you have to take into account to the following:

1. Character and configuration of the roadway system in the parking lot and 
the circulation system in the parking structure. 

2. How do visitors currently drive around the parking lot or structure.
3. Where do you want visitors to park?
4. What is the desired path of travel on the roadway system, to parking, for 

visitors?
5. What is the desired path of pedestrian travel from parking to building 

entrances? 
6. Location of building entrances on the facility campus in relation to parking.
7. Location of electricity, its availability and voltage.
8. Adequate light on and around directional signs.
9. Placement of signs in locations where people are expecting them to be.

These elements help establish the basis of a clear sign program that 
communicates and informs in a direct and simple manner.

A parking structure or parking lot sign program, that works well, is one that 
has been planned as an integrated whole. From the vehicle directional signs, 
pedestrian directional signs, building and building entrance identification through 
parking exit signs.

Another important consideration is that a parking sign program needs to be 
planned in accord with cohesive organized parking plan for both visitor and 
employees.

The main parking identification sign for a medical center parking structure 
should be a large scale illuminated sign. Refer to the exterior signs section for 
illuminated signs.

Internally illuminated signs within a parking structure should be considered 
for those locations where important information and directions need to be 
communicated at night or in low light conditions. A non-illuminated sign that is 
illuminated with floodlights or a light fixture can be effective as well. 

Non-illuminated signs with reflective letters will function quite well for 
secondary signs. It is a good practice to make all the signs have reflective 
letters as that will insure the best possibility of being read regardless of a signs 
importance.

Planning an Exterior 
Sign Program

Types of Signs
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Color Coding Options
Parking structures over 3 levels 
should consider color coding 
the floor levels in different 
colors.  Colors should be 
distinctly different from floor to 
floor.  For example, if floor one 
is Blue, floor two should be 
Burgundy, floor three, Red, etc.

1Level
Elevators

3Level 4Level
Elevators

2Level
Elevators

Elevators
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The following are some general “Do’s & 
Don’ts guidelines that one can refer to 
when developing a sign program. 

This is not intended to be a training 
section of the guide, but to provide 

General Guidelines

key information or instructions that 
will hopefully reduce common errors 
that are made when planning and 
programming a parking sign program.

• Never use text smaller than 3” capital letter height when a sign is    
   Intended to be read from a moving car.

• Text intended to be read by pedestrians should be a minimum of 1 1/2” capital 
   letter height.

• Sign do require maintenance. Cleaning and waxing will extend the   
   life of a sign program.

• Use text (words) which are familiar, easy to understand and comfortable 

   to the viewer. 

• Always use the same words throughout the sign program.

• All sign messages need to be a minimum of 24” above grade.

• When selecting a background color for the signs, seek a   
   complementary color to the buildings on campus.

•  Always consider the landscaping surrounding a sign when determining a 
   sign’s size. It is important that shrubs and other plants do not hide or obscure  
   the sign.

•  Lettering and sign panel size should be appropriate for the distance and   
   speed at which a sign is viewed.

•  Signs intended for a moving vehicle need to be larger and require larger text   
   than a sign intended for a pedestrians.

• Keep sign messages brief. 

•  Unnecessary information on signs will confuse the viewer. 

• Typically, all signs, with the exception of directional signs, should convey no 
   more than one concept or thought.

• Use text (words) that can be quickly read by the viewer. And use the 
   same words throughout the sign program.

• On directional and informational signs only provide information necessary to 
   make a decision at that particular location.

•  Whenever possible, messages should be presented using positive   
    v

Type of Sign to Use

Size of Sign to Use
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• Keep sign messages brief. 

•  Unnecessary information on signs will confuse the viewer. 

• Typically, all signs, with the exception of directional signs, should convey no 
   more than one concept or thought.

• Use text (words) that can be quickly read by the viewer. And use the 
   same words throughout the sign program.

• On directional and informational signs only provide information necessary to 
   make a decision at that particular location.

•  Whenever possible, messages should be presented using positive   
    information.

• On directional signs, do not anticipate decisions that can be made later.  
   Unnecessary or premature information will confuse the reader.

• Messages placed on signs should be concise, preferably with no more than  
   seven to ten words.

• For signs to be read from a moving car, take into account the speed of the car.         
   At a slow speed the driver may be able to read 7 or 8 words. At a faster speed  
   they will only be able to read 4 or 5.

• Use upper and lower case text whenever possible. Upper and lower case  
   text is easier to read and understood faster than text in all capital letters.

• Line-spacing between two different messages should be greater than   
   line-spacing between lines of the same multiple-line message group.

• Text should not be run right up to the edge of the sign.

• If a line text needs to be reduced in order to fit on a sign, use only commonly   
   recognized abbreviations, reduce the number of words or reduce the size of   
   the type for the entire message. DO NOT condense the type face.

• The most important message should appear as the first line text and the 
   most important directional information should be at the top of the sign on free 
   standing signs. Signs mounted to the ceiling of a parking garage should have 
   the most important message at the bottom of the sign.
 

• Signs should, if at all possible, always be perpendicular to the intended viewer.

• Position signs with a clear line of sight from the viewing point to the sign face. 

• Always evaluate a sign’s location at night as well as in the daylight. Lighting 
   conditions and visibility may change at night making a particular location  
   unsuitable.

• All signs should be placed in a manner that will be clearly visible to driver all 
   times of the year. For example, make sure that snow removal doesn’t bury  
   signs.

• Signs that receive spray from irrigation sprinklers will show oxidation from the 
   minerals in the water resulting in a poor appearance. The life of the sign will 
   also be considerably shortened.

• Always consider the landscaping surrounding a sign when determining a sign’s 
   location. It is important that trees, shrubs and other plants do not obscure 
   the sign.

• Do not place signs in locations where people may walk into them. Don’t place       
   signs any closer than 12” to a walkway.

   

Message Content

Message Layout

      Placement of Signs
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This section of the Environmental Graphic Sign Handbook provides interior sign 
guides for all the types of Parking Lot & Structure signs that are necessary to sign 
any parking area, regardless of size or type of use.

The following Overview illustrates the various types of signs in this section. The 
individual pages on each Sign Type provide more specific information and detailed 
layouts.

Parking Lot & Structure Sign Designations

Each sign in the program guide has been give a specific sign type number des-
ignation. This designation provide a common description that can be referenced 
when programming a site and ordering signs. The following explains how the sign 
type designations are derived.

EN-01.01.03C
EN Designates an interior sign.       

-01 Two digit numbers identifies the Life Safety & Code 
   sign family.

.28 The two digit number following the period
        identifies a specific sign type within the sign family.

.03  The two digit number following the period identifies a  
   specific sub-group of sign within the sign family.

Parking Lot & Structure Signs

Example: EN-01.01.02B

 EN - Interior sign
 01 - Life safety and code required signs
 .01 - Specific sign
 .02 - Sign sub-group
 B  - Specific type size layout

C  The letter designates a specific sign configuration and/or  
     layout for graphics or symbols.
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Parking Lot Signs 

Sign Type EN-12.01
Post and panel informational signs

EN-12.01 
Single post and panel sign

EN-12.02 
Single post and panel sign

EN-12.03 
Post and panel sign

EN-12.04 
Single post and panel sign

EN-12.05 
Single post and panel sign

EN-12.06 
Blade sign mounted to light pole

EN-12.07 
Panel sign mounted to wall

P
Government
Vehicles
Only

Motor vehicles parked in 
Red zones, zones, reserved ?
spaces or in violation of V.A. 
parking regulations, will be 
towed at owner's expense.?
Vehicle Code. Sec. 1234567?
Police Dept. 555-5555

Notice

Persons entering government 
property must consent upon 
request, to the inspection of 
all packages, luggage and 
containers in their possession. 
Refusal to consent to 
inspections is basis for 
denial of admission.

P
Employee
Parking
Lot 17

Parking
Only

M8
Employee
ParkingParking

Only

EN-12.01              EN-12.02

EN-12.03

EN-12.05

EN-12.07

EN-12.04

EN-12.06
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Sign Type PS-01
Non-illuminated directional sign 
with vinyl lettering

PS-01.01 
15” Small ceiling hung vehicular 
directional sign

PS-01.02 
15” Large ceiling hung vehicular 
directional sign

PS-01.03 
22” Small ceiling hung vehicular 
directional sign

PS-01.04 
22” Large ceiling hung vehicular 
directional sign

Elevator Exit Stair
Elevator

ElevatorsExit Exit

PS-01.01     PS-01.02

PS-01.03     PS-01.04

Sign Type PS-02
Non-illuminated directional sign 
with vinyl lettering

PS-02.01 
15” Small beam-mounted vehicular 
directional sign

PS-02.02 
15” Large beam-mounted vehicular 
directional sign

PS-02.03 
22” Small beam-mounted vehicular 
directional sign

PS-02.04 
22” Large beam-mounted vehicular 
directional sign ExitElevatorsExit

Stair
ElevatorElevator Exit

PS-02.01     PS-02.02

PS-02.03     PS-02.04

Parking Structure Signs 
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Sign Type PS-03
Wall-mounted directional 

PS-03.01 
Small pedestrian and vehicle 
oriented sign

PS-03.02 
Large pedestrian and vehicle 
oriented sign 

Sign Type PS-04
Pedestrian oriented wall-mounted 
informational sign

Watch for
Pedestrians
Watch for

Pedestrians

Watch for
Pedestrians

No Pedestrians
on Ramp

Sign Type PS-05
Vehicular oriented column level 
marker

PS-05.01 
22” Rectangular column marker

PS-05.02 
16” Rectangular column marker

PS-05.03 
Round column wrap-around floor 
level marker

PS-05.04 
Round column painted floor 
identification

5

So
ut
h

5

Le
ve
l

55
North

PS-03.01     PS-03.02

PS-04

PS-05.01             PS-05.02                     PS-05.03                        PS-05.04

Parking Structure Signs 

Watch for
Pedestrians
Watch for

Pedestrians

Watch for
Pedestrians

No Pedestrians
on Ramp

5Level

Elevators

1Level

North
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Sign Type PS-05.5
Blade sign mounted to light pole 

Sign Type PS-06
Overhead wall-mounted 
identification sign 

Sign Type PS-07
Elevator and stairwell identification 
vinyls

PS-06    

5Level

Elevators

Stairs

IN CASE OF FIRE, 
USE STAIRS.  DO NOT 
USE ELEVATORS.

Stairs
Level 

2
Elevator
Level 

2 2

PS-07.1               PS-07.2  

PS-08                PS-10                    PS-09  
  

Sign Type PS-08, 
09 & 10
Entrance/occupancy signs

PS-08 
10” Dimensional letters

PS-09 
Illuminated occupancy sign

PS-10 
Clearance height “bang bar”

Clearance 8ʼ-6”Clearance  7 -̓0”

EntranceExit

Parking Structure Signs 

5

So
ut
h

PS-05.5   
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Parking Regulatory
See Exterior Sign Section for more 
detail.

Informational Signs
See Interior Sign Section for more 
detail.

Parking
Only

Parking
For
Government
Employees

IN CASE OF FIRE, 
USE STAIRS.  DO NOT 
USE ELEVATORS.

NO
EXIT

44444
Mechanical
Room

Elevator

NO
EXIT

Sign Type PS-11
Entrance/Exit sign

Parking Structure Signs 

Clearance  8 -̓0”

EntranceExit

Entrance
Clearance  8 -̓0”
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Post and Panel Informational                                    Parking Lot
EN-12.01

Size
Sign Face: 914 mm H x 610 mm W 
(3’ 0” H x 2’ 0” W)
Overall Sign Height: 1981 mm  
(6’ 6”)

Description
Large, non-illuminated post and 
panel parking lot identification sign
This sign type is for identifying 
parking lots to drivers circulating 
on a roadway system.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message Layout A is for identifying 
visitor parking lots.

Message Layout B is for use when 
there is a need to identify the 
parking lot and label the lot with a 
number or letter.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2 
Background: Refer to Color Chart 
Post: Refer to Color Chart 

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.

Place signs in a highly visible 
location adjacent to the driveway 
entrance to a parking lot.
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Parking Lot Signs
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Post and Panel Informational                          Parking Lot
EN-12.01
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Single Post and Panel Informational                       Parking Lot
EN-12.02

Size
Sign Face: 
914 mm H x 610 mm W
 (3’ 0” H x 2’ 0” W)

Overall Sign Height: 
1830 mm (6’0”)

Description
Non-illuminated single post and 
panel sign with messages directed 
specifically to drivers. This sign 
can be used to communicate 
various informational or 
instructional messages.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2 
Background: Refer to Color Chart 
Post: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign where message 
needs to be conveyed.
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Parking Lot Signs
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Single Post and Panel Informational             Parking Lot 
EN-12.02
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Parking Stall Designation                      Parking Lot
EN-12.03
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Size
Sign Face: 457 mm H x 305 mm W 
(1’ 6” H x 1’ 0” W) 
Overall Sign Height: 1829 mm 
(6’ 0”)

Description
Non-illuminated single post 
parking identification and 
informational sign. This type of 
sign is for use in identifying or 
controlling specific parking areas, 
spaces or stalls.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions) 

This sign with symbol or title and 
the appropriate text shall be used 
as show in the adjacent examples.

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign. Position sign far enough 
away from curb that automobile 
overhangs do not come in contact 
with the sign post.
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Parking Lot Signs
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Parking Stall Designation          Parking Lot
EN-12.03
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Parking Lot Signs
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Handicapped Parking Stall              Parking Lot
EN-12.04

Size
Sign Face:
457 mm H x 305 mm W 
(1’ 6” H x 1’ 0” W)

Overall Sign Height: 
1830 mm (6’0”)

Description
Single post, non-illuminated 
handicapped parking stall sign. 

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)
Symbol and text must conform to 
layout as shown.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2 
Background: Blue B2
Post: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.

When placing this type of sign 
near curbs or parking places, be 
sure the sign is set far enough 
back that over hanging front and 
rear of automobiles do not come in 
contact with the sign post.
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Parking Lot Signs
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Handicapped Parking Stall                                                           Parking Lot
EN-12.04
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Parking Lot Signs
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Handicapped Parking Area                                  Parking Lot
EN-12.05

Size
Sign Face:
610 mm H x 610 mm W 
(2’ 0” H x 2’ 0” W)

Overall Sign Height: 
1830 mm (6’0”)

Description
Single post, non-illuminated 
handicapped parking area sign.
Identification of handicapped 
parking areas and directional 
information regarding access.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)
Symbol is to remain constant. 
Below symbol arrows, text or text 
and arrows can be used.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2 
Background: Blue B2
Post: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.

When placing this type of sign near 
curbs or parking spaces, be sure 
the sign is set far enough back 
that over hanging front and rear 
of automobiles do not come in 
contact with the sign post.
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Parking Lot Signs
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Handicapped Parking Area                                  Parking Lot
EN-12.05
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Parking Lot Signs
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Post and Panel Informational                          Parking Lot
EN-12.06

Size
Sign Face:
610 mm H x 610 mm W 
(2’ 0” H x 2’ 0” W)

Description
Parking lot and parking area 
identification sign for mounting 
on light pole in parking lots and 
parking areas where the size of the 
parking lot is so large that zone 
information is needed to assist the 
drivers in locating their cars. These 
signs should be double faced on 
each side of the pole and high 
enough so that they are clearly 
visible throughout the parking lot.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions.) Message layouts 
show various applications that 
might be applicable.

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2 
Background: Refer to Color Chart 
Post: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have 
a clear, unobstructed view of 
the sign. Install the signs in the 
position that is clearly visible to 
drivers and pedestrians up and 
down the path of travel along 
traffic lanes in the parking lot.
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Post and Panel Informational                          Parking Lot
EN-12.06
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Informational Panel                       Parking Lot
EN-12.07

Size
Sign Face: 
914 mm H x 610 mm W
 (3’ 0” H x 2’ 0” W)

Description
Non-illuminated panel sign with 
messages directed specifically 
to drivers and pedestrian. This 
sign can be used to communicate 
various informational or 
instructional messages.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2 
Background: Refer to Color Chart 
Post: Refer to Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign where message 
needs to be conveyed.

Stairs
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Informational Panel                         Parking Lot
EN-12.07

Stairs
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Parking Structure Signs
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Large Ceiling Hung Directional             Parking Structure
PS-01.01

Size
Sign Face: 
559 mm H x 3050 mm W 
(1’ 10” H x 10’ 0” W)

Description
Non-illuminated, ceiling hung 
sign. This sign type is directed 
specifically to drivers providing 
them information such as the 
exit, additional parking and the 
elevators or stairs.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message Layout A allows for 2 
message lines at a larger type size. 

Message Layout B allows for up to 
4 message lines at a smaller type 
size.

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text: Various, Refer to Color Chart 
Background: Various, Refer to 
Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so it’s visibility is not 
obstructed by building support 
beams.  Align sign with flow of 
traffic.

5
N
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Stair
Elevator

Elevator Exit

Elevator Exit
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Size
Sign Face: 
559 mm H x 1830 mm W 
(1’ 10” H x 6’ 0” W)

Description
Non-illuminated, ceiling hung 
sign. This sign type is directed 
specifically to drivers providing 
them information such as the 
exit, additional parking and the 
elevators or stairs.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message Layout A allows for 1 
message lines at a larger type size. 

Message Layout B allows for up to 
2 message lines at a smaller type 
size.
 
Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text: Various, Refer to Color Chart 
Background: Various, Refer to 
Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so it’s visibility is not 
obstructed by building support 
beams.  Align sign with flow of 
traffic.
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Size
Sign Face: 
381 mm H x 3050 mm W 
(1’ 3” H x 10’ 0” W)

Description
Non-illuminated, ceiling hung 
sign. This sign type is directed 
specifically to drivers providing 
them information such as the 
exit, additional parking and the 
elevators or stairs.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message Layout A allows for 2 
message lines at a larger type size. 

Message Layout B allows for up to 
4 message lines at a smaller type 
size.

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text: Various, Refer to Color Chart 
Background: Various, Refer to 
Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so it’s visibility is not 
obstructed by building support 
beams.  Align sign with flow of 
traffic.
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Size
Sign Face: 
381 mm H x 1830 mm W 
(1’ 3” H x 6’ 0” W)

Description
Non-illuminated, ceiling hung 
sign. This sign type is directed 
specifically to drivers providing 
them information such as the 
exit, additional parking and the 
elevators or stairs.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message Layout A allows for 1 
message lines at a larger type size. 

Message Layout B allows for up to 
2 message lines at a smaller type 
size.

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text: Various, Refer to Color Chart 
Background: Various, Refer to 
Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so it’s visibility is not 
obstructed by building support 
beams.  Align sign with flow of 
traffic.
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Size
Sign Face: 
559 mm H x 3050 mm W 
(1’ 10” H x 10’ 0” W)

Description
Non-illuminated, ceiling hung 
sign. This sign type is directed 
specifically to drivers providing 
them information such as the 
exit, additional parking and the 
elevators or stairs.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message Layout A allows for 2 
message lines at a larger type size. 

Message Layout B allows for up to 
4 message lines at a smaller type 
size.

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text: Various, Refer to Color Chart 
Background: Various, Refer to 
Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign on bottom edge of 
beam/soffit and align sign with 
flow of traffic.
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Size
Sign Face: 
559 mm H x 1830 mm W 
(1’ 10” H x 6’ 0” W)

Description
Non-illuminated, ceiling hung 
sign. This sign type is directed 
specifically to drivers providing 
them information such as the 
exit, additional parking and the 
elevators or stairs.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message Layout A allows for 1 
message lines at a larger type size. 

Message Layout B allows for up to 
2 message lines at a smaller type 
size.

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text: Various, Refer to Color Chart 
Background: Various, Refer to 
Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign on bottom edge of 
beam/soffit and align sign with 
flow of traffic.
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Size
Sign Face: 
381 mm H x 3050 mm W 
(1’ 3” H x 10’ 0” W)

Description
Non-illuminated, ceiling hung 
sign. This sign type is directed 
specifically to drivers providing 
them information such as the 
exit, additional parking and the 
elevators or stairs.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message Layout A allows for 2 
message lines at a larger type size. 

Message Layout B allows for up to 
4 message lines at a smaller type 
size.

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text: Various, Refer to Color Chart 
Background: Various, Refer to 
Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign on bottom edge of 
beam/soffit and align sign with 
flow of traffic.
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Size
Sign Face: 
381 mm H x 1830 mm W 
(1’ 3” H x 6’ 0” W)

Description
Non-illuminated, ceiling hung 
sign. This sign type is directed 
specifically to drivers providing 
them information such as the 
exit, additional parking and the 
elevators or stairs.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message Layout A allows for 1 
message lines at a larger type size. 

Message Layout B allows for up to 
2 message lines at a smaller type 
size.

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text: Various, Refer to Color Chart 
Background: Various, Refer to 
Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign on bottom edge of 
beam/soffit and align sign with 
flow of traffic.
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Size
Sign Face:
915 mm H x 610 mm W 
(3’ 0” H x 2’ 0” W)

Description & Use
Floor identification and directional 
information specifically targeted 
to pedestrians. Floor identification 
signs to be placed next to or near 
elevators, and exits.  

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message layout A is used for 
directional as well as floor level 
information

Message layout B is used for floor 
level identification

Message layout C is used to 
provide directional information

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text: Various, Refer to Color Chart 
Background: Various, Refer to 
Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so pedestrians have 
a clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.
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Size
Sign Face:
1677 mm H x 1220 mm W 
(5’ 6” H x 4’ 0” W)

Description & Use
Floor identification and directional 
information specifically targeted to 
vehicular traffic. Floor identification 
signs to be placed next to or near 
elevators, and exits.  

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message layout A is used for 
directional as well as floor level 
information

Message layout B is used for floor 
level identification

Message layout C is used to 
provide directional information

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text: Various, Refer to Color Chart 
Background: Various, Refer to 
Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
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Size
Sign Face:
457 mm H x 1067 mm W 
(1’ 6” H x 3’ 3” W)

Description & Use
Precautionary information placed 
strategically to avoid traffic conflict 
or accidents.  

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Message layout A is pedestrian 
regulatory sign. 

Message layout B, C, D, E and F 
are used primarily for vehicular 
traffic.

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text: Various, Refer to Color Chart 
Background: Various, Refer to 
Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.
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Wall Mounted Directional                  Parking Structure
PS-04.01
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Square Column Marker                   Parking Structure
PS-05.01
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Size
Sign Face:
839 mm H x 559 mm W 
(2’ 9” H x 1’ 10” W)

Description & Use
Floor level identification marker
for placement on the wide face of 
the column.  

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text: Various, Refer to Color Chart 
Background: Various, Refer to 
Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.
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Square Column Marker                  Parking Structure
PS-05.01
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Square Column Marker                  Parking Structure
PS-05.02
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Size
Sign Face:
839 mm H x 407 mm W 
(2’ 9” H x 1’ 4” W)

Description & Use
Floor level identification marker
for placement on the narrow face 
of the column.  

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text: Various, Refer to Color Chart 
Background: Various, Refer to 
Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.
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Square Column Marker                  Parking Structure
PS-05.02
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Round Column Marker                   Parking Structure
PS-05.03
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Size
Sign Face:
610 mm H x 610 mm W
(2’ 0” H x 2’ 0”)

Description & Use
Floor level identification marker
for placement on round columns.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text: Various, Refer to Color Chart 
Background: Various, Refer to 
Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.
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Round Column Marker                  Parking Structure
PS-05.03
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Round Column Marker              Parking Structure
PS-05.04
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Size
Sign Face:
559 mm H x 559 mm W
(1’ 10” H x 1’ 10” W)

Description & Use
Floor level identification marker
for placement on round columns.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Graphic Process
Surface painted

Colors
Text: Various, Refer to Color Chart 
Background: Various, Refer to 
Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.
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Round Column Marker              Parking Structure
PS-05.4
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Pole Mount Marker               Parking Structure
PS-05.05

Size
Sign Face:
839 mm H x 559 mm W
(2’ 9” H x 1’ 10” W)

Description
Floor Level identification marker for 
placement on pole. 
 
Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text: Various, Refer to Color Chart 
Background: Various, Refer to 
Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.
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Round Column Marker                   Parking Structure
PS-05.05
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Wall Mounted Identification                   Parking Structure
PS-06.01

IN CASE OF FIRE, 
USE STAIRS.  DO NOT 
USE ELEVATORS.
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Size
Sign Face:
305 mm H x 1067 mm W 
(1’ 0” H x 3’ 6” W)

Description & Use
Stairwell and elevator identification 
sign. 

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text: Various, Refer to Color Chart 
Background: Various, Refer to 
Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so pedestrians have 
a clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.
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Wall Mounted Identification                   Parking Structure
PS-06.01

IN CASE OF FIRE, 
USE STAIRS.  DO NOT 
USE ELEVATORS.
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Floor Level Identification        Parking Structure
PS-07.01

Size
Sign Face:
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions) 

Description & Use
Floor level identification
for placement on stairwell and 
elevator doors.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text: Various, Refer to Color Chart 
Background: Various, Refer to 
Color Chart

Recommendations
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.
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Floor Level Identification        Parking Structure
PS-07.01
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Floor Level Identification                Parking Structure
PS-07.02
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Size
Sign Face:
25 mm H (1’ 0” H) 

Description & Use
Floor level identification
for placement inside stairwells.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text: White, T2

Recommendations
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Floor Level Identification                           Parking Structure
PS-07.02
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Dimensional Letters                                Parking Structure
PS-08

Exit

Clearance 8ʼ-6”Clearance  7 -̓0”

EntranceExit
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Size
254 mm H (10” H)

Description
Sign Use & Application
Individual letters to identify an 
entrance or exit. 
 
Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Graphic Process
Fabricated or cut out painted 
aluminum letters

Colors
Text: Various

Recommendations
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Dimensional Letters                   Parking Structure
PS-08
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Clearance Height Identification                           Parking Structure
PS-09

Size
Sign Face:
152 mm H x various lengths
(6” H)

Description & Use
Ceiling hung vehicular clearance 
identification marker to be placed 
at  all entrances and at grade level 
changes.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text: Black T4
Background: Yellow B8, Black B6

Recommendations
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Clearance Height Identification                                           Parking Structure
PS-09
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Illuminated Occupancy Sign                            Parking Structure
PS-10

Clearance 8ʼ-6”Clearance  7 -̓0”

EntranceExit
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Size
Various applications and sizes

Description
Sign use to provide occupancy 
information of a garage. 
 
Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions)

Graphic Process
Internally illuminated
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Clearance Height Identification                                           Parking Structure
PS-10

Clearance 8ʼ-6”Clearance  7 -̓0”

EntranceExit
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Entrance and Clearance Height Identification            Parking Structure
PS-11

Size
Sign Face: 
559 mm H x 3050 mm W 
(1’ 10” H x 10’ 0” W)
Bang Bar:
152 mm H x various lengths
(6” H)

Description
Non-illuminated, free swinging 
ceiling hung sign with bang 
bar. This sign type is directed 
specifically to drivers providing 
them entrance identification and 
information.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions) 

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Sign Face:
Text: Various, Refer to Color Chart 
Background: Various, Refer to 
Color Chart

Bang Bar:
Text: Black T4
Background: Yellow B8, Black B6

Recommendations
Sign is for parking structure 
entrances that are high r do not 
have a surface to mount letters or 
a sign panel
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Clearance  8 -̓0”

EntranceExit
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Entrance and Clearance Height Identification           Parking Structure
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Regulatory                                           Parking Structure
Size
Sign Face: 
Refer to Exterior Sign Types.

Description
Parking and traffic regulatory 
signs.

Recommendations
Display the most commonly used 
signs as indicated. If other Traffic 
Regulatory and Warning Signs are 
need, refer to MUTCD.

Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.

It should be noted that the 
decision to use a particular traffic 
control device at a specific location 
should be made on the basis of a 
standard traffic engineering study 
of the location. Sign size should be 
based on traffic conditions. Where 
these conditions are the same, all 
signs of a similar type should be 
the same size.

Parking
Only
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Identification Signs                              Parking Structure
Size
Sign Face: 
Refer to Interior Sign Types.

Description
Information and room 
identification.

IN CASE OF FIRE, 
USE STAIRS.  DO NOT 
USE ELEVATORS.
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The specifications for exterior signs are 
available in the Master Construction 
Specifications area of the VA Technical 
Information Library. 

http://www.va.gov/facmgt/standard/
spec_10.asp

Refer to Specification 10430.
For more information regarding 
specifications, contact the Office of 
Facilities Management, Standards 
Service.

The specifications will require editing to 
eliminate signs that are not needed and 
to adapt the specifications to the 
specific project for which they are 
intended. 

The specifications require close 
coordination taking into account the 
existing sign program at a medical 
center, sign maintenance and future 

signing needs. 
The sign message schedule is 
considered a part of the specifications 
and would comprise the last section. 
Configuration of the message schedule 
may vary according to project 
requirements. 

The sign message schedule form, 
illustrated in the Programming Section 
of this Handbook, lists the typical 
information that a sign manufacturer 
and installer will require. 

The sign message schedule needs to 
be coordinated with a sign location plan 
drawing showing where signs are to be 
placed within a building or on the site. 
See the example in the Programming 
Section of this Handbook.
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PG Construction Detail 1
Sign Types: PS-01.01, PS-01.02, 
PS-01.03, PS-01.04 
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PS Construction Detail 2
Sign Types: PS-02.01, PS-02.02, 
PS-02.03, PS-02.04 
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PS Construction Detail 3
Sign Types: PS-05.01, PS-05.02
PS-03 & PS-04 similar  
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PS Construction Detail 4
Sign Types: PS-05.03  
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PS Construction Detail 5
Sign Types: PS-11  

Front View

Side View
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PS Installation Detail 1
Sign Types: PS-01.01, PS-01.02, 
PS-01.03 & PS-01.04 
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PG Installation Detail 3
Sign Types: PS-02.01, PS-02.02, 

PS-02.03 & PS-02.04 
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PS Installation Detail 2
Sign Types: PS-02.01, PS-02.02, 
PS-02.03 & PS-02.04
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PS Installation Detail 4
Sign Types: PS-05.01, PS-05.02 & 
PS-04.1  

PS Installation Detail 5
Sign Type: PS-05.03 
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Wall Mounting:
Non-Illuminated Signs

Aluminum wall panel signs shall 
be fastened with a minimum of 2 
mechanical fasteners.

Anchors should be provided in 
the wall that are suitable for the 
particular type of wall surface 
where the sign is being installed.
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This section of the Sign & Graphic Design Guide is comprised of 
signs that are REQUIRED to be posted by VA Policy Directive.

The Text on each sign is specific and is not open to modification 
or revisions. Placement of the signs is also specifically directed in 
the Policy Directive.
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Overview

Mandatory Policy Sign Designations

Each sign in the program guide has been give a specific sign type number des-
ignation. This designation provide a common description that can be referenced 
when programming a site and ordering signs. The following explains how the sign 
type designations are derived.

IN - 02 .03 A
I Designates an interior sign.
     N Identifies that the sign is non-illuminated.

02 Two digit numbers identifies a particular sign type family like
       the “signs for use in identifying Parking Restrictions”.

.03 The two digit number following the period
        identifies a specific sign within the sign family.

A  The letter designates a specific sign
     configuration, version and/or layout for
     graphics.

Sign Type IN-02
Policy Signs

IN-02.01 
Consent to Inspection sign

IN-02.02 
No Smoking sign

IN-02.03 
No Weapons sign

IN-02.01

Introduction of weapons, unauthorized drugs and alcoholic
beverages on this property is prohibited (Title 18 USC Section 930 
and Title 38 CFR Section 1.218) Persons entering this property 
consent to an inspection of all packages, luggage and containers in
their possession when arriving. Refusal of content to search is 
basis for denial of admittance. Violators are subject to arrest and 
prosecution. Refusal of consent to an authorized search by 
medical personel is basis for discharge. 

Introduction of weapons, unauthorized drugs and alcoholic
beverages on this property is prohibited (Title 18 USC Section 930 
and Title 38 CFR Section 1.218) Persons entering this property 
consent to an inspection of all packages, luggage and containers in
their possession when arriving. Refusal of content to search is 
basis for denial of admittance. Violators are subject to arrest and 
prosecution. Refusal of consent to an authorized search by 
medical personel is basis for discharge. 

IN-02.03

No Smoking
For the sake of your health & comfort of 
others, smoking is prohibited in this 
Medical Center. If you must smoke, 
please do so only in designated areas.

IN-02.02
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Sign Type IN-02
Policy Signs

IN-02.04 
Hours of operation sign

IN-02.05 
Notice of weapons search sign

IN-02.06 
Parking restriction sign

IN-02.07 
Patient rights & responsibilities 
sign

IN-02.08 
Policies & directives sign

IN-02.09 
Portable information sign

Business Hours
7:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Monday - Friday

Visiting Hours
7:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Monday - Friday
Closed for Regularly 
Scheduled Holidays

IN-02.04 IN-02.05

Parking restrictions
are enforced daily 
by VA Police. 
Violators are 
subject to citation 
and tow at ownerʼs 
expense. 
(38 CFR Section 
1.218)

NOTICE

IN-02.06

PATIENT RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Veterans Health Administration (VHA) employees will respect and support your rights as a patient.
We are pleased you have selected us to provide your health care. We plan to make your visit or stay
as pleasant for you as possible. Your basic rights and responsibilities are outlined in this document. 
Please talk with VA treatment team members or a paitient advocate if you have any questions or would
like more information about your rights. 

 
I. Respect and Nondiscrimination 

II. Information Disclosure and Confidentiality 

III. Participation in Treatment Decisions 

IV. Complaints 

• You will be treated with dignity, compassion and respect as an individual. Your privacy will be protected. You will receive
care in a safe environment. We will seek to honor your personal and religious values. 

• You or someone you choose has the right to keep and spend your own money. You have the right to receive an 
accounting of VA held funds. 

• Treatment will respect your professional freedoms. In rare cases, the use of medication and physical restraints may be 
used if all other efforts to keep you or others free from harm have not worked. 

• As an inpatient or long term care resident you may wear your own clothes and keep personal items. This depends
on your medical condition. 

• As an inpatient or long-term care resident, you have the right to social interaction and regular exercise. You will have the 
opportunity for religious worship and spiritual support. You may decide whether or not to participate in these activities. 
You may decide whether or not to perform tasks in or for the Medical Center. 

• As an inpatient or long-term care resident, you have the right to communicate freely and privately. You may have or refuse
visitors. You will have access to public telephones. You may participate in civic rights. 

• As a long-term care resident, you can organize and take part in resident groups in the facility. Your family also can 
meet with the families of other residents. 

• In order to provide a safe treatment environment for all patients and staff, you are asked to respect other patients and 
staff and to follow the facility's rules. Avoid unsafe acts that place others at risk for accidents or injuries. Please 
immediately report any condition you believe to be unsafe.  
• You will be given  information about the health benefits that you can receive. The information will be provided in  a
 way you can understand. 

• You will receive  information about the costs of your care, if any, before you are treated. You are responsible for paying 
for your portion of the costs associated with your care. 

• Your medical record will be kept confidential. Information about you will not be released without your consent
unless authorized by law (for example, State public health reporting). You have the right to information in your 
medical record and may request a copyof your records. This will be provided except in rare situations where 
your VA physician feels the information will be harmful to you. In that situation, you have the right to have this
discussed with you by your VA provider. 

• You will be informed of all outcomes of care, including any injuries caused by your medical care. You will be informed
about how to request compensation for injuries. 

• You, and any persons you choose, will be involved in all decisions about your care. You will be given information 
you can understand about the benefits and risks of treatment. You will be given other options. You can agree to 
or refuse treatment. Refusing treatment will not affect your rights to future care but you have the responsibility
to understand the possible results to your health. If you believe you cannot follow the treatment plan, you have a 
responsibility to notify the treatment team. 

• As an inpatient or long-term care resident, you will be provided any transportation necessary for your treatment plan. 

• You will be given in writing, the name and professional title of the provider in charge of your care. As a partner in the 
healthcare process, you have the right to be involved in choosing your provider. You will be educated about your role and 
responsibilities as a patient. This includes your participation in decision-making and care at the end of life.

• Tell your provider about your current condition, medicines (including over-the-counter and herbals) and medical history. 
Also, share any other information that affects your health. You should ask questions when you don't understand
something about your care. This will help in providing you the best care possible. 

• You have the right to have your pain assessed and to receive treatment to manage your pain. You and your treatment
team will develop a pain management plan together. You are expected to help the treatment team by telling them if
you have pain and if the treatment is working. 

• You have the right to choose whether or not you will participate in any research project. Any research will be clearly
identified. Potential risks of the research will be identified and there will be no pressure for you to participate. 

• You will be included in resolving any ethical issues about your care. You may consult with the Medical Center's Ethics
Committee and/or other staff knowledgeable about health care ethics. 

• If you or the Medical Center believes that you have been neglected, abused or exploited, you will receive help. 

  

 

• You are encouraged and expected to seek help from your treatment team and/or a patient advocate if you have problems
or complaints. You will be given understandable information about the complaint process avaliable to you. You may 
complain verbally or in writing, without fear of retaliation. 

IN-02.07

IN-02.09IN-02.08

100% 
ID 
Check

The possession of any weapon by persons 
entering this building is prohibited by law 
(38 cfr & 1.218 (a)(13)). Persons entering 
the building consent to a personal search 
by metal detector and to the inspection of 
all packages, luggage and all containers in 
their possession. Metal detector cannot 
harm you and will not affect pacemakers, 
hearing aids, or film. Refusal of consent to 
search is basis for denial of admittance. 
Person legally authorized to possess 
firearms must report to the center police. 
Medical Center Director. 

NOTICE OF 
WEAPONS SEARCH
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Size
Sign Face:
152 mm H x 508 mm W
(6” H x 20” W)

Description
Consent to inspection sign is 
required to be placed at the 
entrance of a building.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions.)

Sign Components
Acrylic Plaque

Graphic Process
Silk-screened

Colors
For background & type colors, 
refer to VA Color Chart.

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
Sign can be coordinated to be 
placed with other policy signs, 
IN02.2 and IN02.3 that are required 
at the entrance.

IN-02.01
Consent to Inspection

Introduction of weapons, unauthorized drugs and alcoholic
beverages on this property is prohibited (Title 18 USC Section 930 
and Title 38 CFR Section 1.218) Persons entering this property 
consent to an inspection of all packages, luggage and containers in
their possession when arriving. Refusal of content to search is 
basis for denial of admittance. Violators are subject to arrest and 
prosecution. Refusal of consent to an authorized search by 
medical personel is basis for discharge. 

Introduction of weapons, unauthorized drugs and alcoholic
beverages on this property is prohibited (Title 18 USC Section 930 
and Title 38 CFR Section 1.218) Persons entering this property 
consent to an inspection of all packages, luggage and containers in
their possession when arriving. Refusal of content to search is 
basis for denial of admittance. Violators are subject to arrest and 
prosecution. Refusal of consent to an authorized search by 
medical personel is basis for discharge. 
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IN-02.01
Consent to Inspection
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Size
Sign Face:
152 mm H x 508 mm W
(6” H x 20” W)

Description
No smoking sign is required to 
be placed at the entrance of a 
building.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions.)

Sign Components
Acrylic Plaque

Graphic Process
Silk-screened

Colors
For background & type colors, 
refer to VA Color Chart.

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
Sign can be coordinated to be 
placed with other policy signs, 
IN02.1 and IN02.3 that are required 
at the entrance.

IN-02.02
No Smoking
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No Smoking
For the sake of your health & comfort of 
others, smoking is prohibited in this 
Medical Center. If you must smoke, 
please do so only in designated areas.

No Smoking
For the sake of your health & comfort of 
others, smoking is prohibited in this 
Medical Center. If you must smoke, 
please do so only in designated areas.
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IN-02.02
No Smoking
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IN-02.03

Size
Sign Face:
152 mm H x 508 mm W
(6” H x 20” W)

Description
No weapons sign is required to 
be placed at the entrance of a 
building.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions.)

Sign Components
Acrylic Plaque

Graphic Process
Silk-screened

Colors
For background & type colors, 
refer to VA Color Chart.

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
Sign can be coordinated to be 
placed with other policy signs, 
IN02.1 and IN02.2 that are required 
at the entrance.

No Weapons Permitted
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Whoever knowingly possesses or causes the presence of a firearm
or other dangerous weapon on the grounds or buildings of this 
facility, or attempts to do so, is subject to fine or imprisonment of 
not more than one year, or both. 18 U.S.C. Section 930a. Whoever 
intends that a firearm or other dangerous weapon be used in the 
commission of a crime and knowingly possesses or causes the 
presence of a firearm or other dangerous weapon on the grounds or 
buildings of this facility, or attempts to do so, is subject to fine or 
imprisonment of not more than five years, or both. 18 U.S.C. Section 
930b. 

Whoever knowingly possesses or causes the presence of a firearm
or other dangerous weapon on the grounds or buildings of this 
facility, or attempts to do so, is subject to fine or imprisonment of 
not more than one year, or both. 18 U.S.C. Section 930a. Whoever 
intends that a firearm or other dangerous weapon be used in the 
commission of a crime and knowingly possesses or causes the 
presence of a firearm or other dangerous weapon on the grounds or 
buildings of this facility, or attempts to do so, is subject to fine or 
imprisonment of not more than five years, or both. 18 U.S.C. Section 
930b. 
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IN-02.03
No Weapons Permitted
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IN-02.04
Size
Sign Face:
229 mm H x 229 mm W
(9” H x 9” W)

Description
Hours of operation sign is required 
to be placed at the entrance of a 
building.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions.)

Sign Components
Acrylic Plaque

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
For background & type colors, 
refer to VA Color Chart.

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
On wall, 1575 mm (63”) to top of 
sign, at the entrance.

Business Hours
7:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Monday - Friday

Visiting Hours
7:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Monday - Friday
Closed for Regularly 
Scheduled Holidays
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Business Hours
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IN-02.04
Business Hours
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IN-02.05
Size
Sign Face:
381 mm H x 381 mm W
(15” H x 15” W)

Description
This is only required at metal 
detector screening devices and 
is to be installed next to the 
detector and in a location that is 
visible before passing through the 
machine.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions.)

Sign Components
Acrylic Plaque

Graphic Process
Silk-screened

Colors
For background & type colors, 
refer to VA Color Chart.

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation

Notice of Weapons Search

The possession of any weapon by persons 
entering this building is prohibited by law 
(38 cfr & 1.218 (a)(13)). Persons entering 
the building consent to a personal search 
by metal detector and to the inspection of 
all packages, luggage and all containers in 
their possession. Metal detector cannot 
harm you and will not affect pacemakers, 
hearing aids, or film. Refusal of consent to 
search is basis for denial of admittance. 
Person legally authorized to possess 
firearms must report to the center police. 
Medical Center Director. 

NOTICE OF 
WEAPONS SEARCH
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The possession of any weapon by persons 
entering this building is prohibited by law 
(38 cfr & 1.218 (a)(13)). Persons entering 
the building consent to a personal search 
by metal detector and to the inspection of 
all packages, luggage and all containers in 
their possession. Metal detector cannot 
harm you and will not affect pacemakers, 
hearing aids, or film. Refusal of consent to 
search is basis for denial of admittance. 
Person legally authorized to possess 
firearms must report to the center police. 
Medical Center Director. 

NOTICE OF 
WEAPONS SEARCH
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IN-02.05
Notice of Weapons Search
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IN-02.06
Size
Sign Face:
762 mm H x 610 mm W
(30” H x 24” W)

Description
Large, non-illuminated single post 
tow away informational sign. 

Sign is similar to sign type EN-
05.01. See exterior sign section 
for construction and installation 
details.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions.)

Graphic Process
Surface applied reflective vinyl.

Colors
Text: White T2
Background: refer to Color Chart
Post: refer to Color Chart

Installation

It is recommended that this sign be 
placed at the entrance drive to the 
VA site.

Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign. 

When placing this type of sign near 
curbs or parking places, be sure 
the sign is set far enough back 
that over hanging front  and rear 
of automobiles do not come in 
contact with the sign post. 

Single Post Parking Notice

Message Layout

NOTICE
Parking restrictions
are enforced daily 
by VA Police. 
Violators are 
subject to citation 
and tow at 
ownerʼs expense. 
(38 CFR Section 1.218)

Parking restrictions
are enforced daily 
by VA Police. 
Violators are 
subject to citation 
and tow at ownerʼs 
expense. 
(38 CFR Section 
1.218)

NOTICENOTICE
Parking restrictions
are enforced daily 
by VA Police. 
Violators are 
subject to citation 
and tow at 
ownerʼs expense. 
(38 CFR Section 1.218)
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IN-02.06
Single Post Parking Notice
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IN-02.07

PATIENT RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Veterans Health Administration (VHA) employees will respect and support your rights as a patient.
We are pleased you have selected us to provide your health care. We plan to make your visit or stay
as pleasant for you as possible. Your basic rights and responsibilities are outlined in this document. 
Please talk with VA treatment team members or a paitient advocate if you have any questions or would
like more information about your rights. 

 
I. Respect and Nondiscrimination 

II. Information Disclosure and Confidentiality 

III. Participation in Treatment Decisions 

IV. Complaints 

• You will be treated with dignity, compassion and respect as an individual. Your privacy will be protected. You will receive
care in a safe environment. We will seek to honor your personal and religious values. 

• You or someone you choose has the right to keep and spend your own money. You have the right to receive an 
accounting of VA held funds. 

• Treatment will respect your professional freedoms. In rare cases, the use of medication and physical restraints may be 
used if all other efforts to keep you or others free from harm have not worked. 

• As an inpatient or long term care resident you may wear your own clothes and keep personal items. This depends
on your medical condition. 

• As an inpatient or long-term care resident, you have the right to social interaction and regular exercise. You will have the 
opportunity for religious worship and spiritual support. You may decide whether or not to participate in these activities. 
You may decide whether or not to perform tasks in or for the Medical Center. 

• As an inpatient or long-term care resident, you have the right to communicate freely and privately. You may have or refuse
visitors. You will have access to public telephones. You may participate in civic rights. 

• As a long-term care resident, you can organize and take part in resident groups in the facility. Your family also can 
meet with the families of other residents. 

• In order to provide a safe treatment environment for all patients and staff, you are asked to respect other patients and 
staff and to follow the facility's rules. Avoid unsafe acts that place others at risk for accidents or injuries. Please 
immediately report any condition you believe to be unsafe.  
• You will be given  information about the health benefits that you can receive. The information will be provided in  a
 way you can understand. 

• You will receive  information about the costs of your care, if any, before you are treated. You are responsible for paying 
for your portion of the costs associated with your care. 

• Your medical record will be kept confidential. Information about you will not be released without your consent
unless authorized by law (for example, State public health reporting). You have the right to information in your 
medical record and may request a copyof your records. This will be provided except in rare situations where 
your VA physician feels the information will be harmful to you. In that situation, you have the right to have this
discussed with you by your VA provider. 

• You will be informed of all outcomes of care, including any injuries caused by your medical care. You will be informed
about how to request compensation for injuries. 

• You, and any persons you choose, will be involved in all decisions about your care. You will be given information 
you can understand about the benefits and risks of treatment. You will be given other options. You can agree to 
or refuse treatment. Refusing treatment will not affect your rights to future care but you have the responsibility
to understand the possible results to your health. If you believe you cannot follow the treatment plan, you have a 
responsibility to notify the treatment team. 

• As an inpatient or long-term care resident, you will be provided any transportation necessary for your treatment plan. 

• You will be given in writing, the name and professional title of the provider in charge of your care. As a partner in the 
healthcare process, you have the right to be involved in choosing your provider. You will be educated about your role and 
responsibilities as a patient. This includes your participation in decision-making and care at the end of life.

• Tell your provider about your current condition, medicines (including over-the-counter and herbals) and medical history. 
Also, share any other information that affects your health. You should ask questions when you don't understand
something about your care. This will help in providing you the best care possible. 

• You have the right to have your pain assessed and to receive treatment to manage your pain. You and your treatment
team will develop a pain management plan together. You are expected to help the treatment team by telling them if
you have pain and if the treatment is working. 

• You have the right to choose whether or not you will participate in any research project. Any research will be clearly
identified. Potential risks of the research will be identified and there will be no pressure for you to participate. 

• You will be included in resolving any ethical issues about your care. You may consult with the Medical Center's Ethics
Committee and/or other staff knowledgeable about health care ethics. 

• If you or the Medical Center believes that you have been neglected, abused or exploited, you will receive help. 

  

 

• You are encouraged and expected to seek help from your treatment team and/or a patient advocate if you have problems
or complaints. You will be given understandable information about the complaint process avaliable to you. You may 
complain verbally or in writing, without fear of retaliation. 

Patient Rights and ResponsibilitiesSize
Display Window:
1168 mm H x 775 mm W
(46” H x 30 1/2” W)

Description
Non-illuminated extruded 
aluminum case with hinged glass 
door. Case holds foam core-
mounted paper print. 

Sign Components
Non-illuminated.

Graphic Process
VA Provided Poster

Colors
Case: Frame color and finish P1 
or P2

Mounting
Wall mounted with bolts into heavy 
duty wall anchors. 

Installation
Position display so visitors have 
a clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.
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IN-02.07
Patient Rights and Responsibilities
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IN-02.08
Policy and DirectivesSize

Display Window:
508 mm H x 508 mm W
(20” H x 20” W)

Description
Non-illuminated extruded 
aluminum case with hinged glass 
door. Case holds foam core-
mounted paper print. 

Sign Components
Non-illuminated.

Graphic Process
VA Provided Poster

Colors
Case: Frame color and finish, P1 
or P2

Mounting
Wall mounted with bolts into heavy 
duty wall anchors. 

Installation
Position display so visitors have 
a clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign.
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IN-02.09
Portable Information SignSize

Sign: 
915 mm H x 610 mm W
(36” H x 24” W)
Sign Face:
610 mm H x 610 mm W
(24” H x 24” W)

Description
Portable, non-illuminated thermo- 
formed white plastic A-frame sign 
with changeable sign panels. 
This type of sign is for displaying 
changeable messages in various 
locations. 

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions.)

Sign Components
Non-illuminated sign panel.

Graphic Process
Silk-screened

Colors
Layout A
Type: Reflective White T2
Background: VA Blue B4

Layout B
Type: Black T4
Background: White B (#TBD)
Band: Yellow B8 w/Type: Black T4  

Layout C
Type: Black T4
Background: White B (#TBD) 
Band: Orange B18 w/Type: White 
(#TBD)

Layout D
Type: Black T4
Background: White B (#TBD)
Band: Red B3 w/ Type: White 
(#TBD)

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Free standing 

Installation
Position sign so drivers have a 
clear, unobstructed view of the 
sign. It is recommended that this 
sign be placed at the entrance to 
the VA site.

When placing this type of sign near 
curbs or parking places, be sure 
the sign is set far enough back 
that over hanging front  and rear 
of automobiles do not come in 
contact with the sign. 
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Portable Information Sign
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The VA Policy required sign types, for both the interior and exterior, are to be 
installed in a standard manner as shown in the interior sign section of the Sign & 
Graphic Design Guide. Refer to the sign type drawings pages for specific place-
ment for each type of sign.

Interior

The interior policy required signs are acrylic and are to be installed using the same 
techniques as described in the Interior Sign installation section of the Sign & 
Graphic Design Guide.

Exterior

The details showing the installation of the exterior policy required signs are cov-
ered in the Exterior Sign Construction section of the Sign & Graphic Design Guide.
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The VA Policy required sign types, for both the interior and exterior, are construct-
ed in a standard manner with the only variable being color. This section provides 
an overview of the construction criteria.

Interior

The interior signs are acrylic with silk-screened text.

Exterior

The details showing the construction of the Policy signs are based on a concept 
of an aluminum sign system. The illustrations are intended to show the desired 
configuration and intent of the sign type. 

Glazed Door

Aluminum Case

Poster

Detail 1
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The development of an effective working Life Safety and Code sign program 
requires the coordination of several interlaced criteria. 

For an effective interior sign program you have to take in to account to the 
following:

 1. Location of building entrances, exits and elevators. 
 2.  Character and configuration of the corridor system. 
 3.  How do visitors currently walk around the building(s).
 4.  What is the desired path of emergency egress travel within the building for  
  visitors, patients and employees.
 5.  Location of emergency equipment.
 6.  Placement of signs in locations where people are expecting them to be or  
  the code requires to be.
 7.  OSHA and other regulatory agency sign requirements
 8.  Which signs can have permanent messages and which ones need to be   
  changeable.

These elements help establish the basis of a clear sign program that 
communicates and informs in a direct and simple manner.

Life Safety and Code signs have been 
identified, on each page, with descrip-
tion of use and application. Life Safety 
and Code signs are in the color, size 
and shape to conform with their respec-
tive functioning and application require-
ment.

This section covers the known required 
signs at the time of publication, but 

Planning a Life Safety 
and Code Sign Program

Types of Signs regulations are constantly changing so 
new and updated signs may be required 
for current conformance.

Consult with your facility Safety Officer 
for any revised sign requirements.

Sizes of Signs 
& Lettering

Life Safety and Code sign sizes that 
are illustrated in this section have been 
determined to work in most situations 
and conform to regulations. 

The text and its size, as shown,  has 
been determined to conform to 
regulations.

Placement of Signs Correct placement of signs is required 
for Life Safety and Code signs. Refer to 
the detailed drawings and instructions 
covered in the Installation Section for 
each sign type showing the placement 
position required for its use.

Care needs to be taken to place Life 
Safety and Code signs in a manner that 
allow clear viewing. Placement of signs 

so they are not obscured by furniture or 
equipment is critical. 

Coordination needs to take place 
with things like chart holders, bulletin 
boards, pictures and art work as these 
types of items will have to be relocated 
to meet the installation requirements of 
Life Safety and Code signs.
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Existing Sign Program Before implementing a new Life Safety 
and Code sign program, perform a 
through evaluation of the demolition 
requirements of the current Life Safety 
and Code sign program and the effects 
and impact on the facilities walls, doors 
and ceilings.

Check to see what is required to patch, 
seal and repair the building surfaces 
exposed as a result of removal of old 
signs. Repairs should be planned to 
match adjoining surface. Evaluate if tile 
or stone surfaces going to require repair 

or refurbishment. Are doors going to 
need to be refinished or painted.

Make sure the sign demolition scope of 
work requires the contractor to close off 
any live electrical connections.  Make 
sure to have existing conductors and 
conduit removed to the nearest junction 
box and made it safe. 

Do not remove any Life Safety and 
Code signs without having the replace-
ment signs available and installed at the 
same time the old signs are removed.
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The following are some general “Do’s & 
Don’ts guidelines that one can refer to 
when developing a Life Safety & Code 
sign program. 

This is not intended to be a training 

General Guidelines

section of the guide, but to provide 
key information or instructions that will 
hopefully reduce some common errors 
that are made when working out a Life 
Safety & Code sign program.

• Some Life Safety & Code have specific color requirements and they are not to   
 be changed.

• When selecting a background color for the signs that don’t have a specific   
 color requirement, seek a complementary color to the building wall colors and   
 a color that conforms to the master sign program color.

• Sign do require maintenance. Cleaning will extend the life of a sign program.

•  Some Life Safety & Code signs have specific size requirements and they are   
 not to be changed.

Size of Sign to Use

Message Content • Life Safety & Code signs have specific text requirements and should not be   
 altered. 

•  There are other signs that have to have specific text developed for each sign   
 location. Refer to the sign type drawings.

Message Layout • Some Life Safety & Code signs have specific text layout requirements and   
 they are not to be changed.

• Some Life Safety & Code signs have specific placement and location    
 requirements and they are not to be changed.

• Be careful to coordinate ceiling mounted signs so they do not obstruct or   
 block fire sprinkler systems.

Placement of Signs
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This section of the Environmental Graphic Sign Handbook provides interior sign 
guides for all the types of Life Safety & Code signs that are necessary to sign any 
individual building, regardless of size or type of use.

The following Overview illustrates the various types of signs in this section. The 
individual pages on each Sign Type provide more specific information and detailed 
layouts.

Interior Sign Designations

Each sign in the program guide has been give a specific sign type number des-
ignation. This designation provide a common description that can be referenced 
when programming a site and ordering signs. The following explains how the sign 
type designations are derived.

IN-01.01.03C
IN Designates an interior sign.       

-01 Two digit numbers identifies the Life Safety & Code 
   sign family.

.28 The two digit number following the period
        identifies a specific sign type within the sign family.

.03  The two digit number following the period identifies a  
   specific sub-group of sign within the sign family.

Code & Life Safety Signs

Example: IN-01.01.02B

 IN - Interior sign
 01 - Life safety and code required signs
 .01 - Specific sign
 .02 - Sign sub-group
 B  - Specific type size layout

C  The letter designates a specific sign configuration and/or  
     layout for graphics or symbols.
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IN-01.01.01 
Large Emergency Exit Plan 

IN-01.01.02
Medium Emergency Exit Plan

IN-01.01.03
Small Emergency Exit Plan,
Hoptel Room Emergency Exit Plan

IN-01.02
Fire Equipment Identification Sign

IN-01.03
Fire Procedure Sign

Code & Life Safety Signs

IN-01.04
Elevator Call Button

IN-01.05
Fire Door Sign

IN-01.06
No Exit Sign

IN-01.07.01
Exit Sign

IN-01.07.02
Exit Sign (Right Arrow)

IN-01.07.03
Exit Sign (Left Arrow)

IN-01.07.04
Exit Sign (Left & Right Arrows)

IN-01.08
Automatic Fire Door (Hinged) Sign

IN-01.09
Automatic Fire Door (Roll Up) Sign

IN-01.10
Stair Identification Sign

IN-01.11
Stairwell Identification Sign

IN-01.12
Area of Refuge (Evacuation 
Assistance)
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IN-01.13
Push Alarm Identification Sign

IN-01.14
Open Door Fire Safety Sign

IN-01.15
Hazard Material Information Sign

IN-01.16
Oxygen In Use Warning Sign

IN-01.17
Compressed Gas Warning Sign

IN-01.18
Nonflammable Anesthesia 
Restriction Sign

IN-01.19
Radioactive Material Warning Sign

IN-01.20
Radioactive Area Warning Sign

IN-01.21
High Voltage Warning Sign

IN-01.22
Biohazard Warning Sign

IN-01.23
Laser Warning Sign
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IN-01.24
Occupational Exposure Area 
Warning Sign

IN-01.25
No Re-Entry Floor Sign

IN-01.26
Push to Exit Sign

IN-01.27
Emergency Push to Open Sign

IN-01.28
Emergency Slide to Open Sign

IN-01.29
Direction of Exit Sign

IN-01.30
No Re-entry Sign

IN-01.31
Fire Equipment Identification Sign

IN-01.32
Pregnancy Notification Sign

IN-01.33
Re-entry Sign
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Sign
508 mm H x 508 mm W 
(20” H x 20” W)

Description & Use
Evacuation Map/Fire Exit Plan with 
pocket to accept map insert
is to be placed at points of exit 
and transition in a building. All 
elevators, nurses stations and 
adjacent to stairwell doors. Other 
locations as needed. Evacuation 
maps (11” x 17” tabloid paper) 
can be created by the medical 
center and inserted in to the sign 
in accord with the evacuation plan 
relative to the specific location of 
the sign.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Face: Clear 1.5 mm (1/16”) non-
glare acrylic with subsurface 
background color creating a clear 
window.
Spacer to receive a clear .4 mm 
(1/64”) insert with vinyl letters.
Backing Plaque: Surface painted 
6 mm (1/4”) acrylic.

Graphic Process
Sign: Silk-screened.
Insert: Printed

Colors
Type: Refer to Color Chart.
Background: Refer to Color Chart

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
In wall, 1575 mm (63”) to center 
of sign.

Emergency Exit Plan

Fire & Emergency
Exit Plan
Warning:  Do not use elevators in case of fire or 
other electrical emergencies.  Use marked exits.
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IN-01.01.01
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Emergency Exit Plan
IN-01.01.01
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Emergency Exit Plan
IN-01.01.02

Sign
406 mm H x 406 mm W 
(16” H x 16” W)

Description & Use
Evacuation Map/Fire Exit Plan with 
pocket to accept map insert
is to be placed at points of exit 
and transition in a building. All 
elevators, nurses stations and 
adjacent to stairwell doors. Other 
locations as needed. Evacuation 
maps (8 1/2” x 14” paper) can be 
created by the medical center and 
inserted in to the sign in accord 
with the evacuation plan relative to 
the specific location of the sign.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Face: Clear 1.5 mm (1/16”) non-
glare acrylic with subsurface 
background color creating a clear 
window.
Spacer to receive a clear .4 mm 
(1/64”) insert with vinyl letters.
Backing Plaque: Surface painted 
6 mm (1/4”) acrylic.

Graphic Process
Sign: Silk-screened.
Insert: Printed

Colors
Type: Refer to Color Chart.
Background: Refer to Color Chart

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
In wall, 1575 mm (63”) to center 
of sign.

Fire & Emergency
Exit Plan
Warning:  Do not use elevators in case of fire or 
other electrical emergencies.  Use marked exits.
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Emergency Exit Plan
IN-01.01.02

Fire & Emergency
Exit Plan
Warning:  Do not use elevators in case of fire or 
other electrical emergencies.  Use marked exits.
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IN-01.01.03
Sign
330 mm H x 330 mm W 
13” H x 13” W)

Description & Use
Evacuation Map/Fire Exit Plan with 
pocket to accept map insert
is to be placed at points of exit 
and transition in a building. All 
elevators, nurses stations and 
adjacent to stairwell doors. Other 
locations as needed. Evacuation 
maps (8 1/2” x 11” paper) can be 
created by the medical center and 
inserted in to the sign in accord 
with the evacuation plan relative to 
the specific location of the sign.

For Hoptel use.  Install on door 
inside every patient room with map 
insert to correspond with each 
location.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Face: Clear 1.5 mm (1/16”) non-
glare acrylic with subsurface 
background color creating a clear 
window.
Spacer to receive a clear .4 mm 
(1/64”) insert with vinyl letters.
Backing Plaque: Surface painted 
6 mm (1/4”) acrylic.

Graphic Process
Sign: Silk-screened.
Insert: Printed

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background: Refer to Color Chart

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
In wall, 1575 mm (63”) to center 
of sign.

For Hoptel:  On back of door inside 
room, 1575 mm (63”) to center of 
sign.

Emergency Exit Plan & Hoptel Door Emergency Exit Plan 

Hoptel Installation Only
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Fire & Emergency
Exit Plan
Warning:  Do not use elevators in case of fire or 
other electrical emergencies.  Use marked exits.
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Emergency Exit Plan & Hoptel Door Emergency Exit Plan
IN-01.01.03

Fire & Emergency
Exit Plan
Warning:  Do not use elevators in case of fire or 
other electrical emergencies.  Use marked exits. ������
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Fire Equipment Identification Sign
IN-01.02

Sign
229 mm H x 229 mm W 
(9” H x 9” W)

Description & Use
Fire Equipment Identification Sign
is used to locate and identify 
fire equipment cabinets.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Acrylic Plaque

Graphic Process
Silk-screened.

Colors
Text & Symbol: White - T1
Background: Red - B3

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
In wall, 1575 mm (63”) to top of 
sign.

Fire Equipment
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Fire Equipment Identification Sign
IN-01.02
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Fire Procedure Sign
IN-01.03

Sign
229 mm H x 229 mm W 
(9” H x 9” W)

Description & Use
Fire procedure sign to be installed 
at elevators, adjacent to stairwell 
doors, nurse stations, and other 
locations as needed.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Acrylic Plaque

Graphic Process
Silk-screened.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background: Refer to Color Chart

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
In wall, 1575 mm (63”) to top of 
sign.

IN CASE OF FIRE
1.  Rescue patients & visitors 
      from room.
2.  Activate fire alarm pull 
      station & contact 
      emergency forces.
3. Close all doors to rooms.
4.  Extinguish fire with 
      portable fire extinguisher 
      only if fire is small.
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Elevator Call Button
IN-01.04

Sign
152 mm H x 229 mm W 
(6” H x 9” W)

Description & Use
Elevator Call Button Fire procedure 
sign to be installed at elevators. 
Position above Type IN01.3.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Acrylic Plaque

Graphic Process
Silk-screened

Colors
Text & Symbols: White - T1
Background: Red - B3

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
Centered 50mm (2”) directly above 
elevator call button.

IN CASE OF FIRE, 
USE STAIRS.  DO NOT 
USE ELEVATORS.
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Fire Door Sign 
IN-01.05

Sign
229 mm H x 229 mm W 
(9” H x 9” W)

Description & Use
Fire Door Sign is used to identify 
a fire door.  Exception: doors held 
open by automatic devices.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Acrylic Plaque

Graphic Process
Silk-screened

Colors
Text: White - T1
Background: Red - B3

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
On door, centered, 1575 mm (63”) 
to top of sign.

Keep closed
at all times.

Fire
Door
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No Exit Sign 
IN-01.06

Sign
229 mm H x 229 mm W 
(9” H x 9” W)

Description & Use
No Exit Sign used to identify 
a door in a stairwell or other 
locations, that are not fire exits.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Acrylic Plaque

Graphic Process
Silk-screened

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background: Refer to Color Chart.

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
Centered on door, 1575 mm (63”) 
to top of sign

NO
EXIT
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Exit Sign 
IN-01.07

Size
IN-01.07.01
229 mm x 559 mm 
(9” x 22”)

IN-01.07.02 
229 mm x 559 mm
(9” x 22”)

IN-01.07.03
229 mm x 559 mm
(9” x 22”)

IN01.07.04
229 mm x 712 mm
(9” x 28”)

Description & Use
Non illuminated exit sign used to 
identify exit or direction to exit.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)
Principle stroke of letters not less 
than 3/4” wide.  Each letter must 
have a width of no less than 2” 
except the letter “i”.  Minimum 
spacing between letters no less 
than 3/8”.

Sign Components
Acrylic Plaque

Graphic Process
Silk-screened.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background: Refer to Color Chart.

Typography
Helvetica Condensed Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
Center on soffit area directly above 
door frame.
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Automatic Fire Door Sign - Hinged 
IN-01.08

Size
229 mm H x 229 mm W 
(9” H x 9” W)

Description & Use
Prohibit/Do Not Block information 
to be communicated at hinged 
fire doors held open by automatic 
devices.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Acrylic Plaque

Graphic Process
Silk-screened.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background: Refer to Color Chart.

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
On door, 1575 mm (63”) to top 
of sign and 75 mm (3”) over from 
door edge.

This fire door is arranged to 
swing closed automatically.
Do not block the doorway or
place any article in contact
with the door.

Fire Door
Automatic

DO NOT BLOCK
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Automatic Fire Door Sign - Roll Up 
IN-01.09

Size
229 mm H x 229 mm W 
(9” H x 9” W)

Description & Use
Prohibit/Do Not Block information 
to be communicated at roll down 
fire doors held open by automatic 
devices.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Acrylic Plaque

Graphic Process
Silk-screened.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background: Refer to Color Chart.

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
On wall, adjacent to door, 1575 
mm (63”) to top of sign.
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��
This fire door is arranged to 
drop automatically.
Do not block this area or
place any article under the
door.

Fire Door
Automatic

DO NOT BLOCK
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Stair Identification Sign 
IN-01.10

Size
229 mm H x 229 mm W 
(9” H x 9” W)

Description & Use
To identify stairwell doors that are 
fire exits.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Etched sign face laminated to 
acrylic backing plaque.

Graphic Process
Tactile text with accompanying 
Braille.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background: Refer to Color Chart.

Typography
Helvetica Medium
Grade 2 Braille

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
Knob side of door, 1575 mm (63”) 
to top of sign and 50 mm (2”) over 
from door frame.

������

���������

STAIRS
FIRE EXIT

Keep Door
Closed
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Stairwell Identification Sign 
IN-01.11

Size
457 mm H x 457 mm W 
(18” H x 18” W)

Description & Use
Stairwell, floor level and egress 
information. Sign is located within 
the stair enclosure at each floor 
landing and must be readily visible 
when stair door is in open or 
closed position.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Etched sign face laminated to 
acrylic backing plaque.

Graphic Process
Silk-screened text. Dimensional 
floor number. Tactile text with 
accompanying Braille.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background: Refer to Color Chart.

Typography
Helvetica Medium
Grade 2 Braille

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
Knob side of door, 1500 mm (60”) 
to bottom of sign and 50 mm (2”) 
over from door frame.
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14
NO ROOF ACCESS

EXIT DOWN
TO FLOOR 1

B2 THROUGH 14

STAIR 5 

B1
 ROOF ACCESS

EXIT UP
TO FLOOR 1

B2 THROUGH 14

NORTH STAIR
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NO ROOF ACCESS

B2 THROUGH 14

STAIR 5 
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Stairwell Identification Sign 
IN-01.11
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Area of Refuge (Evacuation Assistance)
IN-01.12

Size
152 mm H x 229 mm W 
(6” H x 9” W)

Description & Use
Handicapped evacuation 
assistance directional sign 
indicating area of refuge for 
evacuation assistance.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)
Position arrow to communicate 
direction in relation to the 
placement of the sign in the 
building.

Sign Components
Etched sign face laminated to 
acrylic backing plaque.

Graphic Process
Tactile text with accompanying 
Braille.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background: Refer to Color Chart.

Typography
Helvetica Medium
Grade 2 Braille

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
Knob side of door, 1575 mm (63”) 
to top of sign and 50 mm (2”) over 
from door frame or on wall 
1575 mm (63”) to top of sign.

AREA OF
REFUGE
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Push Alarm Identification Sign 
IN-01.13

Size
229 mm H x 381 mm W 
(9” H x 15” W)

Description & Use
Push Alarm Identification Sign 
is an instructional sign for push 
alarmed doors.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Acrylic Plaque

Graphic Process
Silk-screened.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background: Refer to Color Chart.

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
Centered on door, 1575 mm (63”) 
to top of sign.

PUSH UNTIL 
ALARM SOUNDS
DOOR CAN BE 
OPENED IN 15 
SECONDS
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Open Door Fire Safety Sign
IN-01.14

Size
152 mm H x 308 mm W 
(6” H x 20” W)

Description & Use
Open Door Fire Safety Sign is used 
to identify that a particular door is 
a fire safety door and is to remain 
open at certain times.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Acrylic Plaque

Graphic Process
Silk-screened.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background: Refer to Color Chart.

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
Centered above door and 50 mm 
(2”) above door frame.
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THIS DOOR TO REMAIN UNLOCKED 
WHEN THE BUILDING IS OCCUPIED
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Open Door Fire Safety Sign 
IN-01.14
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Hazardous Material Information Sign
IN-01.15

Size
305 mm H x 305 mm W 
( 12” H x  12” W)

Description & Use
Hazardous  Materials Information  
Sign used to easily identify specific 
hazards within room, storage 
cabinet or area.  

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)
Numbers shown on this drawing 
are for illustration purposes only.  
Provide correct numbers, text 
and colors to correctly identify 
the hazardous materials within a 
room.  Refer to NFPA (National Fire 
Protection Association) or material 
data sheet relating to materials 
for more information regarding 
message.
A   Identifies Specific Hazard
B   Identifies Health Hazard
C   Identifies Fire Hazard
D   Identifies Reactivity

Sign Components
Acrylic Plaque

Graphic Process
Silk-screened.

Colors
Text: Black - T4
Background: 
A   White
B   Safety Blue (OSHA)
C   Safety Red (OSHA)
D   Safety Yellow (OSHA)

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
Centered on door and 1500 mm 
(60”) to center of sign.
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Oxygen In Use Warning Sign
IN-01.16

Size
229 mm H x 229 mm W 
(9” H x 9” W)

Description & Use
Caution information regarding 
oxygen in use. Sign is to be 
installed on all doors to rooms that 
contain oxygen in use.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Acrylic Plaque

Graphic Process
Silk-screened.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background: Refer to Color Chart.

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
Centered on door, 1575 mm (63”) 
to top of sign.

CAUTION
OXYGEN IN USE
NO SMOKING
NO OPEN FLAMES
Any material that can burn in 
air will burn more rapidly in the 
presence of oxygen.  No 
electrical equipment is allowed 
within an oxygen enclosure or 
within 5 ft. (1.5 m) of it. 
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Compressed Gas Warning Sign
IN-01.17

Size
229 mm H x 229 mm W 
(9” H x 9” W)

Description & Use
Caution information regarding 
gases in use. Sign is to be installed 
on all doors to rooms that contain 
the listed gases. Adjust the listing 
of gases to reflect the actual gases 
being used in the laboratory.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Acrylic Plaque

Graphic Process
Silk-screened.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background: Refer to Color Chart.

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
Centered on door, 1575 mm (63”) 
to top of sign.

Warning

Acetylene
Nitrogen
Argon

Helium
Nitric Oxide
Hydrogen

The following gases 
in compressed 
cylinders are present 
in this laboratory:
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Nonflammable Anesthesia Restriction Sign 
IN-01.18

Size
229 mm H x 229 mm W 
(9” H x 9” W)

Description & Use
Caution information regarding 
anesthetic agents in use. Sign is 
to be installed on the doors to all 
operating rooms.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Acrylic Plaque

Graphic Process
Silk-screened.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background: Refer to Color Chart.

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
Centered on door, 1575 mm (63”) 
to top of sign.

RESTRICTED TO 
NONFLAMMABLE
INHALATION
ANESTHETIC
AGENTS
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Radioactive Material Warning Sign
IN-01.19

Size
229 mm H x 229 mm W 
(9” H x 9” W)

Description & Use
Caution information regarding 
radioactive material. Sign is to be 
installed on the doors to all rooms 
where radioactive material are in 
use or stored.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Acrylic Plaque

Graphic Process
Silk-screened.

Colors
Text & Symbol: Purple - T7
Background: Yellow - B8

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
Centered on door, 1575 mm (63”) 
to top of sign.

CAUTION
Radioactive
Material
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Radioactive Area Warning Sign
IN-01.20

Size
229 mm H x 229 mm W 
(9” H x 9” W)

Description & Use
Caution information regarding area 
with radioactive material. Sign 
is to be installed in areas where 
radioactive material are in use or 
stored.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Acrylic Plaque

Graphic Process
Silk-screened.

Colors
Text & Symbol: Purple - T7
Background: Yellow - B8

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
Centered on door, 1575 mm (63”) 
to top of sign.

CAUTION
Radioactive

Area
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High Voltage Warning Sign
IN-01.21

Size
229 mm H x 229 mm W 
(9” H x 9” W)

Description & Use
Caution information regarding high 
electrical voltage. Sign is to be 
installed on the doors to all rooms 
where there is high voltage.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Acrylic Plaque

Graphic Process
Silk-screened.

Colors
Text & Symbol: Black - T4
Background: Yellow - B8

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
Centered on door, 1575 mm (63”) 
to top of sign.

CAUTION
High Voltage
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IN-01.22 
Biohazard Warning Sign

Size
229 mm H x 229 mm W 
(9” H x 9” W)

Description & Use
Caution information regarding 
biohazard materials. Sign is to be 
installed on the doors to all rooms 
where there is biohazard materials.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Acrylic Plaque

Graphic Process
Silk-screened.

Colors
Text & Symbol: Black - T4
Background: Yellow - B8

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
Centered on door, 1575 mm (63”) 
to top of sign

CAUTION
Bio-Hazard
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IN-01.23 
Laser Warning Sign

Size
229 mm H x 229 mm W 
(9” H x 9” W)

Description & Use
Caution information regarding 
lasers. Sign is to be installed on 
the doors to all rooms where lasers 
are used.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Acrylic Plaque

Graphic Process
Silk-screened.

Colors
Text & Symbol: Black - T4
Background: Yellow - B8

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
Centered on door, 1575 mm (63”) 
to top of sign

CAUTION
Laser
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IN-01.24 
Occupational Exposure Area Warning Sign

Size
229 mm H x 229 mm W 
(9” H x 9” W)

Description & Use
Caution information regarding 
occupational exposure. Sign is 
to be installed on doors to all 
rooms where there is occupational 
exposure.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Acrylic Plaque

Graphic Process
Silk-screened.

Colors
Text: Black - T4
Background: Yellow - B8

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation 
Centered on door, 1575 mm (63”) 
to top of sign.

CAUTION
Occupational
Exposure 
Area
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No Re-Entry Floor Sign

Sign Size
229 mm H x 229 mm W 
(9” H x 9” W)

Description & Use
No Re-Entry Floor Sign is used 
to identify a door to a stairwell or 
other locations, which when used 
will not allow re-entry.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Acrylic Plaque

Graphic Process
Silk-screened

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background: Refer to Color Chart.

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
Centered on door, 1575 mm (63”) 
to top of sign

NO RE-ENTRY
FROM THIS 
FLOOR
Nearest accessible
stair door above is
Floor X
Nearest accessible
stair door below is
Floor Y
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NO RE-ENTRY
FROM THIS 
FLOOR
Nearest accessible
stair door above is
Floor X
Nearest accessible
stair door below is
Floor Y
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Push To Exit Sign

Size
152 mm H x 152 mm W 
(6” H x 6” W)

Description & Use
Push To Exit Sign is used to inform 
type of action needed to activate 
door. Sign is to be installed on 
doors to all exits where push 
motion is needed to activate door.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Acrylic Plaque

Graphic Process
Silk-screened.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background: Refer to Color Chart.

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
Knob side of door, 1575 mm (63”) 
to top of sign and 50 mm (2”) over 
from door frame.

Push
to
Exit
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IN-01.27 
Emergency Push To Open Sign

Size
76 mm H x 229 mm W 
(3” H x 9” W)

Description & Use
Emergency Push To Open Sign 
is used to inform type of action 
needed to activate door in case 
of an emergency. Sign is to be 
installed next to doors at all exits 
where push motion is needed to 
activate door.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Acrylic Plaque

Graphic Process
Silk-screened.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background: Refer to Color Chart.

Typography
Helvetica Condensed Bold

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
Knob side of door, 1575 mm (63”) 
to top of sign and 50 mm (2”) over 
from door frame.

In emergency,
push to open.
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IN-01.28 
Emergency Slide To Open Sign

Size
76 mm H x 229 mm W 
(3” H x 9” W)

Description & Use
Emergency Slide To Open Sign 
is used to inform type of action 
needed to activate door in case 
of an emergency. Sign is to be 
installed next to doors at all exits 
where slide motion is needed to 
activate door.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Acrylic Plaque

Graphic Process
Silk-screened.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background: Refer to Color Chart.

Typography
Helvetica Condensed Bold

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
Knob side of door, 1575 mm (63”) 
to top of sign and 50 mm (2”) over 
from door frame.

In emergency,
slide to open.
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IN-01.29 
Direction Of Exit Sign

Size
229 mm H x 229 mm W 
(9” H x 9” W)

Description & Use
Direction of Exit Sign used to 
indicate direction egress. Sign is 
to be installed next to doors at all 
exits where direction is needed to 
exit.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Acrylic Plaque

Graphic Process
Silk-screened.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background: Refer to Color Chart.

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
Knob side of door, 1575 mm (63”) 
to top of sign and 50 mm (2”) over 
from door frame.

Exit
Direction
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IN-01.30 
No Re-entry Sign

Sign Size
229 mm H x 229 mm W 
(9” H x 9” W)

Description & Use
No Re-entry Sign is used to 
identify an exit door which when 
used will not allow re-entry  into 
room, floor or building.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Acrylic Plaque

Graphic Process
Silk-screened

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background: Refer to Color Chart.

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
Centered on door, 1575 mm (63”) 
to top of sign
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IN-01.31 
Fire Equipment Identification Sign

Sign Size
229 mm H x 229 mm W 
(9” H x 9” W)

Description & Use
Fire Equipment Identification Sign 
is a flag sign used to locate fire 
equipment cabinet.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Acrylic Plaque with aluminum 
bracket for flag mounting

Graphic Process
Silk-screened

Colors
Text & Symbol: White - T1
Background: Red - B3
Bracket: Aluminum - P2

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive and mechanical fasteners 
with anchors.

Installation
Centered above fire equipment 
cabinet a 2100mm (7’-0”) to 
bottom of sign, mechanically 
fastened to wall with expandable 
anchors as needed for wall type. ������ ������

Fire Equipment Fire Equipment
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IN-01.32
Pregnancy Notification Sign

Sign Size
152 mm H x 152 mm W 
(6” H x 6” W)

Description & Use
Pregnant notification sign is use 
convey a request for patient 
information.  Sign is placed in 
patient waiting areas and treatment 
rooms.  

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Acrylic Plaque

Graphic Process
Silk-screened

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background: Refer to Color Chart.

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
Centered on door, 1575 mm (63”) 
to top of sign
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If you are 
pregnant or 
think you are 
pregnant, 
notify the 
technician.
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IN-01.33
Re-entry Sign

Sign Size
229 mm H x 229 mm W 
(9” H x 9” W)

Description & Use
Re-entry Sign is used to identify an 
entry door which when used will 
allow re-entry into room, floor or 
building.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Acrylic Plaque

Graphic Process
Silk-screened

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background: Refer to Color Chart.

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
Centered on door, 1575 mm (63”) 
to top of sign
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The specifications for interior signs are 
available in the Master Construction 
Specifications area of the VA Technical 
Information Library. 

http://www.va.gov/facmgt/standard/
spec_10.asp

Refer to Specification 10440.

For more information regarding specifi-
cations, contact the Office of Facilities 
Management, Standards Service.

The specifications will require editing to 
eliminate signs that are not needed and 
to adapt the specifications to the spe-
cific project for which they are intended. 

The specifications require close coordi-
nation taking into account the existing 
sign program at a medical center, sign 
maintenance and future signing needs. 

The sign message schedule is consid-
ered a part of the specifications and 
would comprise the last section. Con-
figuration of the message schedule may 
vary according to project requirements. 

The sign message schedule form, il-
lustrated in the Programming Section of 
this Handbook, lists the typical infor-
mation that a sign manufacturer and 
installer will require. 

The sign message schedule needs to 
be coordinated with a sign location plan 
drawing showing where signs are to be 
placed within a building or on the site. 
See the example in the Programming 
Section of this Handbook.
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The Life Safety & Code sign types are constructed from painted acrylic panels 
with screened arrows, symbols and copy 

For Braille and assembled signs see Construction section from the Interior 
Signs portion of the manual for more information.
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Placement:
Wall & Door Mounted 
Signs

The location and placement of 
Life Safety & Code signs are very 
specific and based upon its use, 
function and code requirements.

Each type of sign should be 
installed as show in the fallowing 
illustration, with out deviation.  
This may require that furniture 
be moved, bulletin boards be 
relocated, etc to unsure that the 
Life Safety & Code sign is installed 
in its correct location.

Refer to interior sign section for 
installation method and materials.
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Detail: 1 Detail: 2

Detail: 3 Detail: 4

Detail: 5 Detail: 6

Detail: 7 Detail: 8

LS Intallation Detail 1
Sign types: IN-01.01, IN-01.03, 
IN-01.05, IN-01.10, IN-01.12, 
IN-01.16, IN-01.17, IN-01.18, 
IN-01.19, IN-01.20, IN-01.21, 
IN-01.22, IN-01.23, IN-01.24,          
IN-01.25, IN-01.32, IN-01.33 

LS Intallation Detail 2
Sign type: IN-01.02

LS Intallation Detail 3
Sign type: IN-01.04

LS Intallation Detail 4
Sign type: IN-01.07

LS Intallation Detail 5
Sign type: IN-01.08

LS Intallation Detail 6
Sign type: IN-01.09

LS Intallation Detail 7
Sign type: IN-01.11

LS Intallation Detail 8
Sign type: IN-01.14
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Detail: 9 Detail: 10

Detail: 12 Detail: 13

Detail: 11

LS Intallation Detail 9
Sign types: IN-01.15

LS Intallation Detail 10
Sign type: IN-01.26

LS Intallation Detail 11
Sign type: IN-01.27

LS Intallation Detail 12
Sign type: IN-01.28

LS Intallation Detail 13
Sign type: IN-01.31

Glass Back Up

Certain signs may require that they 
be installed on glass because there 
is no available wall surface.

When this situation occurs, a blank 
glass back up is required to be 
placed on the opposite side of the 
glass exactly behind sign being 
installed.

This blank opaque glass back up 
is to be the same size and color 
as the sign being installed so it 
effectively covers and hides the 
mounting of the sign to the glass.
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Glass Back Up

Certain signs may require that they 
be installed on glass because there 
is no available wall surface.

When this situation occurs, a blank 
glass back up is required to be 
placed on the opposite side of the 
glass exactly behind sign being 
installed.

This blank opaque glass back up 
is to be the same size and color 
as the sign being installed so it 
effectively covers and hides the 
mounting of the sign to the glass.
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IN-01.33IN-01.30IN-01.29BIN-01.29A

IN-01.11

IN-01.25

IN-01.05

IN-01.10

IN-01.33IN-01.30IN-01.29BIN-01.29A

IN-01.25

IN-01.05
IN-01.10IN-01.01.01

IN-01.01.01

IN-01.11C

Stairwell Guide

Certain signs relating to stairs 
require that they be installed at 
specific locations as defined by 
what floor they are located on. 
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The development of an effective working interior sign program requires the 
coordination of several interlaced criteria. 

For an effective interior sign program you have to take in to account to the 
following:

 1. Location of building entrances and elevators. 
 2. Character and configuration of the corridor system. 
 3. How do visitors currently walk around the building(s).
 4. What is the desired path of travel within the building for visitors 
     and patients.
 5. What is the desired path of travel within the building for employees.
 6. Location of departments and clinics.
 7. A simple clear room numbering system that follows a clear, 
     understandable pattern.
 8. Placement of signs in locations where people are expecting them to be.
 9. Adequate light on and around directional signs.
      10. Which signs can have permanent messages and which ones need 
      to be changeable.

These elements help establish the basis of a clear sign program that 
communicates and informs in a direct and simple manner.

A sign program for a building, that works well, is one that has been planned as an 
integrated whole. This means signs are coordinated from the main entrance, to the 
directional signs and department identification and to room identification signs.

Interior signs have been identified, on each page, with a description of their use 
and application. 

All rooms in a facility should be labeled with a room number sign. Other types of 
signs, depending on the room use, then augment this room number sign, a Type 
IN-03. For example:  an IN-04 would be added for labeling a Soiled Utility room or 
an IN-07 for identifying a Conference Room.

Wall, soffit and ceiling mounted directional signs provide solutions for 
communicating way finding information in differing building conditions. Typically, 
ceiling or soffit mounted directional signs are used to display directional 
information for high traffic destinations like the Pharmacy or Clinics. 

Directories in lobbies and at elevator landings serve to assist people in finding 
or confirming the location of services within a building or in other buildings. 
Directories, because of their capability to handle a large number of services listing, 
can include all of the departments or services within the facility.

Planning an Interior 
Sign Program

Types of Signs
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Interior sign sizes that are illustrated in this section have been determined to work 
in most situations. The size of text shown has also been determined to be the best 
compromise between readability and being able to fit text on the sign.

When planning a sign program, look for conditions that are within the building 
where signs will not fit. All buildings have these conditions. When encountered, 
have the specific sign, at that location, modified in size to fit the specific condition 
requirements.

Text size on signs has also been predetermined to meet ADA requirements for 
the vision impaired. Overhead signs require large size lettering and lettering on 
directional signs should be larger than on room identification signs.

Sizes of Signs & 
Lettering

“Wayfinding” is a term that in recent years has been used to describe the process 
of finding a destination in the built environment. Signs play an active role in this 
process by providing the primary form of communication in way finding

In developing a way finding system for the interior of a medical center, or the 
interior of a support building, you need to follow some common guidelines.  

One first needs to identify the paths of travel from originating points to 
destinations.  

In the interior of a building this involves the corridor system from all the building 
entrances to the locations where patients and visitors are seeking a service. While 
this is a primary path, a secondary primary path is from that service or location 
to another service or location within the building. Like going from a Clinic to the 
Pharmacy.

Identifying destinations people walk to is the process of identifying the paths of 
transit. Way finding is then communicating to people along this pathway, with 
appropriate directional signs. 

The intersections along the corridor pathway system need to be identified in their 
importance for communication. Major high traffic corridor intersections require 
more communication than smaller secondary intersections. 

The architectural environments in which these intersections present themselves 
have an effect on a way finding program. Colors of walls, types of flooring and 
lighting also affect way finding both in a positive and a negative way.

One must look at the path of travel and the decision points that are necessary to 
reach the end point and where these decision points are located. At these decision 
points information must be communicated in a priority of need. Departments 
and destinations with heavy visitor and patient traffic have the highest priority of 
communication in way finding. 

The priority of need is defined as those departments or services that have the 
highest percentage of people seeking them. This high demand for information then 
needs to be communicated with the highest priority on directional signs along the 
most direct path of travel.  

Overhead signs, generally, provide emphasis to high priority directional 
information. However, with the aged VA population and wheelchair patients, care 
must be taken with overhead signs to insure that the these signs can be see from 
a distance. If the viewing distance is to short, those that walk stooped, are in 
walkers or in wheelchairs will miss these signs.

Wayfinding
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Secondary information or information that applies to a small percentage of 
individuals needs to be evaluated in regard to its importance. Secondary 
information should be relegated to the bottom of the signs and not even be 
included if there is no room on the sign.

Typically a person only reads 4 to 8 messages on a directional sign. Any 
information that is beyond or greater than this is simply not read. Prioritization of 
communication of information would then in most cases cause the secondary or 
minor information to be left off the sign because it is not useful. 

People that are walking have the opportunity to read more messages than 
an automobile driver so interior directional signs can contain more listings 
of information. But, more then 10 listings on a sign results in a sign so large 
that it is no longer readable and the viewer simply cannot sort through all the 
information presented, or won’t stand there long enough to read everything. 
When a lot of information needs to be presented, break it down into smaller 
groups of information. Use 2 directional signs instead of 1. Place all the directional 
information for one direction on one sign and then use another sign to covey the 
other directional information.

“You Are Here” maps can sometimes aide in the way finding process but care 
must be taken to make sure the map is very simple and configured in a manner 
which it makes very easy to understand. The orientation of these maps, and the 
amount of information on them, plays a critical role on the understanding of the 
viewer of what they are looking at. 

It is important that “You Are Here” maps be placed in a strategic location where 
the viewer has a clear orientation to the building based upon the view of the map 
that they are seeing. Placement also needs to be at a location in the building 
where the viewer can make connection with major visuals objects like an atrium or 
large “art” or architectural feature.

Remember, once the viewer leaves the map, the visual image in their memory will 
quite quickly erode. And, once they make the first turn all their orientation will be 
gone.

Wayfinding (Cont’d)

The proper use of arrows on directional signs is important to insure that the reader 
quickly understands the correct directional information.

Grouping all the information together that is in one direction and using one arrow 
is preferred. Using an arrow for each message makes the sign difficult to read.

Arrows should be placed in such a manner that they visually precede the 
message. This allows the reader to understand direction first and information 
second. It also allows the arrows to be visually separated from text.

Arrows should always be larger in size than the text they are affiliated with. For 
example, wall directional signs have a 2-1/2” arrow and the text has a 1 3/8” 
capital letter size. 

Orientation of arrows is important to effectively communicate direction. The 
following illustrations give examples of the many varied conditions that can be 
encountered when providing direction information.

.

Arrows
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Correct placement of signs is required for all interior room identification signs. 

Refer to the detailed drawings and instructions covered in the Installation Section 
for each sign type showing the placement position required for its use.

Correct placement of signs will usually mean fewer signs are required. Too many 
signs in one location can create a cluttered appearance and increase the difficulty 
for a viewer to find the particular information they are seeking. 

Interior lighting, wall colors and material finishes need to be taken into 
consideration as this impacts the visibility of signs. Locations of glass sidelights, 
and their width, can require blank glass back ups or other solutions.

Coordination needs to take place with things like chart holders, bulletin boards, 
pictures and art work as these types of items may have to be relocated to meet 
the installation requirements of signs. Coordination needs to also take place with 
Life Safety and Code signs.

Care also needs to be taken to place signs in a manner that allow clear viewing. 
Placement of signs so they are not obscured by furniture or equipment is critical. 

Refer to the detailed drawings and instructions covered in the Installation Section 
for each sign type showing the placement position required for its use.

Sign Placement

Before implementing a new interior sign program, perform a through evaluation 
of the demolition requirements of the current sign program and the effects and 
impact on the facilities walls, doors and ceilings.

Check to see what is required to patch, seal and repair the building surfaces 
exposed as a result of removal of old signs or letters. Repairs should be planned 
to match adjoining surface. Evaluate if tile or stone surfaces going to require repair 
or refurbishment. Are doors going to need to be refinished or painted.

Make sure the sign demolition scope of work requires the contractor to close 
off any live electrical connections.  Make sure to have existing conductors and 
conduit removed to the nearest junction box and made it safe. 

Be sure to clearly identify any signs that are supposed to remain. It is especially 
important to identify signs and plaques that relate to special dedications or 
displays that maybe in the building.

Do not remove any life safety or code signs without having the replacement signs 
available and installed at the same time the old signs are removed.

Existing Sign Program
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The following are some general “Do’s & 
Don’ts guidelines that one can refer to 
when developing a sign program. 

This is not intended to be a training 
section of the guide, but to provide 

General Guidelines

key information or instructions that will 
hopefully reduce some common errors 
that are made when working out an 
exterior sign program.

• Never use text smaller than 3” capital letter height when a sign is installed   
   above 84” from the floor.

• All tactile room number signs or other tactile room identification signs are     
   required to meet ADA requirement for height and Braille text.

• Signs do require maintenance and periodic cleaning will extend the life 
   of a sign program.

• If overhead signs are used, make sure they have 84 inches of clearance 
   from the bottom of the sign to the floor. 

• Signs identifying electrical closets, mechanical rooms and telecommunication  
   rooms should consist of only the room number which should follow the master  
   building room numbering system. No descriptive name or title should be used 
   nor should they have a unique number system.

•  Keep sign messages brief. Unnecessary information will confuse the viewer. 

•  Typically, all signs, with the exception of directional signs, should convey no   
   more than one name, title, concept or thought.

•  Use text (words) which are familiar and comfortable to the viewer, and use 
   the same words throughout the sign program.

• On directional and informational signs only provide information necessary 
   to make a decision at that particular location.

• Whenever possible, messages should be presented using positive information.

• On directional signs, do not anticipate decisions that can be made later.    
   Unnecessary or premature information will confuse the reader.

• Messages placed on signs should be concise, preferably with no more than 
   seven to ten words.

•  Use upper and lower case text whenever possible. Upper and lower case 
   text is easier to read and is understood faster than text in all capital letters.

• Line-spacing between two different messages should be greater than line- 
   spacing between lines of the same multiple-line message group.

• Generally sign text should be a minimum of 1/2” capital letter height.

• Text should not be run right up to the edge of the sign.

• If a line text needs to be reduced in order to fit on a sign, use only commonly 
   recognized abbreviations, reduce the number of words or reduce the size of   
   the type for the entire message. DO NOT condense the type face.

• The most important message should appear as the first line text and the most  
   important directional information should be at the top of the sign.

Message Content

Message Layout
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      Placement of Signs • Signs should, if at all possible, always be perpendicular to the intended   
   viewer.

• Position signs with a clear line of sight from the viewing point to the sign face. 

• Always evaluate the lighting at a sign’s location. Lighting conditions can have 
   a big effect on visibility possibly making a particular location unsuitable.

• All signs should be placed in a manner that will be clearly visible at all times.

• Be careful to coordinate ceiling mounted signs so they do not obstruct or 
   block fire sprinkler systems and exit signs.

• Signs may be installed on glass because there is no available wall surface. 
   A blank glass back up is then required to be placed on opposite side of glass  
   exactly behind sign being installed.
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This section of the Sign and Environmental Graphic Program Guide provides for all 
the types of interior signs that would be necessary to sign individual buildings to a 
complete medical center campus or a off site clinic building.

This section is divided into two parts. The first part identifies all room number and 
identification signs and directional information and the second part covers way-
finding, construction, installation and helpful hints.

The following Overview illustrates the various types of signs in this section. The 
individual pages on each Sign Type provide more specific information and detailed 
layouts.

Interior Sign Designations

Each sign in the program guide has been give a specific sign type number des-
ignation. This designation provide a common description that can be referenced 
when programming a site and ordering signs. The following explains how the sign 
type designations are derived.

IN - 03 .01 A
IN Designates an interior sign.

03 Two digit numbers identifies a particular sign type family like
       the “signs for use in identifying an Ambulance Entrance”.

.01 The two digit number following the period
        identifies a specific sign within the sign family.

A  The letter designates a specific sign
     configuration, version and/or layout for
     graphics.

Interior Signs
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IN-03.01
Room Number Identification

IN-04.01
Primary Room Identification

IN-04.02
Secondary Room Identification

IN-05.01 & .02 
Patient Room Identification 

IN-05.03 & .04 
Patient Room Identification

IN-06.01, .02 & .03 
Patient Bed Sign

IN-07.01, .02 & .03
Conference/Meeting Room Sign

IN-08.01, .02, .03 & .04
Prohibit, Instructional & Control 
Sign

IN-09.01, .02, .03, .04, .05, 
.06 & .07
Pictogram & Symbol Sign

IN-09.08, .09
Pictogram & Symbol Sign

IN-10.01, .02, .03, .04, 
.05 & .06
Sign Frame

IN-11.01, .02, .03 & .04
Informational / Instructional Sign

Interior Signs

Jon Smith
Harry Anderson

Jon Smith

Jon Smith

NPO After Midnight

Fall Precautions

Intake & Output

NPO

Bed
2

Outpatient
Conference
Room

In Use
No Smoking RESTROOM

��������

For Patient
Information
Please use 
telephones located 
at the information 
desk in the main 
lobby. 

2A244
�����

Outpatient
Pharmacy Nursing

Supervisor

�������������� ���������������

�������� �������� 

�������������������� ������������������
�����

������������� ������������������������
���������

������������������
���������������

��������������������

��������

��������������������
�������������������

Telephone
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IN-12.01, .02, .03 & .04 
Desk, Counter Sign

IN-13 
Perpendicular (Flag) Mount Sign

IN-14.01, .02, .03, 04 & .05
Wall Directional Sign

IN-14.06 
Elevator Lobby Directional Sign

IN-15.01, .02, .03 & .04
Ceiling Mounted Directional Sign

IN-15.05, .06, .07 & .08
Ceiling Mounted Directional Sign

IN-15.09, .10, .11 & .12
Soffit Mounted Directional Sign

IN-15.13, .14, .15 & .16
Soffit Mounted Directional Sign

Interior Signs

�������
������������

����

Receptionist

Surgery

������������������������������

��������

������������������������ 

������������������������

������������������������

������������������������

������������������
�����

������������������������
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Clinic B 
Check In 

4F L O O R
F O U R

�����������
������������

������������
�������

�������
��������

�����������������������
��������������

�������������
������

������������
�������

�������
��������
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IN-16.01, .02, .03 & .04
Ceiling Mounted Directional Sign

IN-16.05, .06, .07 & .08
Ceiling Mounted Directional Sign

IN-16.09, .10, .11 & .12
Soffit Mounted Directional Sign

IN-16.13, .14, .15 & .16
Soffit Mounted Directional Sign

IN-17.01
Directory

IN-17.02
Large Directory

Interior Signs

��������

������������������������

������������������������

������������������������

������������������������

��������

�����������������������
��������������

�������������������
��������������������������

�����������������������
��������������

�������������������
��������������������������
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IN-17.03
Directory with Map

IN-17.04
Large Directory with Map

IN-17.05
Floor Directory

IN-17.06
Large Floor Directory

IN-18.01
Glass Door and
Side Light Graphics

IN-19.01, .02 & .03
Dimensional Letters

IN-20.01
Informational Sign

Interior Signs

ENT Clinic

��������

������������������ ��������

�������� ��������

��������

��������

Push
Button to
Open Door
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Room Number Identification
IN-03.01

Size
76 mm H x 229 mm W 
(3” H x 9” W)

Description & Use
Sign is to be placed on all rooms 
that require identification.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Sliding Rail Back; Etched Sign 
Plaque; Aluminum Top Accent Bar; 
End Cap

Graphic Process
Tactile room number with 
accompanying Braille.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background & Accent Bar: Refer to 
Color Chart

Type Style
Helvetica Medium
Grade 2 Braille

Mounting
Double sided foam tape, silastic 
adhesive or screw.

Installation
Knob side of door, 1575 mm (63”) 
to top of sign and 50 mm (2”) over 
from door frame.

Recommendations
This sign is to be used for all 
rooms, but can also be used to 
identify corridors and alcoves as 
necessary.  Do not use on exterior 
and stairwell doors.

����������������

2A244
�����

2A244
�����

����������

��
��

��
�

���
���
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Room Number Identification
IN-03.01
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Primary Room Identification
IN-04.01

����������������

����������������

����������������

Outpatient
Pharmacy

44444
�����

Outpatient
Pharmacy

Oncology
Diagnostic 
Imaging
Clinic

Outpatient
Pharmacy

Laboratory

C

����������
����

����������

��
�

�
��

�
���

���
��

Size
152 mm H x 229 mm W 
(6” H x 9” W)

Description & Use
This sign always has a Type IN03 
as its top sign component.  Use 
this sign to identify the occupant 
or activity within a room.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions) 
Layout A is suggested for 
department identification.  Layout 
B for rooms and departments with 
long words or names.  Layout C for 
rooms with a common name but 
need specific identification.

Sign Components
Sliding Rail Back; Copy Panel;
Accent Bar; End Caps

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background & Accent Bar: Refer to 
Color Chart

Type Style & Size
Helvetica Medium
Lettering size is adaptable to 
allow messages to fit on to the 
sign.  Refer to various layouts for 
reference.

Mounting
Double sided foam tape, silastic 
adhesive or screw.

Installation
Knob side of door, 1500 mm (60”) 
to  top of sign and 50 mm (2”) over 
from  door frame.

Recommendations
It is recommended that this 
particular sign type become 
the “building standard” for 
identification of all rooms.

Signs identifying electrical 
closets, mechanical rooms and 
telecommunication rooms
should consist of only the room 
number (Sign type IN-03.01). The 
room number should follow the 
master building room numbering 
system. No descriptive name or 
title should be used nor should 
they have a unique number 
system.
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Primary Room Identification
IN-04.01
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Secondary Room Identification
IN-04.02

����������������

Nursing
Supervisor

Nursing
Supervisor

Nursing
Supervisor

No Admittance
Do Not Enter Without 
Proper Surgical Attire

B
44444
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�
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�
���
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Sign Size
76 mm H x 229 mm W 
(3” H x 9” W)

Description & Use
This sign always has a Type 03 as 
its top sign component. Use this 
sign to secondary rooms or rooms 
that have short names.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)
Layout A is suggested for short 
titles. Layout B is for longer names 
or titles. Layout C is specific 
identification by number or letter.

Sign Components
Sliding Rail Back; Copy Panel; Top 
Accent Bar; End Caps

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background & Accent Bar: Refer to 
Color Chart

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape, silastic 
adhesive or screw.

Installation
Knob side of door, 1500 mm (60”) 
to top of sign and 50 mm (2”) over 
from door frame.

Recommendations
This sign is for rooms that do not 
require long or large text.
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IN-04.02
Secondary Room Identification
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Patient Room Identification
IN-05.01-2
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Jon Smith
Harry Anderson
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Size
IN-05.01
152 mm x 229 mm
(6” x 9”)

IN-05.02
76 mm x 229 mm
(3” x 9”)

Description & Use
This sign always has a type IN03 
as its top component.  Use this 
sign to identify the occupant’s of a 
patient room.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawings for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)
Paper inserts with patient’s names 
are prepared and removed by 
each Medical Center based upon 
occupancy of the room.

Sign Components
Sliding Rail Back; Top Accent Bar; 
Polycarbonate Cover; Paper or 
Film
Copy Insert; Extruded Insert 
Holder; Copy Panel; End Caps

Graphic Process
Inserts to be provided by hospital

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background & Accent Bar: Refer to 
Color Chart

Mounting
Double sided foam tape, silastic 
adhesive or screw.

Installation
Knob side of door, 1500 mm (60”) 
to top of sign and 50 mm (2”) over 
from  door frame.

Recommendations
It is recommended that this sign 
type be used for patient rooms.
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Patient Room Identification 
IN-05.01-2
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Patient Room Identification
IN-05.03,05
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Jon Smith Jon Smith
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Size
IN-05.03
330 mm x 305 mm
(1’ 1” x 1’ 0”)

IN-05.05
330 mm x 610 mm
(1’ 1” x 2’ 0”)

Description & Use
This sign always has a type IN03 
as its top component.  Use this 
sign to identify the occupant’s 
of a nursing home patient room. 
Window receives a 4” x 6” photo 
of the patient which is provided 
by the facility. The adjacent 
component is a tack surface for 
mounting memorabilia.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawings for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)
Paper inserts with patient’s names 
are prepared and removed by 
each Medical Center based upon 
occupancy of the room.

Sign Components
Sliding Rail Back; Top Accent Bar; 
Polycarbonate Cover; Paper or 
Film
Copy Insert; Extruded Insert 
Holder; Copy Panel; End Caps

Graphic Process
Inserts to be provided by hospital

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background & Accent Bar: Refer to 
Color Chart

Mounting
Double sided foam tape, silastic 
adhesive or screw.

Installation
Knob side of door, 1500 mm (60”) 
to top of sign and 50 mm (2”) over 
from  door frame.
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Patient Room Identification
IN-05.03,05
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Patient Bed Sign
IN-06.01-3
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Jon Smith

NPO After Midnight

Fall Precautions

Intake & Output

NPO

Bed
2
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NPO After Midnight

Intake & Output

NPO

2

Fall Precautions

Bed Rest

Special Alert

Bed
A

NPO After Midnight

Fall Precautions

Intake & Output

NPO

Bed
2

Jon Smith

NPO After Midnight

Fall Precautions

Intake & Output

NPO

Bed
2
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Size
IN-06.01 
127 mm x 229 mm
(5” x 9”)

IN-06.02 
229 mm x 229 mm
(9” x 9”)

IN-06.03
279 mm x 229 mm
(11” x 9”)

Description & Use
Use this sign above patient beds 
to identify the bed and the patient.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)
Insert names are prepared and 
removed based upon occupancy 
of the room. Selection of the text 
to appear behind the slider is to be 
selected by nursing at a medical 
center, based on their particular 
needs.

Sign Components
Sliding Rail Back; Polycarbonate 
Cover, Extruded Insert Holder, 
Paper or Film Copy Insert, Slider; 
Top Accent Bar; End Caps

Graphic Process
Vinyl text.
Name inserts provided by hospital. 
Text behind slider is second 
surface applied.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background & Accent Bar: Refer to 
Color Chart

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape, silastic 
adhesive or screw.

Installation
On headwall above bed.

Recommendations
This sign is for use in patient 
rooms and is to be coordinated 
with the needs and function with 
nursing services.
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Patient Bed Sign
IN-06.01-3
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Conference / Meeting Room Sign
IN-07.01-3

Outpatient
Conference
Room

In Use

Outpatient
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Room
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Size
Sign Size
IN-07.01
152 mm x 229 mm
(6” x 9”)

IN-07.02 
76 mm x 229 mm
(3” x 9”)

IN-07.03
152 mm x 229 mm
(6” x 9”)

Description & Use
This sign always has a Type 03 
as its top sign component. Use 
this sign for conference rooms, 
meeting rooms. This type of sign 
can also be used for exam rooms, 
treatment rooms, and offices 
where the occupants may be 
conducting patient interviews.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)
IN07.1, Layout A is for conference 
rooms, Layout B is for exam or 
treatment rooms. N07.3 Insert 
messages are prepared and 
removed based upon occupancy 
of the room. Selection of the text 
to appear behind the slider is to be 
determined by the medical center.

Sign Components
Sliding Rail Back; Polycarbonate 
Cover, Extruded Insert Holder, 
Paper or Film Copy Insert, Slider; 
Top Accent Bar; End Caps

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl. IN07.3 name 
inserts provided by hospital. Text 
behind slider is second surface.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background & Accent Bar: Refer to 
Color Chart

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape, silastic 
adhesive or screw.

Installation
Knob side of door, 1500 mm (60”) 
to top of sign and 50 mm (2”) over 
from door frame.

Recommendations
This sign is for use on rooms 
where and indication is needed 
in the hallway that the room is 
occupied or an activity is taking 
place in the room which should not 
be disturbed.
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IN-07.01-3
Conference / Meeting Room Sign
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Prohibit, Instructional & Control Signs
IN-08.01-4
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No Smoking

No Smoking
Authorized

Personnel Only

Size
229 mm H x 229 mm W 
(9” H x 9” W)

Description & Use
Use these signs to inform in a bold 
manner.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Acrylic plaque.

Graphic Process
Silk-screened or surface applied 
vinyl.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Symbol: Red - B3 and White - T1
Background : Refer to Color Chart
 
Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
On wall or door 1575 mm (63”) to 
top of sign and on door, center.

Recommendations
This sign is for use when a strong 
communication of information is 
necessary. IN08.4 should be used 
carefully as it may have a negative 
reaction on the part of patients and 
visitors.
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Prohibit, Instructional & Control Signs 
IN-08.01-4
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Pictogram & Symbol Signs 
IN-09.01-7
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Door mounted Wall mounted

Size
229 mm H x 229 mm W 
(9” H x 9” W)

Description & Use
Use these signs to inform with a 
symbol as well as text.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Etched sign plaque face laminated 
to acrylic backing plaque.

Graphic Process
Tactile symbol and text with 
accompanying Braille.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background & Accent Bar: Refer to 
Color Chart

Typography
Helvetica Medium
Grade 2 Braille

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
On wall or door 1575 mm (63”) to 
top of sign and on door, center.

Recommendations
These signs are for use on 
restrooms or stair doors or under a 
Type IN-03 sign.
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Pictogram & Symbol Signs 
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Door mounted Wall mounted

Size
229 mm H x 229 mm W 
(9” H x 9” W)

Description & Use
Use these signs to inform with a 
symbol as well as text.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Acrylic plaque.

Graphic Process
Silk-screened or surface applied 
vinyl.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background & Accent Bar: Refer to 
Color Chart

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
On wall or door 1575 mm (63”) to 
top of sign and on door, center.

Recommendations
These signs are for use when a 
symbol will help communicate.
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Size
IN-10.02
547 mm x 407 mm
(21 1/2” x 16”)

IN-10.03 
457 mm x 305 mm
(18” x 12”)

IN-10.04 
305 mm x 457 mm
(12” x 18”)

IN-10.05 
305 mm x 242 mm
(12” x 9 1/2”)

IN-10.06 
242 mm x 305 mm
(9 1/2” x 12”)

Description & Use
Use these signs to hold posters, 
fire alarm bell schedules, maps or 
other information sheets.
10.2 14” x 20” paper poster
10.3 11” x 17” paper, vertical
10.4 11” x 17” paper, 
horizontal
10.5 81/2” x 11” paper, 
vertical
10.6 81/2” x 11” paper, 
horizontal

Sign Components
Acrylic plaque.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background & Accent Bar: Refer to 
Color Chart

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
On wall

Recommendations
These signs are for use to hold 
papers and posters vertically or 
horizontally.
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For Patient
Information
Please use 
telephones located 
at the information 
desk in the main 
lobby. 

For Your
Information
Ojnf naleotj nalihlie
aklndfa majroepa. 
Halweo nahia aneio
aojoja marjap naohr
asoow.

For Your
Information
Ojnf naleotj nalihlie
aklndfa majroepa. 
Halweo nahia aneio
aojoja marjap naohr
asoow.

Fraoerjej nongini niorngi ni usdhon
aoingonio rij n. Goaohr diohionn;dn
jfa'opwej oijoan au ef esij ej kanfli
ohaoifhan. HAouhei   feihfiia0t0 
sjjji. Hajkseh ioawul abshrioa.
IAhowrhihi auhfau aihof ainia
aoijwo abwiriougs. Kajwhr kkjgo
aihwoaho. Jlaofn eijaj amwirja
awnapj anwkorjopa.

For Your 
Information
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Lakeiea nahei naoiw anowh amwirj ajshr
aiwjrioan. Bakwoa iehaoi ksaw aw
ejfaj naowurih eian. Amakej airhaoinfieao fnia
aienfioa naiw aie aieh. O aoh aebfaui naie
aiehaoih ahiw awioh eraponf aheioa aniowa
awhaioh hai aw9u awiohroahfa.
Si usted es un paciente que esta recibiendo tratamiento por cualquier forma de cancer de la prostata, o antes 
de llevarse a cabo una biopsia para cancer de la prostata, se le urge a su medico y cirujano que le den 
un sumario escrito de metodos alternativos de tratamiento eficaz, segun la Seccion 1704.7 del Codigo 
de Salud y Seguridad de California. 

Be Informed
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Size
IN-11.01
229 mm x 229 mm
(9” x 9”)

IN-11.02
381 mm x 381 mm
(15” x 15”)

IN-11.03
508 mm x 508 mm
(20” x 20”)

IN-11.04
152 mm H x 152 mm W 
(6” H x 6” W)

Description & Use
Use this sign to communicate 
miscellaneous information.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)
Layouts relate to the size and 
importance of message.

Sign Components
Sliding Rail Back; Copy Panel; Top 
Accent Bar; End Caps

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background & Accent Bar: Refer to 
Color Chart

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape, silastic 
adhesive or screw.

Installation
On wall

Recommendations
These sign are for use to present 
brief general messages. Text 
should be limited to as few a 
words as possible. Long messages 
are generally not read.
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For Your
Information
Ojnf naleotj nalihlie
aklndfa majroepa. 
Halweo nahia aneio
aojoja marjap naohr
asoow.
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Desk, Counter Sign
IN-12.01-4

Mark Durst

Nkhfhon  he goa nf n kn nfa
fjaohoi dhufh ayauyeb  id 
fhuidfb heih nalsu piwnal eif
aifninfion bi iafn jiff  fiannw
ieiion. Kennf ise ii  i seunh 
Inefno kds.

Visitors 
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Hsfn mnioha iejion ig
feiofn. Oehfih djngu
uhfisui dhs jifash ids
akeuanc. Psofhi oa ni
akoisb iohha worla
annfa laownro.

Visitors

Clinic B 
Check In 

Eugene J. 
Fitzsimmons Jr.

��������

Size
IN-12.01 
152 mm x 229 mm
(6” x 9”)

IN-12.02 
229 mm x 229 mm
(9” x 9”)

IN-12.03-04
76 mm x 229 mm
(3” x 9”)

Description & Use
Use this sign for messages to be 
communicated at counters and 
desks.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)
IN12.1 is for titles or titles with a 
short informational text. IN12.2 
is for long titles or titles with a 
long informational text. IN12.3 
is suggested for use as a desk 
plaque with and individuals name.

Sign Components
Sliding Rail Back; Copy Panel; Top 
Accent Bar; End Caps, Extruded 
Aluminum Mounting Bracket

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background & Accent Bar: Refer to 
Color Chart

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Freestanding.

Installation
On counter or desk.

Recommendations
This sign is for use if information 
does not require long or large 
text and needs to be removed or 
relocated based on the function of 
the counter.
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Perpendicular (Flag) Mount Sign 
IN-13
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Size
229 mm H x 305 mm W 
(9” H x 12” W)

Description & Use
Use this sign for messages to be 
communicated in corridors on the 
wall, above doors.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)
Layout A is for symbols and title / 
informational text. Layout B is for 
directional information. Layout C is 
for a department name.

Sign Components
Sliding Rail Back; Copy Panel; Top 
Accent Bar; End Caps, Extruded 
Aluminum Bracket

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text & Symbols: Refer to Color 
Chart.
Background & Accent Bar: Refer to 
Color Chart

Typography
Helvetica Medium Condensed

Mounting
Wall mount with screws.

Installation
Install on wall above the height of 
doors, 2100 mm (84”) minimum to 
bottom of sign.

Recommendations
This sign is for use when the 
service or department is a high 
traffic area or the service or 
department is hard to find.
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Wall Directional Sign
IN-14.01-5

Receptionist
PTSD
Podiatry

Surgery
Pharmacy
Canteen

Receptionist
PTSD
Podiatry

Surgery
Pharmacy
Canteen

Receptionist
PTSD

Surgery
Pharmacy
Canteen

Receptionist

Surgery
Receptionist
PTSD
Canteen
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Retail Store
Elevators
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Size
IN-14.01 
610 mm x 508 mm
(24” x 20”)

IN-14.02
762 mm x 508 mm
(30” x 20”)

IN-14.03 
914 mm x 508 mm
(36” x 20”)

IN-14.04 
457 mm x 508 mm
(18” x 20”)

IN-14.05 
305 mm x 508 mm
(12” x 20”)

Sign Use & Application
Use this sign for directional 
information.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Sliding Rail Back; Copy Panel; Top 
Accent Bar; End Caps

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text & Arrows: Refer to Color 
Chart.
Background & Accent Bar: Refer to 
Color Chart

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape, silastic 
adhesive or screw.

Installation
On wall.

Recommendations
This sign is for use in corridors to 
direct patients and public through 
the building.
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Elevator Lobby Directional Sign
IN-14.06

4FLOOR
FOUR

����������������

����������������

4FLOOR
FOUR

Receptionist
Pediatrics

Surgery
Pharmacy
Cafeteria

��������
��������
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4FLOOR
FOUR

12FLOOR
TWELVE

Size
229 mm H x 508 mm W 
(9” H x 20” W)

Description & Use
Use this sign for directional 
information in a elevator lobby 
or stairwell landing. This sign is 
always a top sign component to a 
Type 14 sign.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Sliding Rail Back; Copy Panel; Top 
Accent Bar; End Caps

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background & Accent Bar: Refer to 
Color Chart

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape, silastic 
adhesive or screw.

Installation
On wall.

Recommendations
Use in elevator lobbies, across 
from the elevators, to direct 
patients and public. Use at stair 
landings, across from the door to 
direct patients and public.
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Size
IN-15.01 
152 mm x 1016 mm
(6” x 40”)

IN-15.02 
305 mm x 1016 mm
(12” x 40”)

IN-15.03 
457 mm x 1016 mm
(18” x 40”)

IN-15.04 
305 mm x 1016 mm
(12” x 40”)

Description & Use
Use this sign for directional 
information that needs to be 
communicated overhead. Sign is 
double sided and both sides can 
be used for messages.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Sliding Rail Back; Copy Panel; Top 
Accent Bar; End Caps

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text & Arrows: Refer to Color 
Chart.
Background & Accent Bar: Refer to 
Color Chart

Typography
Helvetica Medium Condensed
75 mm (3”) cap height required for 
all text.

Mounting
Braided stainless steel wire or rod. 
Sign must not be attached directly 
to “T Grid” or lift out ceiling tile.

Installation
From the ceiling.

Recommendations
This sign is for use in corridors to 
direct patients and public through 
the building. Because of required 
letter height there is a limit to the 
length of messages and limited 
number of messages.
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Size
IN-15.05 
152 mm x 2033 mm
(6” x 80”)

IN-15.06 
305 mm x 2033 mm
(12” x 80”)

IN-15.07 
457 mm x 2033 mm
(18” x 80”)

IN-15.08 
305 mm x 2033 mm
(12” x 80”)

Description & Use
Use this sign for directional 
information that needs to be 
communicated overhead. Sign is 
double sided and both sides can 
be used for messages.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Sliding Rail Back; Copy Panel; Top 
Accent Bar; End Caps

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text & Arrows: Refer to Color 
Chart.
Background & Accent Bar: Refer to 
Color Chart

Typography
Helvetica Medium Condensed
75 mm (3”) cap height required for 
all text.

Mounting
Braided stainless steel wire or rod. 
Sign must not be attached directly 
to “T Grid” or lift out ceiling tile.

Installation
From the ceiling.

Recommendations
This sign is for use in corridors to 
direct patients and public through 
the building. Because of required 
letter height there is a limit to the 
length of messages and limited 
number of messages.
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Soffit Mounted Directional Sign
IN-15.09-12

Size
IN-15.09 
152 mm x 1016 mm
(6” x 40”)

IN-15.10
305 mm x 1016 mm
(12” x 40”)

IN-15.11 
457 mm x 1016 mm
(18” x 40”)

IN-15.12
305 mm x 1016 mm
(12” x 40”)

Description & Use
Use this sign for directional 
information that needs to be 
communicated overhead. 

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Sliding Rail Back; Copy Panel; Top 
Accent Bar; End Caps

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text & Arrows: Refer to Color 
Chart.
Background & Accent Bar: Refer to 
Color Chart

Typography
Helvetica Medium Condensed
75 mm (3”) cap height required for 
all text.

Mounting
Double sided foam tape, silastic 
adhesive or screw.

Installation
On soffits above doors, alcoves 
and counters.

Recommendations
This sign is for use in corridors to 
direct patients and public through 
the building. Because of required 
letter height there is a limit to the 
length of messages and limited 
number of messages.
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IN15.12

IN15.09

IN15.10

IN15.11
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Soffit Mounted Directional Sign
IN-15.13-16

Size
IN-15.13
152 mm x 2033 mm
(6” x 80”)

IN-15.14
305 mm x 2033 mm
(12” x 80”)

IN-15.15
457 mm x 2033 mm
(18” x 80”)

IN-15.16 
305 mm x 2033 mm
(12” x 80”)

Description & Use
Use this sign for directional 
information that needs to be 
communicated overhead. 

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Sliding Rail Back; Copy Panel; Top 
Accent Bar; End Caps

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text & Arrows: Refer to Color 
Chart.
Background & Accent Bar: Refer to 
Color Chart

Typography
Helvetica Medium Condensed
75 mm (3”) cap height required for 
all text.

Mounting
Double sided foam tape, silastic 
adhesive or screw.

Installation
On soffits above doors, alcoves 
and counters.

Recommendations
This sign is for use in corridors to 
direct patients and public through 
the building. Because of required 
letter height there is a limit to the 
length of messages and limited 
number of messages.
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IN15.16

IN15.13

IN15.14

IN15.15
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Ceiling Mounted Identification Sign
IN-16.01-4
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Size
IN-16.01 
152 mm x 1016 mm
(6” x 40”)

IN-16.02 
305 mm x 1016 mm
(12” x 40”)

IN-16.03 
457 mm x 1016 mm
(18” x 40”)

IN-16.04 
305 mm x 1016 mm
(12” x 40”)

Description & Use
Use this sign for identifying a 
department overhead. Sign is 
double sided and both sides can 
be used for messages.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Sliding Rail Back; Copy Panel; Top 
Accent Bar; End Caps

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background & Accent Bar: Refer to 
Color Chart

Typography
Helvetica Medium Condensed
75 mm (3”) cap height required for 
all text.

Mounting
Braided stainless steel wire or rod. 
Sign must not be attached directly 
to “T Grid” or lift out ceiling tile.

Installation
From the ceiling.

Recommendations
This sign is for use throughout a 
building. Because of required letter 
height there is a limit to the length 
of messages and limited number of 
messages.
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Ceiling Mounted Identification Sign
IN-16.05-8
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Size
IN-16.05 
152 mm x 2033 mm
(6” x 80”)

IN16.06
30-5 mm x 2033 mm
(12” x 80”)

IN-16.07
457 mm x 2033 mm
(18” x 80”)

IN-16.08
305 mm x 2033 mm
(12” x 80”)

Description & Use
Use this sign for identifying a 
department overhead. Sign is 
double sided and both sides can 
be used for messages.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Sliding Rail Back; Copy Panel; Top 
Accent Bar; End Caps

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background & Accent Bar: Refer to 
Color Chart

Typography
Helvetica Medium Condensed
75 mm (3”) cap height required for 
all text.

Mounting
Braided stainless steel wire or rod. 
Sign must not be attached directly 
to “T Grid” or lift out ceiling tile.

Installation
From the ceiling.

Recommendations
This sign is for use throughout a 
building. Because of required letter 
height there is a limit to the length 
of messages and limited number of 
messages.
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Soffit Mounted Identification Sign
IN-16.09-12

Size
IN-16.09
152 mm x 1016 mm
(6” x 40”)

IN-16.10 
305 mm x 1016 mm
(12” x 40”)

IN-16.11 
457 mm x 1016 mm
(18” x 40”)

IN-16.12
305 mm x 1016 mm
(12” x 40”)

Description & Use
Use this sign for identifying a 
department overhead. 

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Sliding Rail Back; Copy Panel; Top 
Accent Bar; End Caps

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background & Accent Bar: Refer to 
Color Chart

Typography
Helvetica Medium Condensed
75 mm (3”) cap height required for 
all text.

Mounting
Double sided foam tape, silastic 
adhesive or screw.

Installation
On soffits above doors, alcoves 
and counters.

Recommendations
This sign is for use throughout a 
building. Because of required letter 
height there is a limit to the length 
of messages and limited number of 
messages.
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Ceiling Mounted Identification Sign
IN-16.13-16

Size
IN-16.13 
152 mm x 2033 mm
(6” x 80”)

IN16.14
30-5 mm x 2033 mm
(12” x 80”)

IN-16.15
457 mm x 2033 mm
(18” x 80”)

IN-16.16
305 mm x 2033 mm
(12” x 80”)

Description & Use
Use this sign for identifying a 
department overhead. 

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Sliding Rail Back; Copy Panel; Top 
Accent Bar; End Caps

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background & Accent Bar: Refer to 
Color Chart

Typography
Helvetica Medium Condensed
75 mm (3”) cap height required for 
all text.

Mounting
Double sided foam tape, silastic 
adhesive or screw.

Installation
On soffits above doors, alcoves 
and counters.

Recommendations
This sign is for use throughout a 
building. Because of required letter 
height there is a limit to the length 
of messages and limited number of 
messages.
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IN16.16

IN16.13

IN16.14

IN16.15
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Directory
IN-17.01

Directory

Title 1A74 Subtitle 1B48

Sub-Subtitle 1C49

������������

�������������������������

VA Medical Center Gainesville

Directory

�������������������������

������������

������������

Title
Subtitle

Title

Title

Subtitle
Subtitle
Subtitle
Subtitle

1A74
1A76
1A77
1A78

Title
Subtitle
Subtitle
Subtitle
Subtitle

1C32
1C33
1C36
1C38

Sub-Subtitle

Sub-Subtitle

Sub-Subtitle

Title
Subtitle
Subtitle
Subtitle

1B48
1B49
1B52

Sub-Subtitle
Sub-Subtitle

Subtitle
Subtitle

Title
Subtitle

Sub-Subtitle
Sub-Subtitle
Sub-Subtitle

Subtitle
Subtitle

3A54

3A55
3A56

Subtitle
Subtitle
Subtitle

2A42

2A44
2A45
2A46
2A48
2A52

Subtitle
Subtitle

2B32
2B34

Directory

��
�

�
��

�
���

���
��

Size
762 mm H x 610 mm W 
(2’-6” H x 2’-0” W)

Description & Use
Small size main lobby directory. 48 
directory strips.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)
Header Layout A is for a basic 
directory header. Header Layout B 
is for a directory header to contain 
the name of the facility. Copy Strip 
A is for use with the main listings. 
Copy Strip B is for a secondary 
listing under a main listing or when 
the name is too long to fit on Strip 
A.

Sign Components
Sliding Rail Back; Copy Panel; Top 
Accent Bar; End Caps

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background & Accent Bar: Refer to 
Color Chart

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Screw.

Installation
On wall.

Recommendations
This directory is for use in the 
main lobby of small buildings 
which would typically have no 
more than 30 to 40 listings. All 
listings in a directory should be 
done in alphabetical order. List 
in the directory only services 
or departments which have 
contact with patients and public. 
Distribute any blank directory 
strips throughout the directory to 
provide spacing between groups 
of listings.
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Large Directory
IN-17.02

Directory

Sub-Subtitle 1C49
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Title
Subtitle

Title

Title

Subtitle
Subtitle
Subtitle
Subtitle

Title
Subtitle
Subtitle
Subtitle
Subtitle

1C34
1C37
1C38
1C42

Sub-Subtitle

Sub-Subtitle

Sub-Subtitle

1A74
1A75
1A77
1A78

Title
Subtitle
Subtitle
Subtitle

1B48
1B49
1B51

Sub-Subtitle
Sub-Subtitle

Subtitle
Subtitle

Title
Subtitle

Sub-Subtitle
Sub-Subtitle
Sub-Subtitle

Subtitle
Subtitle

2C60

2C61
2C62

Subtitle
Subtitle
Subtitle

2B37

2B40
2B41
2B42
2B44
2B45

Subtitle
Subtitle

2C50
2C55

Title

Title

Subtitle
Sub-Subtitle
Sub-Subtitle
Sub-Subtitle

Subtitle
Subtitle

Title
Subtitle

Sub-Subtitle
Sub-Subtitle
Sub-Subtitle

Subtitle
Subtitle

2C60

2C61
2C62

2B37

2B40
2B41

Subtitle
Subtitle

2C50
2C55

Directory

Title 1A74 Subtitle 1B48
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VA Medical Center Houston
Directory
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�
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�
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��

Size
915 mm H x 915 mm W 
(3’-0” H x 3’-0” W)

Description & Use
Main lobby directory. 90 directory 
strips.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)
Header Layout A is for a basic 
directory header. Header Layout B 
is for a directory header to contain 
the name of the facility. Copy Strip 
A is for use with the main listings. 
Copy Strip B is for a secondary 
listing under a main listing or when 
the name is too long to fit on Strip 
A.

Sign Components
Sliding Rail Back; Copy Panel; Top 
Accent Bar; End Caps

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background & Accent Bar: Refer to 
Color Chart

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Screw.

Installation
On wall.

Recommendations
This directory is for use in the 
main lobby of small buildings 
which would typically have no 
more than 60 to 80 listings. All 
listings in a directory should be 
done in alphabetical order. List 
in the directory only services or 
departments which have contact 
with patients and public. Distribute 
any blank directory strips 
throughout the directory to provide 
spacing between groups of listings
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Directory with Map
IN-17.03
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Title
Subtitle

Title

Title

Subtitle
Subtitle
Subtitle
Subtitle

1A74
1A76
1A77
1A78

Title
Subtitle
Subtitle
Subtitle
Subtitle

1C32
1C33
1C36
1C38

Sub-Subtitle

Sub-Subtitle

Sub-Subtitle

Title
Subtitle
Subtitle
Subtitle

1B48
1B49
1B52

Sub-Subtitle
Sub-Subtitle

Subtitle
Subtitle

Title
Subtitle

Sub-Subtitle
Sub-Subtitle
Sub-Subtitle

Subtitle
Subtitle

3A54

3A55
3A56

Subtitle
Subtitle
Subtitle

2A42

2A44
2A45
2A46
2A48
2A52

Subtitle
Subtitle

2B32
2B34

VA Medical Center Togus
Directory

VA Medical Center Togus
Directory
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Directory

���

Sub-Subtitle 1C49
������������

Title 1A74

Subtitle 1B48
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�
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Size
762 mm H x 1220 mm W 
(2’-6” H x 4’-0” W)

Description & Use
Small size main lobby directory 
with a map of the building. 48 
directory strips.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)
Header Layout A is for a basic 
directory header. Header Layout B 
is for a directory header to contain 
the name of the facility. Copy Strip 
A is for use with the main listings. 
Copy Strip B is for a secondary 
listing under a main listing or when 
the name is too long to fit on Strip 
A.

Sign Components
Sliding Rail Back; Copy Panel; Top 
Accent Bar; End Caps

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl. 

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background & Accent Bar: Refer to 
Color Chart

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Screw.

Installation
On wall.

Recommendations
This directory is for use in the 
main lobby of small buildings 
which would typically have no 
more than 30 to 40 listings. All 
listings in a directory should be 
done in alphabetical order. List 
in the directory only services 
or departments which have 
contact with patients and public. 
Distribute any blank directory 
strips throughout the directory to 
provide spacing between groups 
of listings.
Maps should be simple and 
show the corridor system, major 
departments and locations of 
elevators. If a building has multiple 
floors, then all floors should be 
shown. Orientate floor plans to 
represent the building in the same 
direction as the map is being 
viewed.
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IN-17.04

Size
915 mm H x 1525 mm W 
(3’-0” H x 5’-0” W)

Description & Use
Main lobby directory with a map of 
the building. 90 directory strips.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)
Header Layout A is for a basic 
directory header. Header Layout B 
is for a directory header to contain 
the name of the facility. Copy Strip 
A is for use with the main listings. 
Copy Strip B is for a secondary 
listing under a main listing or when 
the name is too long to fit on Strip 
A.

Sign Components
Sliding Rail Back; Copy Panel; Top 
Accent Bar; End Caps

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background & Accent Bar: Refer to 
Color Chart

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Screw.

Installation
On wall.

Recommendations
This directory is for use in the 
main lobby of small buildings 
which would typically have no 
more than 60 to 80 listings. All 
listings in a directory should be 
done in alphabetical order. List 
in the directory only services 
or departments which have 
contact with patients and public. 
Distribute any blank directory 
strips throughout the directory to 
provide spacing between groups 
of listings.
Maps should be simple and 
show the corridor system, major 
departments and locations of 
elevators. If a building has multiple 
floors, then all floors should be 
shown. Orientate floor plans to 
represent the building in the same 
direction as the map is being 
viewed.

Directory
�������������������������

Directory
VA Medical Center Regional Milwaukee

�������������������������

Title

Title

Subtitle
Sub-Subtitle

Title
Subtitle
Subtitle
Subtitle
Subtitle

1A74
1A76
1A77
1A78

Title
Subtitle
Subtitle
Subtitle
Subtitle

1C32
1C33
1C36
1C38

Sub-Subtitle
Sub-Subtitle

Title
Subtitle
Subtitle
Subtitle

1B48
1B49
1B52

Title
Subtitle
Subtitle
Subtitle
Subtitle

1A74
1A76
1A77
1A78

Title
Subtitle
Subtitle
Subtitle
Subtitle

1C32
1C33
1C36
1C38

Title
Subtitle
Subtitle
Subtitle

1B48
1B49
1B52

Sub-Subtitle
Sub-Subtitle

Subtitle
Subtitle

Title
Subtitle

Sub-Subtitle
Sub-Subtitle
Sub-Subtitle

Subtitle
Subtitle

3A54

3A55
3A56

Subtitle
Subtitle
Subtitle

2A42

2A44
2A45
2A46
2A48
2A52

Subtitle
Subtitle

2B32
2B34

Directory
VA Medical Center Regional Milwaukee

Subtitle 1B52
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Sub-Subtitle 1C49
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Title 1A74

Subtitle 1B48
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Floor Directory
IN-17.05

Title 1A74

Subtitle 1B48

Sub-Subtitle 1C49
�����������������
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F LOOR
TWELVE4FLOOR

FOUR

Title 1A47

Title 1A62
Subtitle 1A63
Subtitle 1A64
Subtitle 1A65
Subtitle 1A66

Title 1B45
Subtitle
Subtitle

1B46
1B46

Subtitle 1A49
Subtitle 1A50
Sub-Subtitle
Sub-Subtitle

F L OOR
TWELVE

��
�

�
��

�
���

���
��

Size
762 mm H x 305 mm W 
(2’-6” H x 12” W)

Description & Use
Small size elevator lobby directory. 
24 directory strips.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)
Header Layout A is for a single 
digit floor. Header Layout B is for a 
double digit floor. Copy Strip A is 
for use with the main listings. Copy 
Strip B is for a secondary listing 
under a main listing or when the 
name is too long to fit on Strip A.

Sign Components
Sliding Rail Back; Copy Panel; Top 
Accent Bar; End Caps

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background & Accent Bar: Refer to 
Color Chart

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Screw.

Installation
On wall adjacent to elevator.

Recommendations
This directory is for use in 
the elevator lobbies of small 
buildings which would typically 
have no more than 20 listings. 
All listings in a directory should 
be done in alphabetical order. 
List in the directory only services 
or departments which have 
contact with patients and public. 
Distribute any blank directory 
strips throughout the directory to 
provide spacing between groups 
of listings.
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Large Floor Directory
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Title 1A74

Subtitle 1B48

Sub-Subtitle 1C49
�����������������

�����������������

�����������������

�����������������

F LOOR
TWELVE

�����������������

4FLOOR
FOUR
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�
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Title 1A47

Title 2A62
Subtitle 2A63
Subtitle 2A64
Subtitle 2A65
Subtitle 2A66

Title 2B45
Subtitle
Subtitle

2B46
2B46

Subtitle 1A49
Subtitle 1A50
Sub-Subtitle
Sub-Subtitle

Title 1A47

Title 1A62
Subtitle 1A63
Subtitle 1A64
Subtitle 1A65

Subtitle 1A63
Subtitle 1A64
Subtitle 1A65

Subtitle 1A66

Subtitle 1A49
Subtitle 1A50
Sub-Subtitle

F L OOR
TWELVE

Title 1A62
Subtitle 1A63
Subtitle 1A64
Subtitle 1A65
Subtitle 1A66

Size
762 mm H x 610 mm W 
(2’-6” H x 2’-0” W)

Description & Use
Elevator lobby directory. 48 
directory strips.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)
Header Layout A is for a single 
digit floor. Header Layout B is for a 
double digit floor. Copy Strip A is 
for use with the main listings. Copy 
Strip B is for a secondary listing 
under a main listing or when the 
name is too long to fit on Strip A.

Sign Components
Sliding Rail Back; Copy Panel; Top 
Accent Bar; End Caps

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background & Accent Bar: Refer to 
Color Chart

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Screw.

Installation
On wall adjacent to elevator.

Recommendations
This directory is for use in 
the elevator lobbies of small 
buildings which would typically 
have no more than 40 listings. 
All listings in a directory should 
be done in alphabetical order. 
List in the directory only services 
or departments which have 
contact with patients and public. 
Distribute any blank directory 
strips throughout the directory to 
provide spacing between groups 
of listings.
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Glass Door & Side Light Graphics
IN-18.01

ENT Clinic
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ENT Clinic
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ENT Clinic
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ENT Clinic

Sign
38 mm H
(1 1/2” H)
51 mm H
(2” H)
(Other sizes as needed)

Description & Use
This sign is for use at the entry 
doors to rooms or departments 
that are used by patients and 
public

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl.

Colors
Text: White - T1
Do not use black or colors.

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Glass side light and glass doors.

Installation
Apply to front reading surface of 
glass or second surface of glass 
with reverse (backward) cut letters.
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Dimensional Letters
IN-19.01-3

Size
IN-19.01
76 mm H x 10 mm D
(3” H x 3/8” D)

IN-19.02
102 mm H x 10 mm D
(4” H x 3/8” D)

IN-19.03
152 mm H x 10 mm D
(6” H x 3/8” D)

Description & Use
Identification of information 
counters, major departments or 
services.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Painted acrylic.

Graphic Process
Cut out dimensional letters.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Color should have a high contrast 
with surrounding wall color and 
surface.

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Silastic adhesive or studs and 
silastic adhesive.

Installation
On walls or soffits.

Recommendations
Dimensional letters provide high 
impact, high visibility and formal 
identification. Do not use for 
departments or services that have 
frequent relocation’s or name 
changes. Suggested typical uses 
would be for Information, Check In, 
Canteen, Pharmacy, etc.
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Size
152 mm x 152 mm
(6” H x 6” W)

Description & Use
Use this sign above handicap 
accessible automatic door 
opening buttons.

Message Configuration
(Refer to layout drawing for 
lettering sizes and dimensions)

Sign Components
Painted acrylic.

Graphic Process
Silk-screened or surface applied 
vinyl.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart.
Background: Refer to Color Chart

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
On wall 6” above automatic door 
opening button.

Recommendations
These signs help bring attention 
and provide direction to doors with 
automatic opening capability.
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The specifications for interior signs are 
available in the Master Construction 
Specifications area of the VA Technical 
Information Library. 

http://www.va.gov/facmgt/standard/
spec_10.asp

Refer to Specification 10440.

For more information regarding specifi-
cations, contact the Office of Facilities 
Management, Standards Service.

The specifications will require editing to 
eliminate signs that are not needed and 
to adapt the specifications to the spe-
cific project for which they are intended. 

The specifications require close coordi-
nation taking into account the existing 
sign program at a medical center, sign 
maintenance and future signing needs. 

The sign message schedule is consid-
ered a part of the specifications and 
would comprise the last section. Con-
figuration of the message schedule may 
vary according to project requirements. 

The sign message schedule form, il-
lustrated in the Programming Section of 
this Handbook, lists the typical infor-
mation that a sign manufacturer and 
installer will require. 

The sign message schedule needs to 
be coordinated with a sign location plan 
drawing showing where signs are to be 
placed within a building or on the site. 
See the example in the Programming 
Section of this Handbook.
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The type of interior sign and sign 
system being selected for a particular 
application or facility may require 
several decisions and involve different 
construction and assembly components 
to meet the desired requirements. 
This section provides an overview of 
the intended criteria for interior  sign 
programs.

Many sign manufacturers currently 
market extrusions, standard parts 
and component sign systems 
that will accomplish the illustrated 
objectives of the intended interior sign 
system. These extruded, molded and 
fabricated component sign systems are 
acceptable so long as the illustrated 
and stated specifications are adhered 
to.

The acrylic interior sign program, that 
has been in place since 1980, is a 
program that can be replaced with 
a component system. This is a sign 
program that brings new products 
and solutions to meet various needs 
of the medical centers. Component 
systems are available from GSA sign 
manufacturers and sign manufacturers 
in the open market place.

The details showing the construction of 
the sign component system sign types 
are based on a concept of a component 
system. The illustrations are intended 
to show the desired configuration 
and intent of the various sign types. 
Sections of the extrusions and various 
parts are for illustration purposes and 
have not be engineered or configured 
for extruding and do not represent a 
finished form.

With the component system, variations 
such as beveled and radius shapes 
in the accent rails and end caps 
are not shapes that conform to the 
sign program. Elimination of radius 
corners reduces costs, provides more 
flexibility and allow inter-changing of 
components.

Once a component system is selected, 
it should eventually become the 
standard for the facility. The component 
system has been designed to be 
compatible with an existing old style 
acrylic system in size, however there 
will be a significant difference in 
appearance.

Both systems encourage the ongoing 
updating and maintenance of the sign 
program to be done by the facility. The 
component system uses vinyl letters 
or silk screened letters as the method 
of producing the lettering. Engraving 
can also be used, but this increases the 
costs of the signs and the added cost 
does not provide significant benefits.

The Specification section of the Guide 
should be read in conjunction with the 
Construction Details section. This will 
provide an overview of the interior sign 
construction requirements, materials 
and finishes.
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The guide illustrates component based 
sign systems for certain sign type 
families. These families are Type 03, 04, 
05, 06, 07, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16 and 
17.

Component systems use various 
interlocking elements which, when 
assembled, create a sign. They are 
available from several manufacturers 
and these general illustrations represent 
component systems that slide or snap 
together.

A benefit of the component system is 
that it provides flexibility and simplicity 
in maintaining and adapting signs to 
ever changing needs. Components 
from one sign can be interchanged with 
components from another sign quickly 
and easily. Existing signs can be added 
to or modified to perform another 
function. 

Changing directional signs is simple. 
Adding new text and arrows and 
rearranging messages is always 
possible.

While component signs can be installed 
along side old style acrylic signs, they 
will appear slightly different. Also, 
elements of the component system 
along with several of its benefits are not 
interchangeable with the acrylic system. 

Implementation of a component system 
requires commitment to that specific 
manufacturers system. Review carefully 
the advantages and disadvantages 
of various components systems from 
different manufacturers and talk to 
facilities that have installed the system 
that is being considered.

In the following pages, the guide 
illustrates the sliding rail component 
system to show how it would apply to 
the various sign type applications. Other 
systems may equally apply.
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Outpatient
Pharmacy 
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Sliding Rail 
Component System

The sliding rail component system 
uses various interlocking elements 
that slide together to create a sign.
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Snap Rail Component 
System

The snap rail component system 
uses various interlocking elements 
that snap together to create a sign.

Injected Molded Com-
ponent System

This component system uses 
molded plastic pieces that snap 
together to create a sign.

2A244
�
�
�
�
�

Outpatient
Pharmacy 

2A244
�
�
�
�
�

Outpatient
Pharmacy 

2A244
�
�
�
�
�

Outpatient
Pharmacy 

2A244
�
�
�
�
�

Outpatient
Pharmacy 
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3B35

3B35

3B35

Exclusions
Frames & Radius 
Corners
Frames for interior signs are no 
longer a part of the sign program. 

This applies to both thin and thick 
plastic and aluminum frames.

Radius corner signs and radius 
corner frames are also not 
included in the sign program.

Frames have been dropped from 
the interior sign program for 
several reasons: 
• They significantly increase
   the cost of signs
• They create difficulties  
   when inserting and removing 
   inserts
• Frames from different 
   manufacturers are not  
   compatible with inserts from 
   different companies
• Frames are quite thick and
   create a “dirt catching shelf”

• Frames from different 
   manufacturers have such  
   varied “looks” that this creates a  
   disorganized appearance within 
   a medical center.

Radius corners plaques are not a 
part of the program because they 
create compatibility problems 
when trying to maintain a sign 
program over several years 
using different manufacturers as 
suppliers. Radius corner framed 
plaques are worse and create even 
more compatibility problems.

If a facility has square corner 
frames, radius corner frames or 
radius corner plaques as a part of 
the current program, that element 
of the program can be continued if 
continuity is desired. 
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Detail 1

Sliding Rail Component System
Type IN03 & IN04.1
Room Identification Sign
Comprised of the following 
components:

1  A Sliding Rail Back utilizing 
horizontal grooves which are 
spaced to allow for uniform, 
modular sizing of sign types.

2  An Insert that mounts to the 
back of the Copy Panels to allow 
for attachment to Sliding Rail Back 
by sliding in horizontally from 
either side.

3  Copy Panel which can be made 
of a variety of materials to allow for 
different graphic needs.

4  End Caps which interlock to 
form an integral unit, enclosing 
and securing the changeable Copy 
Panels to the back.

5  Joiners and Accent Joiners 
that connect separate Sliding Rail 
Backs together. For example, a 
Joiner connects a Type IN03 sign 
to a IN04.1 sign.

6  Accent Bar which provides a 
3 mm (.125”) high decorative trim 
cap enclosing the top of the sign.
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Outpatient
Pharmacy 
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Detail 2

Sliding Rail Component System
Type IN05.1
Patient Room Sign
Comprised of the following 
components: (see Detail 1 for 
descriptions of items 1-6)

7  Extruded Insert Holder with 
integral rail grooves for connection 
with Sliding Rail Back.

8  Paper Copy Insert behind a 
clear textured polycarbonate cover.

Harry Anderson

John Smith
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�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�
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Detail 3

Component System
Type IN07.1
Conference, Exam or Treatment 
Room Sign Comprised of the fol-
lowing components: (see Details 
1&3 for descriptions of items 1-7)

9  Metal slider mounts in the Insert 
Holder and slides horizontally.

10  Polycarbonate Insert with 
subsurface copy and color.

Detail 4

Component System
Type IN06.2
Patient Bed Sign Comprised of the 
following components: (see Details 
1, 3 & 5 for descriptions of items 
1-10).

In Use

Outpatient
Conference
Room

In Use

Outpatient
Conference Room
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NPO 

NPO After Midnight
Intake & OutputFall Precautions

John Smith

Bed2

Fall Precautions

NPO After Midnight

Intake & Output

NPO

Intake & Output

Bed2
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�
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Detail 5

Component System
Type IN14
Wall Directional Sign Comprised of 
the following components:
(see Detail 1 for descriptions of 
items 1-6)

11  A double sided Structural Rail 
Back Panel utilizing horizontal rails 
which are spaced to allow for uni-
form, modular sizing of sign types.

Detail 6

Component System
Type IN15 & IN16
Ceiling Mount Sign Comprised of 
the following components:
(see Details 1, 9 for descriptions 
of items 1-6, 11)

12  A rod or braided stainless steel 
cable for attachment to the ceiling.

Surgery

Receptionist

Receptionist

��Surgery
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Detail 7

Component System
Type IN13
Perpendicular (flag) Mount Sign
Comprised of the following 
components: (see Details 1, 9 for 
descriptions of items 1-6, 11)

13  Extruded aluminum Mounting 
Bracket.
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Detail 8

Component System
Type IN15
Directory Comprised of the follow-
ing components: (see Details 1, 9 
for descriptions of items 1-6, 11)

Title

1A74

Subtitle

1B48

Subtitle

1B48

Title

1A74

Subtitle

1B48

Subtitle

1B48

Title

1A74

Subtitle

1B48

Subtitle

1B48

Sub-Subtitle

1C49

Sub-Subtitle

1C49

12FLOOR
TWELVE

Title

1A74

Subtitle

1B48

Subtitle

1B48

Title

1A74

Subtitle

1B48

Subtitle

1B48

Subtitle

1B48

Subtitle

1B48

4
FLOORFOUR

Subtitle

1B48

Subtitle

1B48

Title

Subtitle

Subtitle

Title
Subtitle

Subtitle

Subtitle

Subtitle

4
FLOORFOUR

Subtitle

Subtitle
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Detail 9

Acrylic System
Type IA16
Directory Comprised of the follow-
ing components: (see Detail 10 for 
a description of item j)

o  An extruded aluminum Direc-
tory Case Frame shaped to hold a 
hinged door and retain copy strips

p   Extruded aluminum Door Frame 
shaped to hold gasketed double 
strength glass, hinge and fit within 
the Directory Case Frame. Door 
shall contain a key lock for closure.

Title

1A74

Subtitle

1B48

Subtitle

1B48

Title

1A74

Subtitle

1B48

Subtitle

1B48

Title

1A74

Subtitle

1B48

Subtitle

1B48

Sub-Subtitle

1C49

Sub-Subtitle

1C49

12FLOOR
TWELVE

Title

1A74

Subtitle

1B48

Subtitle

1B48

Title

1A74

Subtitle

1B48

Subtitle

1B48

Subtitle

1B48

Subtitle

1B48

4
FLOORFOUR

Subtitle

1B48

Subtitle

1B48

Title

Subtitle

Subtitle

Title
Subtitle

Subtitle

Subtitle

Subtitle

4
FLOORFOUR

Subtitle

Subtitle
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Detail 10

Sign Frame
Type IA03, IA04.1 & IN10
Comprised of the following com-
ponents:
a  A Back Plaque
b  Spacers to allow for insertion 
of Copy Inserts by sliding them in 
horizontally from either side.
c  Copy Inserts which can be 
made of a variety of materials to 
allow for different graphic needs.
d  Face Plaque made of non-glare, 
optically clear acrylic that will 
allow clear reading of Copy Insert 
text. The Face Plaque is to have a 
second surface (sub-surface) color 
applied border to create a window.

a

b

c

d
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The installation of interior signs requires coordination of several interlaced criteria. 
Interior signs, especially directional signs, require coordination and careful 
consideration of the following: 

   •  Location of building entrances and elevators. 
   • Configuration of the corridor system. 
   •  Desired path of travel within the building for visitors, patients and employees. 
   •  Location of departments and clinics. 
   •  A simple clear room numbering system that follows a clear, 
      understandable pattern.
   •  Adequate light on and around directional signs.
   •  Placement of signs in locations where people are expecting them to be.

These elements help establish the basis of a clear sign program that 
communicates and informs in a direct and simple manner.

Interior signs function to communicate to both patients and visitors as well a staff. 
Their placements need to be planned relative to the intended viewer, particularly 
directional signs. Sign visibility to the intended user is a principal objective that is 
the basis of correct sign placement.

Proper sign placement is part of a well-planned interior sign program. 

In order to meet ADA guidelines, tactile room number signs must now always 
be specifically placed on the wall, on the strike/knob side of the door. Ceiling 
mounted signs require larger lettering size so only short selective message can be 
communicated. Interior directional signs are intended to communicate directions 
to visitors and patients and their placement needs to be planned relative to the 
intended viewer. Sign visibility to the user is a principal objective that is the basis 
of correct sign placement.

Correct placement of signs will usually mean that fewer signs are required. Too 
many signs can create a cluttered appearance and increase the difficulty for a 
viewer to find the particular information they are seeking. Placement of signs 
where there is sufficient lighting is critical. Care also needs to be taken to place 
signs in a manner that allow clear viewing.

Colors need to be considered as well, as this has an effect the visibility of signs. 
Putting directional signs in a color that is different from room identification signs 
can be helpful to patients and visitors.

A sign program for a building, that works well, is one that has been planned as 
an integrated whole. All the way from the main entrance sign, to directional signs, 
room identification signs, informational signs, code required signs and life safety 
signs.

Criteria

Visibility

Placement

Planning
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Detail 1
Installation detail sign type 03,
building standard, room number.

Detail 2
Installation detail sign types 04.1, 
04.2, 05.1, 05.2, 05.3, 05.4, 07.1, 
07.2, 07.3. Building standard room 
number and name.
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Detail 3
Installation detail sign types 08.1, 
08.2, 08.3, 08.4, 09.1, 09.2, 09.3, 
09.4, 09.5, 09.6, 09.7, 09.8, 09.9, 
09.10, 09.11, 09.12, 09.13, 11.1, 
11.2. Building standard.

Detail 4
Installation detail sign types 10.4, 
10.5, 10.6.
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Detail 1 Detail 2

Detail 3 Detail 4

Detail 5
Installation detail sign types 10.2, 
10.3, 11.3, 14.4, 14.5

Detail 6
Installation detail sign types 10.1, 
14.1, 14.2, 17.1, 17.2, 17.3, 17.4.
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Detail 5 Detail 6
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Detail 7
Installation detail sign types 14.3

Detail 8
Installation detail sign types 13
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Detail 7 Detail 8

Detail 9
Installation detail sign types 15.1, 
15.2, 15.3, 15.4, 16.1, 16.2, 16.3, 
16.4.

Detail 10
Installation detail sign types 15.5, 
15.6, 15.7, 15.8, 16.5, 16.6, 16.7, 
16.8.
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Detail 9 Detail 10

Detail 11 Detail 12

Detail 13 Detail 14

Detail 11
Installation detail sign types 15.1, 
15.2, 15.3, 15.4, 16.1, 16.2, 16.3, 
16.4.

Detail 12
Installation detail sign types 15.5, 
15.6, 15.7, 15.8, 16.5, 16.6, 16.7. 
16.8.

Detail 13
Installation detail sign types 15.1, 
15.2, 15.3, 15.4, 16.1, 16.2, 16.3, 
16.4.

Detail 14
Installation detail sign types 06.1, 
06.2, 06.3.
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Detail 15
Installation detail sign types 17.5, 
17.6.

Detail 16
Installation detail sign type 18
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ENT Clinic

Detail 15 Detail 16

Detail 17 Detail 18

Detail 20 Detail 21

Detail 19

Detail 17
Installation detail sign type 18

Detail 18
Installation detail sign type 18

Detail 19
Installation detail sign types 19.1, 
19.2, 19.3.

Detail 20
Installation detail sign types 08.2, 
08.3, 08.4

Detail 21
Installation detail sign type 19.1, 
19.2, 19.3.

Detail 22
Tile wainscot wall installation guide 
for room identification signs.

Detail 23
Room identification sign 
installation guide for Spinal 
Rehabilitation and Nursing 
Home facilities.
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Detail 22 Detail 23
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Wall Mounted Sign 
Detail
Interior wall bracing for heavy 
signs, directories, cast plaques, 
etc.

Stud Backing Plate A
1  Max Weight- 25 lbs. point load. 
If sign load exceeds this use Stud 
Backing Plate B.
2  Attach plates to 3 studs min.
3  Verify length, height, location & 
number required.
4  Use #12 Self Tapping Screws 
when attaching items to backing, 
U.O.N.

Stud Backing Plate B
1  Max Weight- 50 lbs. point load. 
If sign load exceeds this use Stud 
Backing Plate C.
2  Attach plates to 3 studs min.
3  Verify length, height, location & 
number required.
4  Use double stud when stud is 
supporting more than 2 backing 
plates

Stud Backing Plate C
1  Max Weight- 200 lbs./ft. 
2  Attach plates to 3 studs min.
3  Verify length, height, location & 
number required.
4  Use double stud when stud is 
supporting more than 2 backing 
plates.

Stud Backing Plate D
1  Max Weight- 300 lbs. point load. 
2  Attach plates to 3 studs min.
3  Verify length, height, location & 
number required.

Glass Back Up
Certain signs may require that they 
be installed on glass because there 
is no available wall surface. 

When this situation occurs, a blank 
glass back up is required to be 
placed on opposite side of glass 
exactly behind sign being installed. 

This blank opaque glass back up 
is to be the same size and color 
as the sign being installed so it 
effectively covers and hides the 
mounting of the sign to the glass.
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Ceiling Mounted Sign 
Detail
Use for signs that weigh over 
20 lbs. and are mounted from a 
suspended ceiling system.

Concrete Roof Deck

Phillips Red Head Wedge 
Anchors

Threaded Coupling

Threaded Rod

Wire Bracing
To Deck

Steel Channel

Suspending Ceiling System

Braided
Stainless Cable

Ceiling Mounted Sign

Side View

Front View

Concrete Roof Deck

Phillips Red Head Wedge 
Anchors

Threaded Coupling

10 mm (3/8") Threaded Rod

16 Ga. Astm A510 
Wire Bracing 
To Deck

Steel Channel

Suspending Ceiling System

2 mm (1/16") 7 X 7 Braided 
Stainless Cable

Ceiling 
Mounted Sign
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Specialty 
Signs
  

  Freestanding Stanchion Sign
  Freestanding Informational
  Card or Paper Holder
  Chart, File or Binder Holder
  Door Knob Hanger
  Frangible Room Number sign
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Introduction

This section of the Sign & Graphic Design Guide is comprised of two basic 
types of signs. The first group of sign types IN-21, are freestanding signs 
which can be used to display a variety of information. For example, they can 
be used to display queuing directions for lines or changeable menu boards.

The second group of sign types IN-22, is an assortment of card and file 
holders, door knob hangers and frangible room number signs.  Each of these 
sign types have a range of uses and can be multipurpose.

The text on each sign can be adapted to  specific conditions and is open to 
modification. Placement of the signs is also specifically directed in the Policy 
Directive.
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Overview

Specialty Sign Designations

Each sign in the program guide has been give a specific sign type number des-
ignation. This designation provide a common description that can be referenced 
when programming a site and ordering signs. The following explains how the sign 
type designations are derived.

IN - 21 .03 A
I Designates an interior sign.
     N Identifies that the sign is non-illuminated.

21 Two digit numbers identifies a particular sign type family like
       the “signs for use in identifying Speciality Signs”.

.03 The two digit number following the period
        identifies a specific sign within the sign family.

A  The letter designates a specific sign
     configuration, version and/or layout for
     graphics.

Sign Type IN-21
Specialty Signs

IN-21.01 
Freestanding Stanchion Sign

IN-21.02 
Freestanding Informational Sign 

IN-21.03 
Freestanding Informational Sign

IN-21.04 
Freestanding Informational Sign 
 

IN-21.01

IN-21.03

IN-21.02

Line
Begins
Here

New
Patients

If office is empty, press button once.

For your laboratory work you may receive
two bills.  One for tests performed
here and one for those tests performed
at a reference lab.

IN-21.04

Today's Meetings
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Sign Type IN-22
Specialty Signs

IN-22.01 
Card or Paper Holder

IN-22.02 
Chart, or File Holder

IN-22.03 
Binder Holder

IN-22.04 
Door Knob Hanger

IN-22.05 
Frangible Room Number Sign

IN-22.01 IN-22.02 / IN-22.03 

IN-22.04 IN-22.05

No liquids after
8:00 p.m.

Education 
Information

Session
In 

Progress

2A244
2A244
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Size
Sign Face:
457 mm H x 457 mm W
(18” H x 18” W)

Description
Small freestanding identification, 
information, & directional sign to 
provide temporary information or 
queuing for lines.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions.)

Sign Components
Acrylic Plaque and polished 
aluminum tube stanchion post and 
weighted base.

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl

Colors
For background & type colors, 
refer to Color Chart.
Post & Base: P1, P2, P4 

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Movable, weighted base

Installation
Use for aiding in temporary 
directions, designating waiting 
areas or directing people needing 
to line up for a service.

IN-21.01
Freestanding Stanchion Sign

�������� ��������

Line
Begins
Here

Line
Begins
Here

Temporary
Exit
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IN-21.01
Freestanding Stanchion Sign
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Size
Sign Face:
610 mm H x 610 mm W
(24” H x 24” W)

Description
Freestanding identification, 
information and directional sign to 
provide temporary information.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions.) Layout A is for 
bold, short information. Layout B is 
for titles and text information.

Sign Components
Acrylic sign plaque on metal frame: 
Polished aluminum tube frame and 
weighted base.

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl

Colors
For background & type colors, 
refer to Color Chart. 
Post & Base: P1, P2, P4 

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Movable, weighted base

Installation
Use for aiding in temporary 
information and directions, 
designating waiting or directing 
people needing to line up for a 
service.

IN-21.02
Freestanding Informational Sign

�������� ��������

This entrance
is closed
temporarily

New
Patients

If office is empty, press button once.

For your laboratory work you may receive
two bills.  One for tests performed
here and one for those tests performed
at a reference lab.

New
Patients

If office is empty, press button once.

For your laboratory work you may receive
two bills.  One for tests performed
here and one for those tests performed
at a reference lab.
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IN-21.02
Freestanding Informational Sign
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IN-21.03

Size
Sign Face:
610 mm H x 610 mm W
(24” H x 24” W)

Description
Small freestanding information sign 
to provide temporary information.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions.) 
Layout A is changeable letters.
Layout B is a tackboard with a title 
header.

Sign Components
Polished aluminum case with glass 
locking door. Interior surface is a 
grooved felt covered changeable 
letterboard or a vinyl impregnated 
tackboard. Polished aluminum 
tube frame with weighted base.

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl to header 
above tack board.

Colors
For header background and type 
colors, refer to Color Chart.
Post, Base and Case: P1, P2, P4
Changeable Letterboard Felt: 
Select from manufacturer’s list.

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Movable, weighted base

Recommendations
Use for aiding in temporary 
information and announcing events 
and meetings.

Freestanding Informational Sign

���������
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���������
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Today's MeetingsStaff Meeting 
1:00 12/9
Conference Room A
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IN-21.03
Freestanding Informational Sign
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IN-21.04
Size
Sign Face:
915 mm H x 762 mm W
(36” H x 30” W)

Description
Freestanding Information Sign to 
provide temporary information.

Message Configuration
(Refer to message layout drawing 
for dimensions.)
Layout A is changeable letters.
Layout B is a tackboard with a title 
header.

Sign Components
Polished aluminum case with glass 
locking door. Interior surface is a 
grooved felt covered changeable 
letterboard or a vinyl impregnated 
tackboard. Polished aluminum 
tube frame with weighted base.

Graphic Process
Surface applied vinyl to header 
above tack board.

Colors
For header background colors, 
refer to Color Chart.
Post, Base & Case: P1, P2, P4
Changeable Letter Board Felt: 
Select from manufacturer’s list

Typography
Helvetica Medium

Mounting
Movable, weighted base

Recommendations
Use for aiding in temporary 
information and announcing events 
and meetings.

Freestanding Informational Sign

Today's
Meetings
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TODAY'S MENU
Ham Sandwich
Turkey Sandwich
Cheese Pizza
Macaroni & Cheese
Garden Salad
Tomato Soup

$2.50
$2.75
$2.00
$1.70
$1.10
$1.00

Vanilla Pudding
Ice Cream Sandwich
Chocolate Cookie

$0.50
$0.75
$0.75
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IN-22.01
Size
Holder Size:
229 mm 
(9” W)

Description
Card or Paper Holder to 
temporarily hold paper or notices.

Sign Components
Aluminum extrusion with ball or 
cylinder pinch roller.

Colors
Holder: P1 or P2

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive.

Installation
On wall directly under sign.

Recommendations
Can be installed under a patient 
room sign or a patient bed sign 
to hold miscellaneous pieces of 
paper. Can be installed under 
office sign for use as a message 
placement holder or used at 
conference rooms to hold room 
schedules, etc.

Card or Paper Holder

No liquids after
8:00 p.m.

����������
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IN-22.02, IN-22.03

Size
Holder Size:
IN22.02 
298 mm x 381 mm x 64mm 
(11 3/4” x 15” x 2 1/2”)

IN22.03 
298 mm x 381 mm x 102 mm 
(11 3/4” x 15” x 4”) 

Description
Chart, File or Binder Holder to hold 
charts, files or binders. 

Sign Components
Painted, formed metal

Colors
For background & type colors, 
refer to Color Chart.

Mounting
Mechanical fasteners

Installation
On wall  

Recommendations
Multipurpose

Chart, File, or Binder Holder

������ ������

Education 
Information
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Single Post Parking Notice

IN-22.02, IN-22.03
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IN-22.04
Door Knob HangerSize

Sign Face:
267 mm H x 115 mm W
(10” H x 4 1/2” W)

Description
Door Knob Hanger used to 
indicate room is in use.

Graphic Process
Silkscreened on styrene

Colors
Background:B (White)
Text: T6

Mounting
Hang over door handle.

Installation
Temporary

Do Not 
Disturb

Session
In 

Progress Do Not 
Disturb

Session In 
Progress

Session
In 

Progress
����� ����

�������� ��������
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Door Knob Hanger
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IN-22.05
Frangible Room Number SignSize

Sign Face:
76 mm H x 229 mm W
(3” H x 9” W)

Description
Room number sign to be 
placed on all rooms that require 
identification.

Sign Construction
Polymer sign face laminated to 
polyester backing plate with full 
coverage application of VHB tape.

Graphic Process
Tactile room number with 
accompanying Braille.

Colors
Text: Refer to Color Chart
Background: Refer to Color chart

Mounting
Double sided foam tape or silastic 
adhesive. 

Installation
Knob side of door, 1575 mm (63”) 
to top of sign and 50 mm (2”) over 
from door frame.

Recommendations
This sign is to be used for 
psychiatric areas or other secured 
areas where signs are required 
for license compliance and in 
which signs can not be used as a 
weapon. 

2A244
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Detail: 2

Size
Correct placement of signs will 
usually mean that fewer signs 
are required. Too many signs can 
create a cluttered appearance and 
increase the difficulty for a viewer 
to find the particular information 
they are seeking.

Detail 1
Installation detail sign type 
IN-22.01

Detail 2
Installation detail sign type 
IN-22.01

Detail 3
Installation detail sign type 
IN-22.05

SIGN TYPE 
IN05, IA05

SIGN TYPE 
IN06, IA06
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Detail: 1

Detail: 3
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Every building needs a sign program.

That common understanding starts with 
the fact that today’s building codes 
require certain life safety signs for 
building occupancy. Added to that are 
basic signs that are needed for basic 
operational purposes, such as restroom 
signs. 

Next, comes the need for labeling 
rooms. This allows for people to fi nd 
rooms, its occupants and services, have 
things delivered and get repairs made. 
When a building has more the one 
straight corridor the need for directional 
signs now becomes apparent. Add 
another fl oor(s) and now you need 
additional types of life safety signs and 
fl oor level designations.

So clearly every building needs signs. 
New buildings are easy because they 
can start with a fresh new sign program 
tailored to the initial occupancy of the 
building and to the requirements of the 
fi rst users.

Older buildings, on the other hand, 
have existing signs, however, unless 
the sign program has been regularly 
updated with every building remodel, 
modifi cation and occupant usage, 
that sign program may be in need of 
replacement or at minimum updating for 
code compliance.

Need a New Sign 
Program?

Every site needs a sign program.

Today’s building codes require certain 
exterior signs for building occupancy 
like the identifi cation of handicapped 
entrances and parking. Also, VA 
directives require certain signs be 
posted at the entry to the site.

Next, comes the need for identifying 
buildings and entrances. This allows for 
people to fi nd occupants and services 
and have things delivered. When a 
site has more than one building, then 
directional signs becomes necessary. 
Add even more buildings, parking lots 
and roads and directional information 
to drivers and pedestrians becomes 
critically important for people to fi nd the 
destination.

It is clearly evident that every site needs 
exterior signs. New sites can start with 
a fresh new sign program, but this is not 
typically common. 

Most sites have been in use and have 
added and removed buildings over the 
years, relocated building entrances 
and moved services from one building 
to another. Unless the exterior sign 
program has been regularly updated, 
that sign program may be in need of 
replacement.

How do you know if 
your facility needs a 
new exterior sign 
program?

Following are some tell tale indicators that your site and facility need a new 
exterior sign program. Generally, the more of these that apply, the more pressing 
the need.

•   Is your exterior sign program older than 10 years?

•   Do your exterior signs have rust showing through the paint?

•   Is the name on your main site identifi cation sign correct?

•   Does your exterior sign program contain signs that are leaning or falling over?

•   Have you made changes to your parking lots? (use and location)

•   Have you closed or changed the use of buildings on campus?

•   Is the paint or lettering pealing off your signs?

•   Have your signs been vandalized and not repaired, or repaired poorly?

Evaluation
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Need a Sign Program

How do you know if 
your facility needs a 
new exterior sign 
program?
(Continued)

•   Does you exterior sign program refer to buildings that are closed?

•   Are your exterior signs faded and streaked?

•   Do you have plywood or temporary signs serving as directional or identifi cation
     signs?

•   Are your exterior signs covered or hidden by landscaping or trees?

•   Do the exterior signs refer to departments, entrances or services that are no
     longer available or current?

How does age affect 
your exterior sign 
program?

If your sign program is 3 to 5 years old 
and you have maintained and created 
or updated the necessary directional 
signs every time a department or 
service is moved, your sign program 
can be considered reasonably current 
and will function for many years to 
come.

If your sign program is 5 to 10 years 
old, more than likely the directional 
wayfi nding program has mistakes, 
missing information and misleading 
directional information. During the 5 to 
10 year period the paint fi nish on the 
signs is starting to show the affect of 
weather aging.

Also, over a 10-year period there has 
probably been a few remolding or new 
construction projects that may have 
created orphaned signs or signs that 
are incorrectly labeling buildings or 
services. Parking location and usage 

has also probably changed. And, sign 
programs that are 10 years old have 
also probably had several people 
working to maintain them over the span 
of years. 

At 15 years a sign program has now 
past the threshold of still being usable. 
Rust, corrosion, peeling and severely 
faded paint mean your signs have now 
reached point where they should be 
replaced like any other worn out or 
obsolete piece of equipment

Exterior sign programs that are over 
20 years old are past the point of 
usefulness. The physical condition of 
the signs is usually so bad they are 
actually “junk”. Other aspects with a 
sign program at this age is that the 
information conveyed is probably so out 
of date that it actually provides little if 
any help to patients and visitors.

How do you know if 
your facility needs 
a new interior sign 
program?

Following are some tell tale indicators that your facility needs a new interior sign 
program. Generally, the more of these that apply to your buildings, the more 
pressing the need for a replacement sign program.

•   Is your sign program older than 15 years?

•   Does staff constantly get asked for directions from confused or lost patients
     and visitors?

•   Is your information counter over whelmed with requests for directions?

•   Have your code and life safety signs been upgraded in the last 5 years?

•   Do you have home made or paper signs identifying rooms or functioning as  
     directional signs?

•   Are your directional signs and graphics still directing people to departments 
     that no longer exist or have moved?

•   Are your interior signs in different colors at the same door or different types? 

Evaluation
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How do you know if 
your facility needs 
a new interior sign 
program? 
(Continued)

•   At the same door, are your interior signs different types, colors or material?

•   Are your room number signs mounted on the door or on the door frame  above
     the door?

•   Are your signs mounted in the correct location?

•   Are your interior signs tapped to the wall?

•   Has remodeling or new construction changed the circulation routes in the 
     building?

•   Do you have color stripes in the fl oor or on the wall that no longer lead to 
     designated departments?

•   Has the use of the rooms in building changed?

•   Is your room numbering system confusing and are numbers being used out 
     of sequence?

•   Has there been a major relocation of services within the medical center?

•   Do you receive repeated requests for wayfi nding signs?

•   At department entrances do you have 3 or 4 signs describing the occupant?

How does age affect 
your interior sign 
program?

If your sign program is 5 years old 
and you have maintained and created 
the necessary directional signs every 
time a department is moved, your sign 
program can be considered reasonably 
current and will function for many years 
to come.

If your sign program is 10 years 
old, more than likely the directional 
wayfi nding program has mistakes, 
missing information and misleading 
directional information.  Also, over 
a 10-year period there has probably 
been a few remolding projects that may 
have created orphaned signs or signs 
that are incorrectly labeling rooms or 
services.  

Sign programs that are 10 years old 
have also probably had several people 
working to maintain them over the 
span of years. The resulting effects are 

such that each individual has added 
or deleted items that may or may not 
have been considered by the previous 
individual maintaining the sign program. 
The results being a sign program that 
can be confusing.  

At 15 years a sign program has now 
past the threshold of still being usable. 

So many factors have multiplied 
themselves that the original sign 
program is very likely so disconnected 
from what was originally implemented 
that there is no common thread 
of communication, look, fi nishes, 
placement or information.  

Sign programs that are over 20 years 
old are totally broken, dysfunctional 
and should be replaced like any other 
obsolete piece of equipment.

Evaluation
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Does your facility need 
to do room renumber-
ing?

Following are some tell tale indicators that a building needs to have the rooms 
renumbered and implement a new interior room identifi cation sign program. 

•   Is your sign program older than 15 years?

•   Has there been major remodeling with in the building?

•   Do you have duplicate room numbers within the building?

•   Has there been additions added to the building and were the new building room
     numbers coordinated with the existing building room numbers?

•   Have you had to add an lot of letters after a single room number to
     accommodate new rooms?

•   Has the use of the rooms in building changed?

•   Has there been a major relocation of services within the building?

•   If a patient or visitor is given a room number to go to, can they fi nd it without 
     asking someone for directions?

In a complete facility replacement sign project, it is important that improved pa-
tient wayfi nding is not hindered by keeping an outdated and broken room renum-
bering systems due to the desire to maintain current facility management systems 
like VISTA. There are now various ways to address new room numbering in facility 
management systems that maintain the database with current room renumbering.

Refer to the Room Renumbering section of this Guide for additional information.

Implementing a new sign program is project has a positive impact on every 
individual that uses your facility, patients, visitors and employees.

These are just a few of the things achieved.

•   Improved patient satisfaction.

•   Improved image of the VA to the patients and visitors.

•   Improved employee moral.

•   Improved professional image in the medical community.

•   Reduced staff time in providing directions to patients and visitors.

•   Modernized appearance to older buildings.

What does a new sign 
program bring to a 
facility?

Evaluation
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It is recommended that an Environmental Graphic Design fi rm be engaged for the 
development of large-scale interior and exterior sign programs. The contractual 
options are: (1) Include services as a part of an overall A/E contract; (2) Utilize 
existing “Open-Ended A/E” contracts and engage the fi rm as a subcontractor; (3) 
Hire an Environmental Graphic Design fi rm like any other A/E fi rm.

The following documentation describes a typical scope of work for engaging 
environmental graphic design programming services for a project. This outline 
can be used as a template. Also following are samples of evaluation criteria 
and questions that can used as an aid in the selection process for a qualifi ed 
Environmental Graphic Design fi rm.

Getting Help

Sample: 

Statement of Work

STATEMENT OF WORK
VAMC ___________________
ENVIRONMENTAL GRAPHIC PLANNING SERVICES

This statement of work is to provide environmental graphic design services.
 
The project will plan, design and program an interior and exterior sign and graphics 
program for the VAMC _________ and Community Based Outpatient Clinics (CBOCs) 
located in the ___________ area.  The exterior sign program will identify buildings and 
provide directional wayfi nding.  The interior sign program will develop a new room 
numbering system, provide for new life safety signs, new room identifi cation and a 
directional way-fi nding sign program.  

During the course of the development of the directional way-fi nding sign program for the 
interior, coordination will be conducted with the facility to identify architectural, interior 
design and communication issues at the facility that can be improved to provide better 
circulation and communication of services for patients and visitors. In the development of 
the directional way-fi nding sign program for the exterior, coordination will be conducted 
to identify site circulation issues for both vehicles and pedestrians that can be improved to 
provide better circulation and parking for patients and visitors.

The sign program “design look” will be developed to coordinate with the VA Sign & 
Graphic Design Guide utilizing a component base sign system.

A.   QUALIFICATIONS FOR SCOPE OF WORK

The Environmental Graphic Design fi rm shall have experience in providing design services 
specifi cally for the development of interior and exterior signage for health care facilities. 
The environmental graphic designerʼs activities and experience requirements are:

1.  Primary business activity (70%) is in the fi eld of Environmental Graphic Design
 performing the work of sign programming and design.

2.  Project Manager assigned to signage planning, way fi nding and programming must 
 have extensive experience with programming the room and informational signing 
 for the interior and exterior of large medical centers.  Included are the development 
 of a wayfi nding (directional) sign programs, room number and life safety signing, the 
 development of pedestrian and vehicle way-fi nding sign programs, building and 
 entrance identifi cation and traffi c/regulatory signing. Extensive experience refers to 
 having worked on and managed multiple large sized (250+bed) medical centers as  
 well as psychiatric hospitals, nursing homes and outpatient clinics.

3.  Ability to provide sign location plans in AutoCAD (if AutoCAD fi les are available 
 from the VA for the buildings and sites involved).

4.  Professional member of the Society for Environmental Graphic Design.

Get Help
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Sample:

Statement of Work
(Continued)

a.  The Environmental Graphic Design fi rm will review the existing room numbering 
 system and advise the medical center if it needs to be replaced. If the existing room 
 numbering system is “broken”, the Environmental Graphic Design fi rm will 
 develop a new room numbering system for all rooms and all fl oors of the selected 
 medical center/clinic. This room numbering system is one that is to be directed 
 toward visitors and staff.  Proposed options for new room numbering system will 
 be reviewed with facility Engineering and Interior Design.

b.  The Environmental Graphic Design fi rm will design and program an interior room 
 identifi cation sign program. This will involve programming and sign location plans 
 being prepared for all of the room identifi cation signs throughout the selected 
 medical center/ facility. This will include a complete sign message schedule 
 identifying each sign, its message and its type. Sign location plans will be prepared 
 showing the placement/location of the signs.

c.  The Environmental Graphic Design fi rm will design and program a life safety, 
 code and regulatory sign program. This will involve programming and sign 
 location plans being prepared for all of the regulatory, code and life safety signs 
 throughout the selected medical center/facility. This will include a complete sign 
 message schedule identifying each sign, its message and its type. Sign location 
 plans will be prepared showing the placement/location of regulatory, code and life 
 safety signs.

d.   The Environmental Graphic Design fi rm will design and program a directional 
 wayfi nding sign program. This will involve programming and sign location plans 
 being prepared for all of the directional signs throughout the selected medical 
 center/facility. This will include a complete sign message schedule identifying 
 each sign, its message and its type. Sign location plans will be prepared showing 
 the placement/location of directional signs.

e.   The Environmental Graphic Design Specialist will develop a report identifying 
 architectural, interior design and communication problems at the facilities that 
 need to be changed and improved to provide better identifi cation, circulation and 
 communication of services for patients and visitors.

f.  The Environmental Graphic Design fi rm will develop the design scheme for the 
 “look” of the interior sign program.  The design will generally defi ne the various 
 types of signs that will be used throughout the project along with issues of image, 
 materials and fi nishes, type style and layout, and color. Terminology, names and 
 titles, fl exibility of the system, form and scale, and legibility will also be 
 considerations in developing the design scheme. The design documents will 
 identify material fi nishes, trims, sign construction, installation and other design 
 details. The documents will include elevation drawing of each sign type with 
 applicable size and layout dimensions and any necessary side, top and back views.

5.  Thorough familiarity with the VA̓ s Sign & Graphic Design Guide.

6.  Knowledge of medical terminology and operational characteristics of hospitals and 
 clinics.

7.  Selected fi rm will be excluded from bidding the sign product and installation.

8.  Project manager assigned to the project must have experience in developing new 
 room numbering systems for medical centers.

B.   PROJECT SCOPE OF WORK

    1.    INTERIOR TASKS

Get Help
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g.   The Environmental Graphic Design fi rm will prepare complete specifi cations for 
 the product being specifi ed for the project.

h.   The Environmental Graphic Design fi rm will prepare suitable documentation 
 necessary for the VA to obtain pricing/quotations for the demolition of existing 
 signs and the installation of new signs.  The Environmental Graphics Design fi rm 
 will be required to prepare any of  the VA̓ s bidding documentation, excluding VA̓ s 
 standard forms.

i.  The Environmental Graphic Design fi rm will prepare a pre-construction budget for 
 product, demolition and installation.

j. The Environmental Graphic Design fi rm will provide construction implementation 
 services which include reviewing submittal and shop drawings submissions and 
 perform a pre-installation walk thru with contractor. At completion of installation, 
 the Environmental Graphic Design fi rm will make a fi nal inspection walk through 
 and prepare a “punch list” report noting defi ciencies and corrections necessary for 
 the contractor to complete the project.

k.    The interior signs will be designed with consideration given to the ATBCBʼs 
 guideline for accessible signage related to the Americans with Disabilities Act.

l.    Examples of the types of interior signs that will be included in the scope of work 
 are:  Primary room/department identifi cation signs; Patient room signs; Secondary 
 room identifi cation signs; Informational signs; Wall and ceiling mounted 
 directional signs; Entrance lobby signs; Network identifi cation signage; 
 Regulatory, life safety code and restrictive signs.

 a.  The Environmental Graphic Design fi rm will design and program an exterior 
 wayfi nding/ directional sign program. This will involve programming and sign 
 location plans being prepared showing the placement of the signs and their 
 respective messages.  This will include a complete sign message schedule 
 identifying each sign, its message and its type. Sign location plans and 
 photographs will be prepared showing the exact placement/location of the 
 directional signs.

b.  The Environmental Graphic Design fi rm will design and program an exterior 
 building identifi cation sign program. This will involve programming and sign 
 location plans being prepared showing the placement of the signs and their 
 respective messages.  This will include a complete sign message schedule 
 identifying each sign, its message and its type.  Sign location plans and 
 photographs will be prepared showing the exact placement/location of the building 
 identifi cation signs. The signs on the building may be augmented with freestanding 
 signs as necessary to assist in identifying buildings.

c.    The Environmental Graphic Design Specialist will develop a report identifying 
 site circulation issues for both vehicles and pedestrians that can be improved to 
 provide better access, circulation and parking for patients and visitors.

d.   The Environmental Graphic Design fi rm will develop the design scheme for the 
 “look” of the exterior sign program. The design will generally defi ne the various 
 types of signs that will be used throughout the project along with issues of image, 
 materials, fi nishes, type style and layout, and color. Terminology, names and titles, 
 fl exibility of the system, form and scale, and legibility will also be considerations 
 in developing the design scheme. The design documents will identify material 
 fi nishes, trims, sign construction, installation and other design details. 

Sample:

Statement of Work
(Continued)

2.    EXTERIOR TASKS

Get Help
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 The documents will include elevation drawing of each sign type with applicable 
 size and layout dimensions and any necessary side, top and back views.

e.   The Environmental Graphic Design fi rm will prepare complete specifi cations for 
 the product being specifi ed for the project.

 f.   The Environmental Graphic Design fi rm will prepare suitable documentation 
 necessary for the VA to obtain pricing/quotations for the demolition of existing 
 signs and the installation of new signs. The design fi rm will not be required to 
 prepare any of the VA̓ s bidding documentation.

g. The Environmental Graphic Design fi rm will provide construction implementation 
 services which include reviewing submittal and shop drawings submissions and 
 perform a pre-installation walk thru with contractor. At completion of installation, 
 the Environmental Graphic Design fi rm will make a fi nal inspection walk through 
 and prepare a “punch list” report noting defi ciencies and corrections necessary for 
 the contractor to complete the project.

h.  The Environmental Graphic Design fi rm will prepare a pre-construction budget for 
 product, demolition and installation.

i.    Examples of the types of exterior signs that will be included in the scope of work 
 are: Freestanding, wall or building mounted identifi cation signs; Freestanding, wall 
 or building mounted directional signs; Parking lot identifi cation & parking stall 
 signs; Traffi c signs; Site identifi cation signs.

   3.     AREA OF WORK

 a.    The interior sign area of work at VAMC ________________ is defi ned as the 
  interior of the medical center complex and ______ community based outpatient 
  clinics (CBOCs).

 b.    The exterior sign area of work at VAMC _________________ is defi ned as the 
  traffi c and parking lot signs and building identifi cation signage.

    4.     PHASES OF WORK

        a. Phase 1 - PLANNING

  Project begins with an initial meeting with the Environmental Graphic Design 
  fi rm, the network planner, the medical center/facility project coordinator, and 
  appropriate VAMC staff. It begins by defi ning and refi ning the scope of the project 
  in greater detail and reviewing the responsibilities of the Environmental Graphic 
  Design fi rm and facility staff regarding input, design, documentation, coordination, 
  direction and approvals. A project schedule will be established which relates to the 
  projectʼs sequence of events and priorities of importance. Functional relationships 
  will be discussed regarding design character, implementation phasing, document 
  submissions and purchasing/bidding procedures.

  Deliverables: 3 hard copies and 1 electronic fi le (PDF format); A project schedule. 

       b. Phase 2 - NEW ROOM NUMBER PROGRAMMING

  The Environmental Graphic Design fi rm will survey and review the selected 
  medical center/facility buildings and develop a new room numbering system. The 
  room numbering scheme will be presented to the Facility Director and appropriate 
  staff for their review and comment.

Sample:

Statement of Work
(Continued)
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 Deliverables: 3 hard copies and 1 electronic fi le (PDF & DWG format). Drawings 
 illustrating the proposed room numbering scheme. A conversion table listing new 
 and old room numbers.

c. Phase 3 - PRELIMINARY PROGRAMMING & DESIGN
 
 The Environmental Graphic Design fi rm will revise the new room numbering 
 system based upon comments received from the facility. When the room 
 numbering revisions are complete, the Environmental Graphic Design fi rm will 
 issue the fi nal documentation to the facility project coordinator that will consist 
 of fl oor plans, which list both the new and the old number. This documentation 
 will be incorporated into the new room identifi cation sign program.  

 The Environmental Graphic Design fi rm will survey and review the project for 
 sign locations, text and placements. With the exterior signs, evaluations will be 
 made regarding sign illumination requirements. For the exterior directional signs, 
 evaluations will involve analyzing public, employee and vehicular circulation 
 and traffi c fl ow patterns around the project site. On the basis of information 
 gathered in these activities and in the Planning Phase, the Environmental Graphic 
 Design fi rm will develop the schematic design scheme for the “look” of the sign 
 program. The Environmental Graphic Design fi rm will identify fi nishes, trims, 
 types of signs and other design details. This will all be based upon a component 
 based sign system as identifi ed in the VA Sign & Graphic design Guide, created 
 for the Department of Veterans Affairs. Emphasis will be placed on developing 
 a sign program that provides the facility with a progressive professional look, 
 coordinated with the buildingʼs interior design and architecture, re-cycle element 
 of the existing exterior sign program, if possible, and address the facilityʼs 
 maintenance requirements.  For both the interior of the buildings and the exterior 
 signs for the campus, a preliminary sign location plan will be prepared along with 
 a preliminary sign message schedule.  

 The schematic design scheme, preliminary sign location plan and preliminary 
 message schedule will be presented to Facility Management, coordinated by the 
 facility project manager, for their review and comment. The Environmental 
 Graphic Design Specialist will assist the facility in the review of the documents 
 and the assembly of the facilities review comments.

 Deliverables: 3 hard copies and 1 electronic fi le (PDF); Drawings illustrating the 
 proposed look, color, trim, etc. of the interior and exterior sign program;  
 Preliminary sign location plan and message schedule.

d. Phase 4 - FINAL PROGRAMMING & DESIGN

 After the schematic design of the sign program and the preliminary sign location 
 plan and message schedule has been reviewed and approved by the medical center/
 facility, the Environmental Graphic Design fi rm will proceed to develop the draft 
 of the sign project documents involving the sign type drawings and specifi cations. 
 
 These documents will show preliminary illustrations of all interior and exterior 
 sign types in the sign program. A preliminary draft of the specifi cations and 
 budget will be developed that will defi ne the cost of implementing the program. 
 The Environmental Graphic Design fi rm will revise the sign location plan and 
 message schedule. These documents will be presented to appropriate facility staff 
 for review and comment.

 Deliverables: 3 hard copies and 1 electronic fi le (PDF); Preliminary version of the 
 sign project manual showing all of the sign types, revised sign location plans and 
 message schedule; Preliminary specifi cations and budget.

Sample:

Statement of Work
(Continued)

Get Help
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e. Phase 5 - CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS

 In this phase, the Environmental Graphic Design fi rm refi nes and fi nalizes the
 physical design of the signs, based upon client input from design development 
 documents.  The facility project coordinator will return the design development 
 sign type drawings, sign location plan and message schedule to the Environmental 
 Graphic Design fi rm with fi nal comments and fi nal revisions. The Environmental 
 Graphic Design fi rm will prepare the fi nal sign project manual.  The sign project 
 manual will follow the general format of detailed sign type drawings, defi ning all 
 of the signs in the hierarchy of the sign program, selected sign construction 
 details, sign installation details and specifi cations. The sign type drawings  
 will include elevation drawings of each sign type with applicable size and layout 
 dimensions and any necessary side, top and back views.  It will also contain 
 the interior and exterior sign message schedule, which defi nes the wording of each 
 sign, referenced to the particular sign type and location. Final specifi cations will be 
 provided for both the interior and exterior signs. Final sign location plans, in 
 the form of AUTOCAD fi les will be provided for both the interior and exterior
 sign locations.  A pre-construction budget estimate will be developed for 
 implementing the program.  

 Deliverables: 3 hard copies and 1 electronic fi le (PDF & DWG format); Sign 
 Project Manual/Document containing – Specifi cations, Sign Type Elevation, 
 Layout, Detail and Mounting Drawings, Sign Message Schedule and Sign 
 Location Drawings, pre-construction budget.

f. Phase 6 - CONSTRUCTION / IMPLEMENTATION PHASE

 The Environmental Graphic Design fi rm is to assist the facility project 
 coordinator with the following services.

  1)    The Environmental Graphic Design fi rm will provide advice and direction 
   to the VA in matters related to the contractors and suppliers during the 
   course of the implementation of the project. The Environmental Graphic 
   Design fi rm will have no direct or indirect affi liation with any of the 
   contractors or suppliers involved with the implementation of the project. 
 
  2)    Review all design submissions at the medical center with VAMC project 
   coordinator and other appropriate staff.

  3)    Review the fabricator/sign contractors  ̓submittals, shop drawings and 
   samples to insure compliance with the Bid/Project Design Documents. 
   The review could consist of one complete submittal and one revised 
   submittal.

  4)   The Environmental Graphic Design fi rm will visit the project site with the 
   facility project coordinator and the sign contractor and perform a pre-
   installation walk through for both the interior and exterior sign project.  
 
  5)   At the completion of all fabrication and installation, the Environmental 
   Graphic Design fi rm will make a fi nal inspection walk through of the 
   project and prepare a report noting defi ciencies and corrections necessary 
   for the sign contractor to complete both the interior and the exterior sign 
   projects.
 
  6)   At the completion of fi nal inspection corrections, the Environmental 
   Graphic Design fi rm will make a fi nal inspection walk through of the 
   project and prepare a report noting if there are still any outstanding 
   defi ciencies and corrections necessary for the sign contractor to 
   complete both the interior and the exterior sign projects.

Sample:

Statement of Work
(Continued)

Get Help
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5. PRELIMINARY PROJECT SCHEDULE

 Phase 1: ____ weeks; Phase 2: ____ weeks; Phase 3: ____ weeks;
 Phase 4: ____ weeks; Phase 5: ____ weeks

6. EXCLUSIONS

 The fabrication and installation of signs, site electrical and the engineering within 
signs is by others.  Interior signs not included in the scope of work are: illuminated 
fi re safety exit signs, signs related to or on equipment or fi xtures, and signs relating to 
employee operational matters. Exterior signs not included in the scope of work are:
parking stall identifi cation, signs related to or on equipment or fi xtures and striping and 
pavement markings.

7. PROJECT COORDINATOR
 _____________________________________

Sample:

Statement of Work
(Continued)

NOTE
This statement of work is a general guide to assist in the development of a scope 
for a project and facility. Close coordination with a Contacting Offi cer will help 
tailor the document to meet current Contracting requirements and procedures.

Get Help
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DESCRIPTION:  IDENTIFINITE DELIVERY CONTRACT (OPEN-END) FOR 
ENVIRONMENTAL GRAPHIC DESIGN PROGRAMMING SERVICES

The project will provide professional services necessary for various environmental graphic 
design services for VA medical centers located in the VA Integrated Service Network 
(VISN) ____.  The VISN ____ facilities will include VAMC ___________.  Also included 
will be various Community Based Outpatient Clinics in the VISN ___ catchment area.  
Services include design and program of interior and exterior signage, directional wayfi nding 
signage, new room numbering system directed towards visitors and staff, life safety, code 
and regulatory signage, traffi c regulatory signs.  This will involve programming and sign 
location plans for all signs throughout the medical center/facility.  Area of consideration is 
within the continental United States.  The environmental graphic design fi rm shall perform 
work on an indefi nite quantity (Open-Ended) basis.  When services are required, a work 
order will be issued.  Work orders will be issued by the Contracting Offi cer and will detail 
the scope of work.  The environmental graphic designer and Contracting Offi cer will 
review the scope of work and negotiate the amount of hours required and the completion 
schedule.  VA intends to award an open-ended Environmental Graphic Design contract.  
The Government is uncertain as to the number of task orders that will be placed against the 
contract during the term of the contract.Award of individual task orders is contingent upon 
project funding.  Selection criteria will be based on:  (1) Primary business activity (70%) is 
in the fi eld of Environmental Graphic Design performing the work of signage programming 
and design.  (2) Project Manager assigned signage programming must have extensive 
experience with programming the room and informational signing for the interior of large 
medical centers including the development of a way-fi nding (directional) sign program 
and life safety signing. Extensive experience refers to having worked on and managed 
multiple large sized (250+ bed) medical centers as well as psychiatric hospitals, nursing 
homes, and outpatient clinics. (3) Project Manager assigned signage programming must 
have extensive experience with programming the signing for the exterior of large medical 
centers.  This includes the development of pedestrian and vehicle way-fi nding (directional) 
signs program, building and entrance identifi cation and traffi c/regulatory signing. Extensive 
experience refers to having worked on exterior sign programs for multiple medical centers 
in rural, suburban, and urban locations. (4) Ability to provide sign location plans in 
AutoCAD (if AutoCAD fi les are available from the VA for the buildings and sites involved).  
(5) Professional member of the Society for Environmental Graphic Design.  (6) Thorough 
familiarity with the VA̓ s Environmental Graphic Design Program Guide.  (7) Knowledge 
of medical terminology and operational characteristics of hospitals, psychiatric hospitals, 
nursing homes, and outpatient clinics.  (8) Selected fi rm will be excluded from bidding 
the sign product, demolition and installation.  (9) Project manager assigned to the project 
must have experience in developing new room numbering systems for medical centers.  
Environmental Graphic Design fi rms that meet the requirements listed in this announcement 
are invited to submit two (2) copies of the completed Standard Forms (SF) 254 and 255 by 
_________________.  SIC code 8711 applies.  No bid packages are available.  This is not a 
Request for Proposal (RFP).

Sample:
 
Federal Business 
Opportunity Ad

Get Help
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Sample:

Rating Factors

Following are some rating factors that can be used in the selection process for an 
Environmental Graphic Design fi rm.

1.   Primary business activity (70%) is in the fi eld of Environmental Graphic Design per-
forming the work of signage programming and design.

 2.   Project Manager assigned signage programming must have extensive experience with 
programming the room and informational signing for the interior of large medical centers 
including the development of a way-fi nding (directional) sign program and life safety sign-
ing. Extensive experience refers to having worked on and managed multiple large sized 
(250+ bed) medical centers as well as psychiatric hospitals nursing homes, and outpatient 
clinics.

3.   Project Manager assigned signage programming must have extensive experience with 
programming the signing for the exterior of large medical centers.  This includes the de-
velopment of pedestrian and vehicle way-fi nding (directional) signs program, building and 
entrance identifi cation and traffi c/regulatory signing. Extensive experience refers to having 
worked on exterior sign programs for multiple medical centers in rural, suburban, and urban 
locations.

4.    Ability to provide sign location plans in AutoCAD (if AutoCAD fi les are available from 
the VA for the buildings and sites involved).

5.   Professional member of the Society for Environmental Graphic Design.

6.    Thorough familiarity with the VA̓ s Sign & Graphic Design Guide.

7.    Knowledge of medical terminology and operational characteristics of hospitals, 
psychiatric hospitals, nursing homes, and outpatient clinics.

8.   Selected fi rm will be excluded from bidding the sign product, demolition and 
installation.

9.   Project manager assigned to the project must have experience in developing new room 
numbering systems for medical centers.

10. Provide 5 client references (past projects) that can be contacted for background and 
performance information on the Environmental Graphic Design fi rm.

Get Help
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Questions for 
Environmental Graphic 
Design Firm During 
Interview

Following are some interview questions that can be used in the selection process 
for evaluating an Environmental Graphic Design fi rm.

1.   What type of fi rm is _____________?

2.    How long has the fi rm been in business?

3.   Is your fi rm affi liated with, or a division of, another fi rm or sign company?

4.    Does your fi rm sell signs or any other manufactured product?

5.    How long has the fi rm been designing sign programs for medical centers?

6.    How many sign programs has the fi rm designed for medical centers?

7.    What is the largest hospital that your fi rm has designed a sign program for?

8.    How many VA Medical Centers has your fi rm design and programmed a sign ?

9.    Does the fi rm have any VA projects currently underway?

10.  What comprises the fi rmʼs staff and what is their experience in the fi eld of Environmen-
tal Graphic Design?

11.  What is the educational background of the staff?

12.  How many people typically work on a project?

13.  Who works on the Design Phase of a project and then who works on the Construction 
Phase?

14.  What are the 5 most recent projects bid?

15.  What are the 5 most recent projects completed? (fabricated and installed)

16.  What are the 5 most recent hospital and medical facility projects?

17.  What are 5 projects currently in design at your fi rm?

18.  Has your fi rm received any awards for design excellence?

19.  Has your fi rm had any litigation involvement in the last 5 years?

20.  Is your fi rm a Veteran owned fi rm?

Get Help
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The process to develop a new sign program for a medical center, a site or a build-
ing, can take several months or even a year to complete.

Programming the signage requirements for a facility fi rst requires a defi nition of the 
project to be undertaken.

Interior sign programs are generally best undertaken along with along projects 
that involve remolding, repainting or refurbishing.  When an old sign program is 
removed there is generally considerable refurbishment needed to walls.  A new in-
terior sign program will generally have less than two thirds of the signs that are re-
moved replaced, so there is considerable patching, repairs and painting involved.

An exterior sign program may require repairs to landscaping, running electrical 
circuits and repairing walks, walls and paving surfaces.  So it is best to undertake 
an exterior sign program for an entire medical campus rather than attempting to 
do it on a piecemeal basis. Doing just a portion of a campus will lead to confusion 
on the part of patients and visitors because when the see new signs they will not 
be sure that the information on an old signs is correct.

The following  is a sign program project template that outlines the various tasks, 
documentation and events in a sign project for a building or a site. This overview 
can also function as a “project road map” to keep a sign project on track for mile-
stones and deliverables.

The Project Process

Engaging an 
Environmental 

Graphic Design fi rm

• Selection of a qualifi ed fi rm to provide sign 
   programming and design services

• Submitting profi le and qualifi cations

• GSA Form 330

• Coordination of the review and approval process 
   with Contracting.
• Assembly of the personnel that will be involved in 
   the selection review process.

• Coordinated by Contracting

• 8 to 16 weeks

Objective
What is looking to be accomplished.

Environmental Graphic 
Design Firm Tasks
What is being done by the 
Environmental Graphic Design fi rm.

Documentation
What is being delivered.

VA Project Management 
Tasks
What is being done by the VA.

Approvals
What approvals need to be achieved.

Time
What is the time required.

Process
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Establishing the 
Project Team

Programming
Defi ning the scope of the 

project, the criteria for the 
design and any special 

requirements.

• Development of project milestones.
• Development of the review and approval process.
• Assembly of the personnel that will be involved in
   the project.

• Project manager and design team staff fi nalized.
• Prepare a project time line

• Project time line

• Develop the core committee that will function as
   the project lead
• Develop a process for reviewing the project 
   documentation

• Prepare a project document review time line
• Develop the channel of approvals that will be 
   utilized for the project

• 2 to 4 weeks

• Defi ning the project.
• Defi ning the infl uences.
• Identifying the coordinating elements.

• Determine where signs are needed.
• Develop a preliminary message schedule of text for
   the signs.
• Determine the types of signs required.
• Determine the circulation system and decision
   points.
• Identify specifi c site and/or architectural conditions.
• Defi ne special requirements for lighting, installation,
   maintenance.
• Identify coordination issues with architect, 
   landscape architect and interior designer.
• Establish budget objectives.

• Sign message schedule and location plan.

• Review the sign message schedule and location 
   plan providing comment and revisions.
• Provide input & direction on budgets.

• Depending on the overall size of the project, this 
   can take 2 to 12 weeks.

Objective
What is looking to be accomplished.

Environmental Graphic 
Design Firm Tasks
What is being done by the 
Environmental Graphic Design fi rm.

Documentation
What is being delivered.

VA Project Management 
Tasks
What is being done by the VA.

Approvals
What approvals need to be achieved.

Time
What is the time required.

Objective
What is looking to be accomplished.

Environmental Graphic 
Design Firm Tasks
What is being done by the 
Environmental Graphic Design fi rm.

Documentation
What is being delivered.

VA Project Management 
Tasks
What is being done by the VA.

Approvals
What approvals need to be achieved.

Time
What is the time required.

Process
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Design Development
Creating the design look of the 
sign and graphics program and 

resolving issues.

• Defi ning the look, image and design character.
• Applying the image and design character to the 
   needs defi ned in the Programming Phase.

• Defi ne the various types of signs that will be used.
• Defi ne issues of image, fi nishes, layout, and color. 
• Defi ne terminology, names and titles.
• Drawings of all the interior and exterior sign types
   that will be included in the sign program.
• Revise the sign location plan and message
   schedule.
• Develop preliminary budget.
• Coordinate with other design consultants.

• Presentation drawings of the proposed design look.
• Drawings showing all sign types.
• Revised sign location plans and message schedule.
• Preliminary budget.

• Review design concepts and drawings and provide
   comments.
• Review sign message schedule and location plan 
   providing comment and revision.

• VA approval of Design Development documents.

• Starting during Programming, this phase will take 5
   to 10 weeks.

Final Design 
Preparation of documentation 

for the manufacturing and 
installation of the sign and 

graphics program.

• Final documentation for purchasing implementation

• Prepare fi nal sign location plans and message
   schedule.
• Prepare fi nal sign type drawings, text layout, 
   construction details.
• Prepare installation and mounting details.
• Prepare specifi cations.
• Develop pre-construction budget.
• Provide list of pre-qualifi ed GSA sign 
   manufacturers.

• Drawings showing all sign types, details, mounting
   and layouts.
• Final sign messages schedule and location plan.
• Pre-construction budget
• Specifi cations.

• Review the fi nal sign location plan, message 
   schedule, sign type drawings and specifi cations.

• VA approval of Final Design documents.

• This phase will take 6 to 8 weeks.

Process

Objective
What is looking to be accomplished.

Environmental Graphic 
Design Firm Tasks
What is being done by the 
Environmental Graphic Design fi rm.

Documentation
What is being delivered.

VA Project Management 
Tasks
What is being done by the VA.

Approvals
What approvals need to be achieved.

Time
What is the time required.

Objective
What is looking to be accomplished.

Environmental Graphic 
Design Firm Tasks
What is being done by the 
Environmental Graphic Design fi rm.

Documentation
What is being delivered.

VA Project Management 
Tasks
What is being done by the VA.

Approvals
What approvals need to be achieved.

Time
What is the time required.
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Purchasing 
Bidding and entering into a 

contract for manufacturing and 
installation.

• Engage a qualifi ed manufacturer and installer

• Assist in the pricing process by answering 
questions and providing clarifi cations

• Form 90-2237
• Statement of Work
• Estimate

• Contracting Offi cer conducts the purchasing 
process.

• Pricing Abstract
• Technical Team
• Contractor Qualifi cations
• Grade Review

• This phase will take 4 to 10 weeks.

Demolition
Removal of existing sign 

program

• Defi ning what work is to be accomplished 
   regarding removal of existing signs

• Develop documentation

• Documentation describing the scope of demolition
   work. This can consist of photographs, description
   of work and plans not location of signs to be 
   removed

• Provide direction on the scope of demolition to be
   addressed.
• Review demolition documentation.
• Review sign removal schedule and plan providing 
   comment and revisions.

• VA approval of demolition documents

• 2 to 4 weeks

Process

Objective
What is looking to be accomplished.

Environmental Graphic 
Design Firm Tasks
What is being done by the 
Environmental Graphic Design fi rm.

Documentation
What is being delivered.

VA Project Management 
Tasks
What is being done by the VA.

Approvals
What approvals need to be achieved.

Time
What is the time required.

Objective
What is looking to be accomplished.

Environmental Graphic 
Design Firm Tasks
What is being done by the 
Environmental Graphic Design fi rm.

Documentation
What is being delivered.

VA Project Management 
Tasks
What is being done by the VA.

Approvals
What approvals need to be achieved.

Time
What is the time required.
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While this information will provide guidance for all projects, much of what has 
been discussed relates to large scale sign programs. The approach for small 
projects will be similar whether design/programming services are engaged or the 
work is done “in house”. 

Specifying environmental graphic design and programming services as a part of 
a sign order for a small sign project is an option that can be considered. However, 
be careful in retaining control and defi ning the qualifi cation of the programmer/
designer that will be doing the work.

There is an inherent confl ict of interests with the programmer/designer working for 
the manufacturer and not the ultimate client (you), with a tendency to over specify 
the quantity of sign products needed or the types of signs being provided. Make 
sure the scope of work being provided by a manufacturer is also clearly spelled 
out, in detail, relating to the exact type of programming services that is going to be 
provided. 

Be suspect if the manufacturer does not identify the true cost for programming 
services and “buries” it in the product cost. Programming services are never free.

Getting Help for a 
Small Project

Implementation
Manufacturing and installation

• Install and complete the project

• Review of shop drawings.
• Review of materials, fi nishes, colors and samples.
• Develop change orders.
• Perform pre-installation walk through. 
• Perform punch list inspection.
• Prepare punch list report.

• Reviewed shop drawings.
• Reviewed materials, fi nishes, colors and samples.
• Punch list inspection report.

• Review shop drawings.
• Review materials, fi nishes, colors and samples.
• Review punch list inspection report.
• Provide access to the building and site.
• Coordination with facility staff.

• Acceptance of installed project.
• Receiving Report

• Generally projects take from 12 to 20 weeks, 
   depending on their size and scope.

Process

Objective
What is looking to be accomplished.

Environmental Graphic 
Design Firm Tasks
What is being done by the 
Environmental Graphic Design fi rm.

Documentation
What is being delivered.

VA Project Management 
Tasks
What is being done by the VA.

Approvals
What approvals need to be achieved.

Time
What is the time required.
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The intent of this page is to illustrate how the message schedule (Figure 1) 
correlates to it’s respective sign location plan (Figure 2). The message schedule 
calls out typical signs used in programming the exterior site. For more information 
regarding the general location and installation of these signs, please see the 
construction and installation details.

Exterior Programming

Figure 1

Figure 2
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Programming

The intent of this page is to illustrate how the message schedule (Figure 3) 
correlates to it’s respective sign location plan (Figure 4). The message schedule 
calls out typical signs used in programming the interior of a building. For more 
information regarding the location of restroom and stairwell signs, please see the 
construction and installation details.

Interior Programming

Figure 3

Figure 4
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This section of the Sign & Graphic Design Guide covers two basic fundamental 
foundations to an effective sign and way finding program, proper floor level 
identification and logical, clear and consistent room numbers.

The foundation of way finding starts with floors functioning as the basic delineation 
of the physical layout of the building. Once a patient or visitor enters the building, 
the first question to be resolved is, what floor level am I on and what floor level is 
my destination? The next question is what is the room number or location of my 
destination. Following that question, the next question is how do I get there? 

An effective way finding system needs to answer these questions and provide 
other information that people need to function in a building.  

It is important to establish a clear and consistent identity for all floor levels as one 
of the basic components of the building’s way finding system.
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Floor Level 
Identification

It is important to establish a clear and consistent identity for all floor levels as one 
of the basic components of the building’s way finding system.

The first level of a building is the level patients and visitors enter the building, from 
grade, to the main lobby. It is people’s natural instinct to expect that when they 
walk in the main lobby of a building, that is the building’s first level.

When labeling floor levels, start at the first level as Floor 1, first work down through 
the lower floors, identify all parking & basement levels. Then work up, identify all 
mezzanine, interstitial, and upper floors. 

The established floor level identity should always be displayed at elevator lobbies, 
elevator control buttons, directories and stairs. Buildings that have secondary 
and service exterior entries on more than one level should display entry/exiting 
information along with the level identity. This assists people entering a building to 
know that they are not entering the buildings main level thus avoiding confusion 
and disorientation. 
 

Clear and consistent level identification is essential for buildings located on sloped 
sites with portions of the levels partially above and below grade.  

Adjacent or multiple buildings on a sloped site that have floors that do not align 
should have clear level identification along with effective directional information. 
Keep in mind the “front door to the medical center main lobby” defines the first 
floor level.

On a sloped site condition, where buildings are connected with an enclosed 
walkway or corridor, and the building floor levels do not align, an evaluation needs 
to be made regarding coordination of floor level identification. (For example, a 
patient enters the facility at the medical center main lobby and wants to go to 
a clinic that is located in another building, which is physically connected to the 
hospital)

If the transition in walking from one building to the next is VISUALLY VERY CLEAR, 
then the buildings can retain their individual floor level numbers. However, at the 
entry points to each building, HIGHLY VISIBLE floor level identification must be 
displayed at the building entry points.

If the transition from one building to the next is NOT CLEAR and a person is not 
aware they have entered another building, then the buildings floor level numbers 
need to be coordinated and matched. This may mean renumbering the floors in 
the secondary building in a nonconforming way.

Site Considerations

Floor Level
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FIRST FLOOR

The level patients and visitors enter the 
building. 

Label this floor as “1”.

UPPER LEVELS

The building levels above the First Floor. 

Upper building level identification 
should be identified by the number 
ascending from the first floor. The 
second floor is numbered “2”, the third 
floor is numbered “3” and so on. 

BASEMENT

The building levels below the First Floor. 

Building level identification should be 
identified by the letter “B”. Buildings 
with multiple basement levels should 
label descending basement levels B1, 
B2, B3, etc. in the order of descent.

MEZZANINE LEVELS

Mezzanine level is the level that 
is between the first and second 
floors. Most buildings do not have a 
mezzanine.

Label this floor level “M”.

Assigning Floor Level 
Identification

Floor Level
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INTERSTITIAL LEVELS

Interstitial level is floor level that is not 
accessible to the public. Generally 
these types of levels have building 
support equipment. Most buildings do 
not have interstitial levels.

Label this floor level “I”.

When a building is on a sloping site, the 
first floor is the level which patient and 
visitors enter the building, as a main 
entrance, and enter into a main lobby 
reception area.

The lower level is then designated a 
basement, even though it is at grade.

Older buildings which were constructed 
with a staircase leading up a flight or 
partial flight of stairs to the main level, 
typically had this level designated a the 
first floor and the level below labeled as 
the ground floor or basement. 

If Ground Floor is used as a 
designation, change it to Basement.

Floor Level
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Sloped site condition, where buildings are connected with an enclosed walkway 
or corridor, and the building floor levels do not align,  but the transition in walking 
from one building to the next is VISUALLY VERY CLEAR, then the buildings can 
retain their individual floor level numbers.

Sloped site condition, where buildings 
are connected with an enclosed 
walkway or corridor, and the building 
floor levels do not align,  and the 
transition from one building to the 
next is NOT CLEAR and a person is 
not aware they have entered another 
building, then the buildings floor level 
numbers need to be coordinated and 
matched based upon the level that 
serves as the main entrance. 

Floor Level
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Older buildings which were constructed 
with a staircase leading up a full flight 
of stairs to the main level, typically had 
this level designated a the first floor and 
the level below labeled as the ground 
floor or basement. 

If ground level has level access from 
grade, the designation of that level 
should be 1.
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PROCESS

• Conduct a survey of existing floor level identification & conditions.

• Develop revised floor level designations.

• Determine what needs to be changed in the sign program, elevator cars, elevator 
lobbies, stairwell signs, directories, automatic alarm annunciators, building 
automation systems, etc.

• Coordinate with facility manager, engineering, dietary, information management, 
safety & nursing. It is also important to advise the local Fire and Police 
Departments of this change in the facility.

• Develop documentation necessary to implement the change. This will involve 
changes to both the elevators and the sign program at the same time.

• Arrange for implementation through typical procedures.

• Alert all staff, prior to the conversion, via email and general posting throughout 
the facility. Include actual conversion dates and names of individuals that anyone 
may contact that may have questions.

WHEN

• Preferable during the completion of a renovation or remodeling project or as part 
of the completion of a new construction project.

• Schedule the installation and change over during a weekend or holiday period.

CONSIDERATIONS

• Install the entire program at one time to avoid confusion.

• Create a translation sheet that has “old” and “new” level names. Widely 
distribute this information, and the date of change, to staff with plenty of time 
before the change.

• After converting to the new level designations, in the elevator lobbies, display a 
paper copy of the old vs. new for several weeks as staff & patients adjust to the 
change.

Implementation of 
Floor Number/Level 
Changes
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The room numbering system functions as one of the basic pieces of information in 
the building’s way finding system. 

The way finding system can be compared to the process people use when 
traveling  through a town or city to reach their destination. First they go to the 
right part of town, next they find the right street, and finally they look for the right 
address. In a building, they use a similar process by first going to the right floor 
level, next they find the right corridor, and finally they look for the right room 
number. That room number serves as the “address”.

Room number systems identify each room in a building using a consistent 
recognizable pattern. In addition to identifying the room, the room numbering 
system also assists in orienting visitors, patients and employees and serves as a 
sequential guide to help them navigate through sometimes complex building floor 
plans. 

Room number systems in a medical center play a primary role in the function 
and operations of a facility. A room numbering system that is confusing or unlike 
common addressing & floor designation systems affects visitors, patients and 
also employees. For example, a confusing numbering system affects planning 
and maintenance staff along with dietary staff and others trying to do pick up and 
make deliveries to rooms within a building.

The assignment of a “beneficial” room number provides an opportunity for the 
patient to create an immediate mental image of the actual space location in the 
building. By knowing a beneficial room number, a person can enter the building 
and ascertain what floor, wing, and location on that wing the target space is…all 
without additional wayfinding tools such as directories, lines on floors, etc. 

Most often room numbering systems that are “broken” are a result of new 
construction being added to existing facilities with the room numbers not being 
coordinated between the buildings. Or, extensive or repeated remodeling has been 
done and the existing numbering system was not flexible enough to accommodate 
change.

When embarking on a project to correct a “broken” room numbering system there 
are several things that need to be taken into account. Many departments will be 
affected in a medical center and all of these departments need to participate in the 
process in order to make a smooth transition.

Typical departments that are effected by room number changes are Facility 
Management, Engineering, Environmental Management, Pharmacy, Medical 
Administration, Nutrition & Food Service, Police Services, & Information Resource 
Management.

Planning for a change will take time and should involve communication to as many 
staff a possible long before the change takes place.

Room Numbering as a 
Wayfinding Tool

Room

Room Numbering 
Effects on Operations

Importance of a Clear 
Room Numbering 
System

Fixing “Broken” Room 
Numbering as a 
Wayfinding Tool
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A new room numbering system can be implemented and the old number system 
retained. 

The new room number system is put in place on the wall at the side of the door 
as a part of a new sign program. The old room number can be put on a small sign 
(i.e. 1” X 4”) mounted on the top of the door frame on the hinge side. With this 
approach, when a new corrected  room numbering scheme is put in place, the old 
room number designation is not effected. The old room number on the plaque that 
is attached to the door frame retains the old number for as long as necessary. The 
new room number is then in place for the public and the wayfinding system. 

While this approach may address the concerns of those who do not want to 
change numbers, it does introduce two systems into a building. Typically the new 
system will get adapted by people in a matter of just a couple of weeks. Then a 
decision will need to be made regarding what departments will stay using the old 
system.  

Although engineering may want to remain with the old system, it is not 
recommended. There are ways for engineering to make room number revisions 
while maintaining the integrity of their databases.  For example, Computer 
Aided Facility Management (CAFM) systems can include programs for old 
room numbers/new room numbers that will electronically solve such concerns, 
without much effort.  Inputting the revisions in CAFM can also be included in the 
replacement signage contract.

Method to Implement 
New Room Numbers 
While Retaining Old 
Numbers

Criteria for Room 
Numbering

General Wayfinding 
Considerations

The following is a guideline for a door/room numbering system and a proposed 
outline method to implement and/or updating the system. These are intended only 
as guidelines and a starting point for further study of a proposed room numbering 
system.

Building layout and shape play a significant role in the development of a room 
number system that functions correctly. 

Review a site plan identifying the building entrances and access usage. Evaluate 
the building floor plan and identify main features, primary entrance, exits, hallways, 
elevators and determine major paths of travel. When determining the paths of 
travel, also identify where these paths of travel originate. 
   
Identify major and secondary corridors, waiting rooms, office suites, service and 
activity rooms, open office areas, and mechanical /utility rooms & spaces.

Determine major, secondary & tertiary destinations such as clinics, reception 
areas, offices, nursing stations, pharmacy, rest rooms, etc. Note locations of 
vertical circulation elements (elevators, stairs).

Survey and make note of the building structural “grid”, beams, columns, windows, 
shear walls, etc. Note corridor alignments and other architectural elements like 
atriums, courtyards, etc.

Note patterning in building construction ... Do walls tend to follow a pattern of 
placement? Do walls follow a pattern from floor to floor? Are corridors in the same 
location from floor to floor? Are certain rooms in the same location on each floor?

And, also identify where existing room numbers do function correctly and may not 
require any revisions.

Room
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Room Number 
Message Content

Room numbers, in addition to communicating a “label of identification” for a room, 
it can convey information about floor number, area number, as well as the room 
number. 

Room numbers would typically be formatted with the first digit(s) designating the 
floor, the second digit (or letter) designating the building area, and depending on 
the size of the building area, the next 2 or 3 digits are identifying the actual room. 

Smaller buildings or building configurations that permit the use of 4 digits is a 
preferred system. The use of 4 digits for a room number tends to be easier for 
people remember

It is recommended that individual room numbers not exceed 5 numerals/
characters. Room numbers composed of more that 5 numerals/characters tend 
to be more difficult to remember. If a building is over 9 stories, exceeding the 5 
character guide is a natural progression of accommodation. Adding and additional 
digit designation for a room within a room is also a natural progression. Inserting 
a hyphen between the building area designation and room number is also 
acceptable.

Room

Building Area 
Designation

Depending on the configuration of the building floor plan, there are several 
methods to use in order to designate areas or features to support a clear and 
coherent room numbering system.

AREAS

Based on the floor plan, generate a key plan delineating blocks of rooms and 
access corridors. Establish area symbols (A, B, C or 1, 2, 3, etc.) on a key plan. 
The area identifier is then used as part of room number and corridor number. Use 
of cardinal directions (N, S, E, W) are not beneficial in area designations as users 
lose directional perspective  once inside a building.
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LOBBY & WAITING AREA

Lobby identification should follow the numbering sequence of rooms. Assign a 
number in sequence to the room adjacent too or nearest to the lobby entry.

CORRIDORS

Corridor identification can also follow the numbering sequence of rooms. A 
number in sequence to room nearest to corridor entry can be used for numbering.

ZONES 

Establishing zones is a method of assigning a “room number” to constantly 
changing space such as workstation areas located in open floor plans. 

Create a reference grid based on an architectural feature such as column lines. 
Use letters on one axis and numbers on the other axis to identify each location 
within the grid.

Building Area 
Designation
(continued) 

When applying a room numbering scheme to a facility, it is helpful to think of the 
process as being similar to traveling to a new place in town. You move from the 
general to the specific. You have to get to the right part of town, and then finding 
the right street, and finally the right address. 

Depending on the architectural configuration of a building, certain room numbering 
scenarios may prove to work better than others. The key is to provide a logical 
consistent pattern that people can follow.

Many times, when renumbering a building, you may find that patterning of 
numbers may have multiple scenarios that might work. Chose a scheme that will 
have the ability to adapt to future building additions with no disruption to what has 
been applied.

In the following pages we will discuss two numbering systems. One numbering 
scenario is based upon a grid applied to the building floor plan. The other scenario 
is based upon sequential numbering.

Numbering off a grid allows for room numbers to be added and deleted without 
effecting the numbering system. It does mean that numbers appear to jump when 
going down a hallway where there are no doors.

Numbering in a sequential fashion has numbers following the sequence of the 
doors along a corridor. Following this approach requires introducing numbers with 
a “sub-set” designation when new rooms are created within an existing numbered 
space. 

Room Numbering 
Scenarios
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With the odd/even grid scheme, you first take the floor plan and develop a grid 
based on consistent architectural building elements such as columns, window 
patterns etc.

You then assign odd room numbers to one side of the corridor grid and even room 
numbers to the opposite side of the corridor. This patterning follows the common 
addressing pattern used in cities and towns.
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GRID NUMBERS APPLIED

Odd / Even Grid  
Room Numbering  
Scenario
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Odd / Even Grid  
Room Numbering  
Scenario 
(continued)

After applying the grid you then assign room numbers based upon which grid area 
contains the room door opening. The grid numbering always stays constant and if 
there are no door openings in a grid area, then that grid number is not used. 

By using a grid number, being assigned to an area of the building, this allows for 
remodeling that adds or takes away rooms with no impact to the overall building 
numbering system.
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After applying room numbers, based upon the room door opening on to the 
corridor, within the grid area, you address the numbering for rooms within rooms. 

Typically these interior rooms, off rooms, are give a sub-set designation. This 
designation can be in the form of a letter or number. Using a letter tends to be 
easier for people to remember and use.

3B210 - Room with a corridor door in the assigned grid area

3B210A or 3B210a or 3B210.1 - Designation for a room accessed through 
the room that is accessed from the corridor.

The preceding illustration shows several examples of how to address rooms within 
rooms, rooms extending over several grid zones and two rooms opening in the 
same grid zone.

With the sequential scheme you take 
the floor plan and apply room numbers 
as you progress down the corridor.

At logical breaks in the corridor, like 
at stairs or elevators, some numbers 
can be skipped. This will allow some 
flexibility within the sequential system 
in case of future room re-configurations 
and remodels.

The same as the odd/even scenario, 
interior rooms, off rooms, are give a 
sub-set designation.

This designation can be in the form of a 
letter or number. Using a letter tends to 
be easier for people to remember and 
use.

NOTE: While the adjacent illustration is 
showing the use of a number and letter 
designation system (ie 4B109), a five 
number designation works equally as 
well (ie 42109).

Sequential 
Room Numbering 
Scenario

Odd / Even Grid  
Room Numbering  
Scenario 
(continued)
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A numbering system for existing rooms/spaces should allow for future additions or 
subtractions to the original system. 

Large rooms that have been sub-divided and remodeled to serve other functions 
can be identified by adding a sequential sub-set letter or number to the original 
room/space number.

 Original Room/Space Number -  1A013 (Retain for 1 room/space)
 Added Rooms/Space Number -  1A013A, 1A013B 

 Original Room/Space Number -  1A014 (Retain for 1 room/space)
 Added Rooms/Space Number -  1A014.1, 1A014.2, 1A014.3

Groups of small rooms/spaces remodeled into larger rooms/spaces by removing 
walls/partitions should retain one of the original room/space numbers that follows 
in sequence to the numbers patterned off the entrance from the corridor.

A number that has not been used in the Existing Plan may be assigned within 
renovated area/space or new area/space if it falls within the sequencing.

An available room number may be re-assigned to another room after plan change.

A room number should not change if the function or use of a room changes.

In the case where a room/space is served by more than one door, the room 
number should follow a number designation based upon the access to the room 
from corridor, anteroom, or lobby in sequence.

Rooms/spaces that could be accessed by a multiple door conditions are usually 
office suites, alcoves, secretarial area, closets, air/mechanical shafts, stairs, 
elevators, and mechanical/electrical rooms.

When deleting old room numbers keep existing numbers in place unless the 
deleted numbers create confusion.

Adding & Deleting
Room Numbers

Every building has conditions that may require deviation from the room numbering 
scenario being applied, but these deviations should be kept to a minimum. If there 
are too many, then there is a problem with the scenario be applied.

And, sometimes there are buildings or floors that it is virtually impossible to put in 
place a numbering system that make sense. There may be to many disconnected 
corridors, Rooms with in rooms within rooms. Or simply no defining pattern to the 
rooms in the building or space.
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Adding & Deleting
Room Numbers
(continued)
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Open Office Plan
Zone Numbers
(continued)

Large rooms that have been sub-divided with open office systems can be identify 
zones within the room by adding a sequential sub-set letter or number to the 
room/space number.

 Room Number -  1A013 
 Open Office Zone/Space Number -  1A013a1, 1A013a2 

 Room Number -  2334
 Open Office Zone/Space Number -  2334b1, 2334b2
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Implementation of  
Room Number 
Changes

PROCESS

• Conduct survey of existing room locations, floor plans & conditions.

• Develop proposed room number scenarios

• Determine what needs to be changed in the sign program.

• Develop preliminary sign location plans and message schedules for new signs.

• Coordinate with all department managers, facility management, engineering, 
dietary, information management,  safety, nursing, pharmacy, & fiscal.

• Develop final documentation necessary to implement the change. This will 
involve changes to both the room identification signs and the directional sign 
program at the same time.

• Arrange for implementation through typical procedures.

• Install all new room number signs with the new numbers and temporarily cover 
them over with paper signs display the old number. On the day of the conversion 
remove all the paper signs at the same time.
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WHEN

• Preferable during the completion of a renovation or remodeling project or as part 
of the completion of a new construction project.

• Schedule the change over during a weekend or holiday period.

• Schedule the change at an accounting milestone (end of the month, end of fiscal 
year, etc.).

CONSIDERATIONS

• Install the entire program at one time to avoid confusion.

• Create a translation sheet that has “old” and “new” room numbers. Widely 
distribute this information, and the date of change, to staff with plenty of time 
before the change.

• Install entire new room renumbering program at one time to avoid confusion.

• A recommendation is to install all the new numbers and then cover them up with 
paper signs showing the old number. On the day & time of the change, remove all 
the paper signs. Now the facility gets changes out all at once. 

• Code requirements may require updating some sign types and/or locations.

• Directories and directional signs will need to be updated with the new room 
numbers.

• New room signs will probably require existing wall surfaces to be cleaned and 
freshened up or even painted prior to installation.

• Prior to converting to new room numbers, plan for impacting system changes, 
such as alarm annunciators, building automation systems, telephones, etc. 

Implementation of  
Room Number 
Changes
(continued)




